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ABSTRACT 

In early 1983, the Catholic Education Authority ln Sydney Issued a major 
I 

curriculum document for the systems 210 Primary schools on Religious 

Education. One year after the documents' release there was evidence of its 

negligible impact in classrooms. Studies of overseas, Australian, and local 

system-level changes supported the view that there was relatively limited 

documentation of the processes followed in the implementation of system-level 

change. 

As its starting point, the Field Study pursues the development in eight schools of 

a system-stimulated implementation process over twelve months. A historical 

perspective of the system is given; implementation of change is defined; and the 

approach used in the study is sited in the theoretical context of Action Research. 

The body of the study is written in an 'inter-leaving' style. In each Chapter a 

chronological descriptive approach is followed and, as appropriate, theoretical 

considerations are introduced as a method of reflection and interpretation of the 

process. Among the processes under investigation, major consideration is given 

to planning, monitoring and collaborative staff development. The specific 

strategy of change developed is that of a Co-operative Peer Support Scheme, 

based on Goodlad's concept of a "league". Concerns - Based Adoption 

Methodology (CBAM) is used as a monitoring technique. An original contribution 

to the monitoring processes is the invention and application of a micrercomputer 

program for analysis of the Stages of Concern of the teacher participants in the 

Project. 

The salient findings of the Study are that the particular plan had-been effective, 

and that system planning can only be directional. Monitoring procedures that are 



are amenable to use In 1ystem-level change were demonstrated to have been 

useful. Clear focussing of Issues, the generation of locally produced learning 

materials, and conscious use of adult learning process enhances the outcomes of 

the Project. Finally, the goal-free descriptive approach followed identities more 

sharply new questions requiring further exploration: mechanisms leading to 

group formation; the interrelationship between psychic-group and socio-group 

processes; the roles of change-agents and the support system; and the quality of 

use rather than the percentage of users. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

COMING TO TERMS THROUGH AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

Sophocles once wrote: 

"One must learn by doing the thing, for though you think you 
know it - you have no certainty until you try." 

(quoted by Rogers, Shoemaker 1971:98) 

This Field Study describes and reflects upon the processes involved in the 

implementation of a new system initiative. Specifically, a system curriculum 

statement in Religious Education was issued in early 1983. This document for 

mandatory use in Catholic systemic primary schools in Sydney is known as 

Journey in Faith. After its first twelve months of use, the writer of the Field 

Study whose aim was to help implement Journey in Faith became identified with 

the project. Eight primary schools were used as a pilot-group and a Project 

Team worked throughout 1984 with these schools. Employing an Action-research 

orientation an account of this Project is provided. 

In this preliminary Chapter, certain orientations are provided. Unless the reader 

has a context, rationale, and an overview perspective from which to work, it may 

become difficult to locate the study. In short, answering the questions from 

where? why? and to what? is the ambit of this Chapter. 

In the first instance, an historical perspective on the specific system and on the 

development of Religious Education in that system is addressed. Then some 
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definitions are given to the terms Religious Education, Curriculum and 

Implementation of Change. Coupled with these definitions, the Study is sited 

within a particular research framework. Finally, and given the above context, a 

brief description of the study is given and rationale provided. 

CATHOLIC EDUCATION - SYDNEY 

The Catholic Church may be conceptualised in organisational terms as a network 

of local Churches or "parishes". An aggregate of parishes forms a Diocese. In 

New South Wales, there are nine such Dioceses. The largest, in the State 

Capital, Sydney, is known as the Archdiocese and led by the Archbishop of 

Sydney. 

In 1978, the then Archbishop, Cardinal Freeman, formally divided the governance 

of this large metropolitan area into five Regions. Five Bishops with the 

Archbishop formed a collegial decision-making group for policy-making, while 

each Bishop was charged with many day-to-day administrative and pastoral 

duties. 

The Catholic Education system in Australia through the nineteenth and twentieth 

century has largely been parish-based. Overall co-ordination has been effected 

at a Diocesan level. In line then with the pastoral devolution in 1978, the 

Catholic Education system in Sydney was decentralised through the . creation in 

1981 of five educational regions. Certain overall services of high technical 

calibre (e.g. legal, financial) and overall policy development remained central, as 

well as some functions related to . resource allocation of Government 

programmes, future development, and co-ordination of the diocesan Religious 

Education initiatives. Each region progressively provided a more accessible and 

I 
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During 1984, 87 officers staffed the Central Office and 86 staffed the Regional 

Offices. Their services supported nearly 7,000 teachers in providing education 

for 130,000 students. Some indication of the Regional pattern is given in the 

accompanying table: 

Catholic Education Commission, N.S.W. 

Archdiocese of Sydney: Numbers of Students and Teachers as at 1 July, 1983. 

Sydney Enrolment Teachers (F.T.E.) Total 
by Region Religious Lay 

Primary 
Eastern 9,674 49.6 422.1 471.7 

Northern 13,522 56.1 508.7 564.8 

Inner Wes tern 17,227 77.0 705.5 782.5 

Outer Western 13,796 55.8 563.5 619.3 

Southern 17,860 63.2 670.8 734.0 

TOTAL 74,079 301.7 2870.6 3172.3 

Secondary 
Eastern 8,144 59.8 494.2 554.0 

Northern 11,631 72.3 704.1 776.4 

Inner Western 14,774 110.3 842.8 953.1 

Outer Western 9,609 60.3 547.2 607.5 

Southern 11,666 77.8 672.9 750.7 

TOTAL 55,824 380.5 3261.2 3641. 7 

Primary & Secondary 129,903 682.2 6131.8 6814.0 

(Source C.E.C. Returns 1983 schedule 4/83) 

The Director of Religious Education in the above organisation chart is 

responsible for a very wide range of services. These include liaison with 

Catholic Tertiary Institutions and accreditation, inservice, publications, parent 



and clergy communication on Religious Education, cross-fertilisation or the 

Catholic ethos dimension with other· domains such as multicultural and special 

education and ecumenism. Curriculum development in Religious Education at 

the Diocesan level has involved episcopal approval. 

In each Regional Office, there is a Regional Director whose role pertains to 

educational leadership in the region. Typically, as in the Southern Region, the 

Regional Director has a team of consultants in a range of areas - e.g. special 

education, social studies. During 1984 there was one Regional Consultant 

responsible for Religious Education and one full-time Religious Education 

Adviser (support consultant). Other office personnel provide some part-time 

help. This team supported Principals, Assistant Principals, the Religious 

Education Co-ordinators and other middle managers, and teachers in 50 Primary 

Schools and 20 Regional High Schools. 

With that background to the Catholic System, attention is now given to Religious 

Education more specifically. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN CATHOLIC 

EDUCATION IN SYDNEY 

A general review of Primary and Secondary Education in New South Wales would 

indicate relatively stable approaches for the first half of the twentieth century. 

The post-war influx of migrants, increased skills needed, and the 'baby-boom' of 

the 1950's ushered an era of educational reform. The Wyndham scheme of the 

early 1960's, in retrospect, became a symbol of flux in educational organisations, 

curriculum, and staffing. 



Social and educational change were similarly mirrored in Change in the Catholic 

church. The watershed event of the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) led to 

rapid changes in the 19601s and 1970's in Catholic life, Catholic education being 

included. 

In the teaching of religion in Catholic schools the traditional work of textbook 

teaching of the pre 60's through the use of the Catechism gave way to similar 

guidelines as were found in other secular curriculum areas; likewise, a movement 

from central to school-based Religious Education took place. 

Thus in the Sydney Archdiocese in 1964, "My Way to God" and "The Australian 

Catechism Book One and Two" were mandatory texts for use in the Catholic 

schools. In the wake of the Vatican Council, by the early 1970's, teachers 

requested Catholic education authorities and ultimately the Bishops to provide 

new guidelines. The books were considered out-of-date in presentation, although 

the content was not. A shift of emphasis from content-centred to student

centred education found expression in 1972 Guidelines in Religious Education. 

Further Diocesan guidelines were produced for Primary schools in 1975. These 

incorporated ideas from classroom teachers. In the late 70's, the use of other 

Religious Education Guidelines from Melbourne generated a confused response. 

Some parents of Catholic primary school children reacted negatively to school

based Curriculum development on the grounds of children moving from one 

school to another. As a partial response, the Catholic Education Office in 

Sydney issued Core Curriculum statements in Mass Media Education (1975), 

Human Development and Christian Values (1979), Social Studies (1980), Language 

Development (1981) and Mathematics (1981). 

Throughout this period dramatic changes in the composition of the teaching 

I 
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force were occurring. The percentage of teaching Religious sisters and brothers 

declined from 21 % in 1976 to 10% in 1983. Turbulence in the Church, in areas of 

doctrinal teaching and practice, generated panic among some parents and clergy 

about the quality of the teaching of Religion, notwithstanding the increasing 

number of trained graduates of Catholic Colleges of Advanced Education. 

Conservative communities can generate an environment of resistance and 

conflict. Smith and Knight (1978; 1980) found, in a study of the implementation 

of a new primary school social studies curriculum in Queensland, that certain 

environmental pre-conditions created a particular constellation of views which 

neutralised any new possibilities. They located 'back-to-basics' or 

'fundamentalist' views within the dominant hegemony contributing to this 'mind

set' viz attitudes to society and its institutions, values and controls, style of 

education, and means versus ends. 

Within the Sydney Catholic community, there were some expressions of 

opposition to introduction of sex education and justice education notwithstanding 

endorsement by Church leaders. Similarly a significant number of parents and 

priests supported a 'back-to-basics' Family Catechism. 

Against this background the Catholic Archbishop requested the Director of 

Religious Education at the Catholic Education Office to provide a 'non

negotiable' statement of prescribed content for primary schools. Such a 

statement resulted from meetings with teachers, Catholic Education Office 

consultants in Religious Education and Bishops. There were several drafts. In a 

system now decentralised, such an initiative proved complex at the 

administrative level of decision-making. 

This new Core Religious Education Curriculum statement, known as Journey in 
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Faith was issued, with the approval of the Catholic Archbishop, for mandatory 

use in Catholic primary schools from the commencement of the 1983 school 

year. 

The progress of the implementation of the new document was reported to some 

extent in meetings of the Director of Religious Education and the team of 

Religious Education Consultants. In January, Consultants were directed to use 

Journey in Faith for most inservice activities for primary schools during 1983. 

The Director of Religious Education addressed clergy in each of five Regions 

about the new statement. By mid-March, Consultants reported that difficulties 

in use of the document were arising. These problems related to language in the 

text, translation of content areas into useful classroom material and 

programming. By late May, the Consultants found a need to hold a workshop to 

clarify their own understanding of the document. Informal discussion in the 

ensuing weeks left the distinct impression of insufficient momentum in the 

implementation process. 

About October 1983, the Regional Director of the Southern Region (author of the 

Field Study) in reviewing matters with the Religious Education Consultant in the 

Region offered assistance in the area of the management of change. From this 

offer was generated the idea of a pilot Project for a sample number of schools of 

the system. The story of this Project during the next full year of 1984 became 

this Field Study. 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND CURRICULUM 

To the casual observer, it may appear simple to assume that Religious Education 

would be part of a Church related school. It therefore is surprising to learn that 
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"Religious Education" hes been problematic both in theory and practice, and also 

from educational and Church perspectives. 

The now classic review conducted by Rossiter (Rossiter 1984) of the Australian 

situation, es part of his doctoral study, found that there were 57 published 

reports pertaining to Religious Education between 1957-1982 and no less than 87 

higher degree theses presented between 1950 and 1982. These studies reported 

extensively on sociological aspects, general theory of Religious Education in all 

educational systems, ideology, effectiveness and religious outcomes. 

In the Catholic Education context, American visitor Di Giacomo spoke of the 

helpfulness of an umbrella concept of Religious Education covering all facets of 

Christian formation - worship, community service, learning the tradition and so 

on, but acknowledged it did not fit the realities of the situation (Giacomo 

1984:396-405). 

Rossiter proposed two analytical perspectives for understanding Religious 

Education - Education in Religion, and Education in Faith. The first perspective 

of Education in Religion coming from the Hirst-Peters school of thought (Peters 

1966, Hirst and Peters 1970) and commonly used in Government schools in non

confessional religious education courses, refers to an orientation to religious 

education where the justification, aims, rationale and practices for the activity 

come from the general educational process and not from the concerns of a 

community of faith (Rossiter 1984:6). By contrast, and reflective of Church 

schools and significantly of Catholic schools, Education in Faith refers to an 

orientation of Religious Education aimed at handing on a particular faith 

tradition (Rossiter 1984:5). For Catholic schools in the 801s, Flynn has proposed 

that good Religious Education requires both the education challenge of the 

Education in Religion perspective and the vision of the Education in Faith 

approach (Flynn 1984:20). 
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For the purposes of this Field Study, Religious Education pertains to the 

Education in Faith perspective. However, a further definition needs to be 

made. The linkage of general Curriculum Theory and this mode of Religious 

Education is fairly recent. Rossiter (1983:1-11) pointed out that Religious 

Education, if viewed through the lens of curriculum theory, can be regarded as a 

type of educational arbitration commission between ultimate goals of education 

and classroom practice. In Catholic Schools, there has been a continuing 

emphasis on the religious goals of the school but perhaps insufficient definition 

of the Religious Education aspect. Flynn, who over the past decade has provided 

major research on Australian Catholic schools, has proposed a reconceptual

isation by linking Religious Education and Curriculum. He proposes a definition 

of Religious Education Curriculum, which seems analogous to that used in the 

Aims Statements of N.S. W. Secondary and Primary Schools: 

"The religious education curriculum comprises all the experiences 
and opportunities for learning related to education in faith which 
are designed by teachers for the full Christian development of 
students." · 

(Flynn 1984:21) 

He then suggests that such a Religious Education Curriculum includes: 

* 

• 

Formal Classroom Religious Education, primarily educational with an 

emphasis on knowledge, attitudes and values related to religion and faith. 

Informal Curriculum of whole school - including religious climate, pastoral 

care system. 

* Informal out-of-school curriculum - including Christian Living Camps, 

Community service projects. 
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While the writer is not in total agreement with Flynn's categorisation, he has for 

the purpose of the Field Study limited Religious Education to Classroom 

Religious Education in terms equivalent to Mathematics curriculum or Language 

curriculum. 

The writer's own bias in Curriculum Theory terms is based on extensive post

graduate study of Curriculum with Dr. Anne Hone. Hone would talk of issues, 

principles for selection and principles for organisation. The writer has found the 

Decker Walker conceptualisation of Curriculum and likewise Lawton's framework 

useful (Lawton 1983:30). Elaborating slightly on the Walker conceptualisation, 

there seem to be three elements in Curriculum formation: 

* Platform - the system of beliefs, values which provide the assumptions 

about what needs to be addressed. 

• Design - the set of abstract relationships or plan of action emanating from 

the Platform. 

* Deliberation - processes of selection and justification for choices made. 

This might be represented: 

DESIGN 

I DELIBERATION 

PLATFORM 

(after Walker 1971:58) 
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In this Field Study, the focus area of the Religious Education project undertaken 

largely related to the 'Platform' phase where basic ideological questions were 

clarified through a series of Learning Modules. 

To summarise, Journey in Faith is viewed in this Field Study as a System

initiated statement concerning the Religious Education Curriculum in Catholic 

primary schools in Sydney. While it is recognised that the scope of Religious 

Education in Catholic schools may be interpreted widely, a more narrow focus is 

taken in respect to formal classroom religious education. 

The Field Study is largely about the processes of managing change and of 

implementation of a major curriculum statement. The author assumes not to 

debate the content of the Statement, but rather address the story of its 

implementation. 

As a digression, the author is aware that the ideological basis or 'Platform' of the 

document has been contested by other Religious Education experts. Rossiter, 

inter alia, regards the Journey in Faith document as too dependent on an 

undifferentiated view of religious education preoccupied with official church 

documents which are invoked as the basis for a Catholic theory of religious 

education (Rossiter 1984:36). 

The author was interested in describing what happened with the document 

Journey in Faith in schools. Implementing Journey in Faith was assumed to mean 

implementing a new Religious Education (Classroom) Curriculum, which was 

school-based, recognised by designers and users as congruent with the 

educational and religious perspectives of Journey in Faith. 

■ 
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IMPLEMENTATION OP CHANGE 

A Systems Theory view of organisational change focusses on inputs, throughputs 

and outputs (Huberman 1973:.25-33) i.e. it locates the origin or Initiation ot some 

activity; traces the processes of Implementation; reviews the effects of such 

alteration in terms of the Incorporation of such adjustments into the system. 

This Field Study is concerned with one account of the Implementation process. 

Fullan defines Implementation as an alteration from an existing practice in order 

to achieve learning outcomes (Pullan 1982a:248). Particularly at an Educational 

System level there is considerable evidence that many educational changes that 

were adopted in the sense of 'agreed-to-implement' were not in fact effectively 

implemented. Pullan and Pomfret's review (1977) documents this. In the 

Australian setting, one of the principal findings of several reviews of the 

implementation of the Radford Report in Queensland (Howell 1975, Thomas and 

Bourne 1974, Fairbairn, McBryde and Rigby 1976) has reinforced the view that a 

'wish that' change would follow without careful consideration of the actual 

pathways to be followed leaves room for a high probability of failure. 

In October 1983, the Catholic Education Office, Sydney, received a Report on 

the impact of another System Document Mission and Justice Education. While 

the evaluators suggested that the Project had rllised the awareness level of 

participants, they concluded that nat this stage of the Project implementation (3 

years) minimal impact had occurred on the teaching/learning/management 

strategies of schools". As part of the evaluation process, the evaluators checked 

'grass roots' perceptions in a number of schools. They found, inter alia, that no 

school interviewed had initial contact from formal meeting with system-level 

personnel; that there was no firm evidence of any direct infiuence of the 

Program in translation to school policy documents or local Curricuk ,t 

Statements. 



In fact one ot the principal motivating tactors for this Field Study was the above 

finding. If a system promulgated a new System Document but after an interval 

of time there was little evidence in schools of alteration from existing practice, 

to use Fullan's definition, then system-level implementation was for all intents 

and purposes non-existent. Looking similarly at the initial yea.r's 

'implementation' of Journey in Faith there was a judgement made that likewise it 

could be headed for failure unless a carefully planned Implementation process 

was developed. 

It also seems important to clarify two distinct perspectives on implementation 

(Pullan and Pomfret 1977; Berman and McLaughlin 1978, Pullan 1982b). The first 

is that of fidelity or replication of initial design; the other that of mutual

adaptation or evolution. This Field Study assumes that either eventuality is 

possible in a descriptive sense. In fact, one of this Study's conclusions supports 

the significance of mutual-adaptation pathways. Hence it may be useful to 

elaborate on that perspective. 

Berman and McLaughlin (1974) suggested that a rigid top-down blueprint of 

change as proposed by Rogers (1962) inaccurately assumes that there are clear 

goals, passive user involvement, high certainity of outcomes, and a single 

invariant adopter unit of change. In fact, Berman and McLaughlin found in the 

RAND Study that change is socially very complex. Such factors as 

organisation_al structure, role of the Princ_ipal, state of organisational health, and 

readiness for change needed to be considered. They argued that there could be 

no guarantee that an intended change would be implemented identicaly in 

different organisational sites. Mutual adaptation simply then is based upon an 

evolutionary perspective in which an intended change "mutates" in differing 

settings, i.e., fidelity of adoption does not occur. 
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As its starting point, this Field Study pursues the development, in a descriptive 

sense, in eight schools of a system-stimulated implementation process over a 

twelve month period of time. The assumptions held at the start of the Project 

are elaborated upon in Chapter Two. However, Fullan (1982a) has set out 'ten 

principles' which seemed helpful axioms for implementation of change: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

a process rather than an event; 

process is one of professional development; 

process is one of clarification; 

process is one of adaptation; 

interaction and technical assistance are essential; 

10096 implementation is not desirable; 

ultimate goal is not to implement X in particular, but to develop a capacity 

to process; 

developing and using a plan of implementation is itself an implementation 

problem; 

local planning is a necessity; 

system support is essential . 

(Fullan 1982a: 255-256) 

To summarise, in this Field Study, Implementation is seen as a process of 

alteration. The Study traces the system diagnosis and planning and the different 

effects in schools. "Change" as used in this Field Study pertains to planned 

change, i.e., the innovation of Journey in Faith as defined in the previous 

section. 
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RATIONALE FOR PROJECT 

The author's motivation for undertaking the Project came from two sources. 

Religious Education is regarded as a high priority of the Catholic Education 

Office. However, there was some evidence that the investment of time and 

energy at the System level in preparing a major curriculum statement was not 

matched in the development of adequate system-support for its 

implementation. Indeed a contemporaneous study of other C.E.O. Project 

implementation (e.g. Mission and Justice Education) corroborated this view. 

Secondly, from the author's studies, the above phenomenon was not peculiar to 

the Catholic system. In fact, relatively little documentation of implementing 

system-level change within Australia was available. It seemed reasonable for 

one Region to pilot some process that might shed light on the dimensions 

involved in implementing change. 

The author took the view that a descriptive review of one approach to change 

might illuminate the issue. As a Regional Director, the author was placed in a 

position where the role assumed some requirement for enhancing the quality of 

education at the 'grass roots' in schools. This position afforded the horizon and 

opportunity to link theory and practice, design and actual implementation. 

There was support for the idea of the Project from relevant staff at central, 

regional ·and school level. As one case-study, it was hoped that its outcomes 

might provide further information for similar 'students' of implementation 

theory. One of its unique opportunities was that of trialling CBAM methodology 

(see next section) in an Australian system context. 
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DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW 

The next three chapters develop the actual Project. The final chapter (Chapter 

Five) distills the emergent findings and future questions. 

The body of the Field Study is written in an 'inter-leaving' style. In each Chapter 

a chronological, descriptive approach is followed and, as appropriate, theoretical 

considerations introduced as a method of reflection on and interpretation of the 

process. 

In Chapter Two, the Project initiation is described. Some twelve months after 

the Journey in Faith document had been in use in Schools, this particular Project 

(to involve a pilot group of eight schools during 1984) was initiated. Regional 

office personnel used two 'photographing' or diagnostic approaches to locate the 

extent of implementation at the end of 1983. These approaches were part of the 

Concerns-based Adoption Model (CBAM) developed by Hall et al. in Texas, 

U.S.A. Background is provided in Chapter Two. The two principal instruments -

a questionnaire (known as Stages of Concern Questionnaire SoC) and a focussed 

interview (Level of Use LoU) - provided information for the Project. These two 

instruments will be referred to throughout the Field Study as SoC and Lo U 

respectively. 

The Regional Office personnel, using these findings, held an in-house Plw:ming 

workshop. Chapter Two takes up the journal of the conceptual Plan that was 

designed. The planning assumptions made regarding two critical parameters -

change and changeability - are elaborated and the strategy or 'game plan' 

defined. 



Following Goodlad's I.D.E.A. Project strategy of a "league", the strategy 

designed in this Study was that of a Co-operative Peer Support Scheme, which is 

also explained in detail in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Three shifts focus to the school interface. Eight Religious Education 

Co-ordinators (R.E.C.'s) were brought together in a temporary-system known as 

a Design Group. Some reflections on the phases of group formation are 

considered. The principal product of the Design Group was a series of locally 

produced materials or Modules. Considerable attention was given to the theory 

and processes of Adult Education in training the R.E.C.'s in the use of these 

modules. The latter part of the Chapter describes the ways individual schools 

followed up the use of modules and provides reflections from school 

participants. A similar action-reflection process is used as in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Four reviews the progress of implementation at the end of 1984. 

Strictly speaking, the participant schools in the Project had only been involved 

for six months. In Action Research terms, there was no preconceived idea that a 

particular cycle of action had been completed. The review processs incorporated 

the readministration of the SoC and LoU instruments. Secondly, Principals and 

R.E.C.'s of the participant schools met with Regional Office personnel in 

reflection upon the new findings. A second step was a forward Planning exercise 

for 1985 with the same actors. A chronology of the study is set out in the 

following table (p 18a). 

Chapter Five, then, recapitulates the major findings of the Project to that 

date. Secondly, further system-level implications are generated. 

Before turning to a description of the Project, it may be helpful to locate this 

Field Study in the context of an appropriate research framework. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF STUDY 

January 1983 Journey in Faith document issued to schools 

November 1983 Regional Office administers Soc, LoU 

instrumentation to a sample of fifteen 

schools in the Region 

February 1984 Regional Office in-house Planning Workshop 

April-May 1984 Regional Office invites above fifteen 

schools to participate in a Pilot 

Implementation Project hoping to interest 

ten schools approximately i.e. 20% Catholic 

Primary Schools in Region 

June 1984 Eight of the above fifteen schools agree to 

particpate in Project 

RE Cs of eight schools form a Design Group 

November 1984 Regional Office administers Soc, Lo U 

instrumentation to eight schools in Project 

and one Non-Participating Group 

December 1984 Regional Office Planning Workshop (two 

days) with Principals and RECs of the eight 

schools 

Commitment to continue in 1985. 
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RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

CHANGE is used throughout the Field Study in the sense of innovation when 

planning and direction are implied. To that extent, innovation is a specific case 

of the general process of organisational change. 

A framework becomes a convenient, conceptual device for imaging and 

illuminating processes involved. Dill and Friedman (1979:411-435) examined 

different approaches or typologies which have been applied to change. Each is a 

form of 'analytical knife' to assist in illuminating the change. They described 

four such Frameworks as Complex Organisation, Conflict, Diffusion and Planned 

Change. Such frameworks seem to relate to customary research methodology, 

common unit of analysis, intention, common dependent variables being studied, 

and the locus of impetus to change. Such frameworks may be compared: 
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(Dill Friedman 1979: 423) 
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This Field Study is thus sited in the Planned Change framework. Characteristic 

of such a framework is emphasis on distinctly human factors, which implies a 

certain 'softness' in research involving subjectivity, and value orientations which 

some might argue are inappropriate for rigid scientific analysis. Success of such 

approaches seems linked to the degree of value similarity between change agent 

and client (homophily), the intervention strategy, and the target of the change 

effort, and perhaps the amount of organisational participation. The extent of 

adoption, which can be measured by such techniques as CBAM methodology 

referred to above, can be seen as a dependent variable upon the intervention 

strategy, state of the client system and level of intervention. Dill and Friedman 

have posited a causal pathway which may 'frame' the degree of 'energy' to 

change, viz: 

FIGURE '· Pl.anncJ Change MoJcl 
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(Dill Friedman 1979: 431) 
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In this Field Study, the unit of analysis is the work-group of grade teachers, 

R.E.C. 's, etc. as will be developed; the eventual findings are reported in terms of 

the effectiveness of the intervention strategy used. The research methodology 

draws upon Action Research. Outside facilitation is assumed. 

In common with Action Research generally, this Field Study, through processes 

of planning, acting, observing and reflecting, attempts to link theory and 

practice. (see McTaggart in Kemmis 1982:102). Kurt Lewin, a social 

psychologist coined the term "Action Research" in 1944, by which he described a 

form of research which could marry the experimental approach of social science 

with programmes of social action. Lewin identified initally social science 

factors that influenced group-processes, e.g., degree of involvement, motivation, 

expectations, and personality, which seemed to affect "unfreezing", changing, 

and "refreezing" social systems. The key elements in action research, according 

to Lewin, consist in "· •. analysis, fact-findings, conceptualisation, planning, 

execution, more fact-finding or evaluation; and then a repetition of this whole 

circle of activities; indeed a spiral of such circles". (Quoted in Kemmis 1982:12 

or else 1982b:6-11). 

• 
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A Representation of Lewin's Action Research Cycle 

Within Australia, one form of Action Research that has been reported is that of 

the Teacher Network (Cormack 1981:612-617, Kemmis et al 1982, section 3). In 

this Field Study, a temporary system of Religious Education Co-ordinators was 

set up as a network. The resocialisation, characteristic of Action Research, was 

deliberately generated. Such approaches as transferring ownership, mutual 

responsibility, and generating plausibility structures were included. 
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Finally, whereas a typical reporting unit in Action-Research might be one Action 

cycle, in this Field Study the author did not assume that one cycle would 

necessarily be completed in the time interval of say six months. Rather a goal

free approach of 'describe and refiect' was followed. 

To restate, this Field Study is contexted in the Research Field of Planned 

Change. It could be conceptualised as a case study in Cluster-based or Teacher 

Net work Action Research. 

CONCLUSION 

So far, the organisational context of the Catholic Education system has been 

described. Secondly, a historical view of the development of Religious Education 

has been provided. Thirdly, working definitions for the Religious Education 

Curriculum Journey in Faith have been developed, as well as of the concept of 

Implementation of Change. A rationale of the Project and a descriptive 

overview have provided some orientation to the intentions of the Field Study, 

and finally the Study has been sited in the theoretical context of Action 

Research. 



CHAPTER TWO 

INITIATION OF THE PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION 

In this Chapter, two principal aspects of the field study are developed. Firstly, 

an outline of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) is provided with 

reference to principal measuring instruments - the Stages of Concern 

Questionnaire (SoC) and the Levels of Use focussed interview (LoU). The results 

of an initial use of these instruments in late 1983, the eommencement of the 

Field Study, is then reported. 

Secondly, a description is provided of the process of action-reflection used by 

some Catholic Education Office personnel in the Southern Region (Regional 

Office Team). This leads to an exploration of possible approaches to intervening 

in a set of schools to improve the implementation process. The actual solution 

selected, that described as a Concerns-based Adaptive Plan of Implementation of 

Change, is then developed. 

CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL (CBAM) 

Prior to the 1970s, implementation of change seemed to be a process whereby 

potential users simply sought information about the perceived characteristics, 

were persuaded of the relative advantages, and made a decision to adopt the 

change. 



Such an approach to change - well documented in the marketing of rural products 

- concentrated heavily on marketing techniques that is: knowing the client's 

personal, local interests; explicating the features of the change; and, if possible, 

using a social interaction strategy, particularly if significant opinion leaders 

could become the first proud owners of the "new" products. 

The Rogers Shoemaker paradigm of the decision process which follows 

summarises the above approach to change. 
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(Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:102) 

Follow-up studies based on models such as that by Rogers and Shoemaker (Wolf 

and Fiorino 1972, Allan and Wolf 1978) endeavoured to find some correlation 

between the characteristics of the change and the adoption behaviour. They 

found, for example, that the more complex the change, the less likely was its 

adoption (Allan and Wolf 1978: 335). Their overall conclusion was that an 
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understanding or perceived characteristics or the change provided only marginal 

insight into the adoption of change in an educational setting. 

In commencing this Field Study it seemed important to accurately "read" the 

state of play. Two aspects were assumed relevant: firstly, the effect on those 

using the change for the first twelve months, and secondly, the extent to which 

the change itself was reflected in the various school settings. It required a 

process analogous to "freezing" a videomovie. Such a 'photographic' technique 

was expected to provide a coherent profile on both the change itself and those 

changed. 

The work of Fuller and then Hall and his associates at the University of Texas, 

Austin, appeared to provide a useful way to analyse the effect on those using the 

change. This conceptualisation of teachers moving through a sequence of 

'Concerns' was first described by Frances Fuller {Hall and Loucks 1978: 40). 

Fuller suggested that these concerns changed from initial concerns unrelated to 

the change, to concerns about self to concerns about task and finally to impact 

concerns. 

Following Fuller, the work of Hall et al proposed both a refinement of these 

STAGES OF CONCERN {SoC) and a more sophisticated mapping of the LEVEL 

OF USE {LoU) of the change itself. viz. 

STAGE 

OP 
CONCERN 

Sequence of User Concerns and Level of Use. 

Impact 

t Task 

Self 

Integrating 

Managing 

Orienting 

LEVEL 

OF 

USE 

(after Hall and Loucks 1977 b:19) 



Hall posited a broad correlation between these dimensions: 

Stage 

of 

Concern 

Level of Use 

(Hall and Loucks . 1977 b:21) 

A more detailed explanation of the 'photographing' techniques of measuring 

Stage of Concern and Level of Use and the initial findings from the use of these 

techniques in this Field Study follows. 

Stages of Concern 

Following a literature search, observation and a 195 item prototype measure, 

Hall et al developed a 35 item Stages of Concern checklist. Each item was rated 

.using a seven point Likert Scale. The instrument was found to have a high 

reliability (o(;= 0.96) The various items, clustered by factor analysis, provided a 

map by seven STAGES of concern. These Stages of Concern are: 

0 Awareness The teacher is wtaware that the innovation exists and 
expresses no concerns about it. 

1 Informational At this stage, the teacher is concerned about learning more of 
a general nature about the innovation and what is required to 
use it. Typical questions include what materials are needed, 
where to send for more information, and where the innovation 
is currently being used. 

2 Personal Here the teacher is appraising his/her present teaching role 
and the ways that role may have to change if the innovation 
were used. Other concerns include what commitments are 

■ 
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required, how use would effect rewards, salary and support, 
how classroom management would change, what should be 
expected from other teachers and the school system, and how 
much time would be involved. 

3 Management At this stage, the teacher is concerned about organization and 
logistics, and asks questions and makes statements such as 
"How do I get all the tests corrected and returned?" and 
"Planning is taking all of my time." 

4 Consequence The teacher at this stage is concerned primarily with the 
innovation's impact on students. Typical questions include: 
"Are children using the materials effectively and efficiently"; 
"Are they learning anything and how much?"; and "What 
changes can be made next year to make it even better?" 

5 Collaboration Here the teacher is concerned about relating what she/he is 
doing with the innovation to what others are doing as a way to 
increase the effect on the child's total learning. She/he seeks 
answers to such questions as "Is there continuity from one year 
to another?"; "Are other teachers and/or subject areas using 
the program in the same way?"; and "Can we start working 
together and co-ordinating what we are doing?" 

6 Refocusing At this stage the teacher is coneerned about whether other 
innovations exist that would achieve the same goals more 
effectively. The teacher's coneerns are focused on broadening 
his/her outlook, increasing professional growth, and achieving 
maximum outcomes for children and the school as a whole, all 
in relation to the thrust of the innovation. 

(Hall and Loucks 1977 b: 18-19) 

The actual Questionnaire takes about fifteen minutes to administer. (see 

Appendix 2.1}. Scoring for this Field Study has been eompleted using an Apple 

Ile Microcomputer Program. (see Appendix 2.2} generated by V. Duggan for this 

Field Study. 

For present purposes, each individual teachers' results have been graphed in 

Percentile terms (see an example below). A convenient way of interpreting is to 

note the stage with the highest percentile score. This indicates the kinds of 

concerns that are most intense for the individual at a particular point in time. 
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Individual Teacher State of Concern 

It has been hypothesised by Hall et al that over time a more experienced user of 

the change will shift the focus area of concern from, say, Awareness to 

Management, and then from Management to Consequence, Collaboration and 

Refocussing. This hypothesised pattern is reflected in the following diagram. 

REF, 

I 
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For the purpose of this Field Study, there was also interest in generating a 

SCHOOL PROFILE as well as an individual Teacher Profile. V. Duggan provided 

a second Micro Computer Program to facilitate this process. Using individual 

Teacher Percentile Scores, the Mean and Standard Deviation for N staff were 

calculated and the composite graph plotted. An example follows: 
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In November 1983, the date of commencement of the process of the Project it 

was decided to administer the Soc questionnaire to fifteen of the fifty Primary 
Jw 

Schools in the Southern Region. This represented a cross-section of schools by 

size, Religious/Lay Principalship, Change of Principal, and of differing 

geographical and socioeconomic status. At this stage, data collection was 

important because a ''baseline" position of a number of schools was needed, and 

it was envisaged, after further processes of selection, ten schools would join the 

project. In fact only eight schools subsequently took up the invitation (Chapter 

Three). Reported hereunder were the results of seven of these eight schools, 

involving seventy eight teachers who completed the Soc questionnaire. This 

represented a 'sample - set' following a system initiated change - the Journey in 

Faith Document - and was viewed descriptively. 

Soc profiles of the seven schools follow: 
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SELECTION OF SCHOOLS 

NUMBER OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN REGION 50 

Nov.-Dec. 1983 Initial Administration to stratified 

sample of fifteen schools 

May 1984 

June 1984 

Invitation to join Project 

- these fifteen schools 

Eight schools agree to join Project Group 
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Using the interpretation of highest percentile scores indicating the more intense 

concerns, it appeared that in practically all the schools the initial Stages of 

Concern - Awareness, Informational - were more dominant. This was not 

altogether surprising. 

Although the document Journey in Faith had been issued at the commencement 

of 1983, there was little evidence of a planned implementation strategy. A 

review of the minutes of the C.E.O. Religious Education Department showed 

little reference to implementation. There was some feedback in mid 1983 which 

implied some difficulties in interpretation of the document and in 

programming. C.E.O. staff held informal meetings to seek their own 

clarifications. 

While refocussing showed a high profile in two schools, it was thought this may 

be attributable to some adjustments being made from the previous RE document 

i.e. refocussing towards Journey in Faith. 

Management concerns were appreciable in school 2 and school 6. This may have 

indicated such things as a more experienced staff, or significant staff turnover in 

that year at the school. Perhaps teachers in those schools felt need to 

collaborate. Nevertheless, at November, 1983 it was felt that these factors 

would alter by the commencement of the 1984 school year. 

The dominant pattern tended to confirm the assumptions that across-the-board 

teachers in schools were focused on concerns of a general nature about the 

document such as and where more information, clarification and meaning could 

be sought. Samples of individual Teacher Profiles (see Appendix 2.3) for each 

school provided supporting evidence. It was accepted that each school had some 

experienced teachers, including those in leadership positions, whose Profile was 
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different. Nevertheless, the results indicated enough commonality to suggest a 

System or Regional initiative could legitimately address the Stages 0-1-2 of 

Concern; i.e. Self-Concerns. 

Levels of Use 

"Photographing" from one perspective alone could have provided its own bias. 

Some form of triangulation (Elliott quoted in Harlen 1978: 66) was needed to 

help clarify the picture. While the individual Teachers Concerns were mapped, it 

also seemed reasonable to ask whether a visitor to these schools could find 

evidence of the use of Journey in Faith. 

Many researchers have tacitly assumed that adoption of a change guarantees its 

implementation. The question seems only to allow an "is used - is not used" as 

the condition of use. 

Hall et al investigated this issue further and concluded that innovation adoption 

is a process rather than a decision-point. It was assumed that individual use 

must be behaviourally described. They hypothesised that growth in the quality of 

use of an innovation by most individuals was developmental (Hall et al 1975a: 

52). 

Levels of Use (LoU) describe behaviours through various stages from Non-Use 

through Orientation, Mechanical use to Renewal. A sequence of decisions are 

taken leading to a new phase of use viz: 



LEVEi S OF USE OF TUE IHNQYAJIQH 

0 NOHUSE 

----------- DECISION POINT A 

l ORIENTATION ---------

. ~ Dec1s10N Po111T B 

11 PREPARATION ~ 

-~ 

Dec1stON POINT C 

~ 
11[ HECHANICA~ USE 

~ 
DECISION POINT D - 1 

.. --------
IVA ROUTINE 

------------- DEc1s10H Po11n D - 2 

--------!VB REFINEMENT 

----------- DECIS!Otj POINT E 

----------v INTEGRATION 

> D,,1,10: P,1,r f 

VI RENEWAL 

Hall and Loucks 1977a:266) 

A summary of the Levels of Use was developed by Hall (Hall and Loucks 

1977a:266-267; Hall et al 1975a:53-55) viz: 

Levels of Use 

0 Nonuse 

Levels of Use of the Innovation 

Definition of Use 

State in which the user has little or no 
knowledge of the innovation, no involvement 
with the innovation, and is doing nothing 
towards becoming involved. 



Decision Point A 

1 Orientation 

Decision Point B 

II Preparation 

Decision Point C 

III Mechanice.l Use 

Decision Point D - 1 

IVA Routine 

Decision Point D - 2 

IVB Refinement 

Decision Point E 

V Integration 

Decision Point F 
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Takes action to learn more detailed 
information about the innovation. 

State in which the user has recently acquired 
or is acquiring information about the 
innovation and/or has recently explored or is 
exploring its value orientation and its 
demands upon user and user system. 

Makes a decision to use the innovation by 
establishing a time to begin. 

State in which the user is preparing for first 
use of the innovation. 

Changes, if any, and use are dominated by 
user needs. 

State in which the use focuses most effort on 
the short-term, day-to-day use of the 
innovation with little time for reflection. 
Changes in use are made more to meet user 
needs than client needs. The user is 
primarily engaged in a stepwise attempt to 
master the tasks required to use the 
innovation, often resulting in disjointed and 
superficial use. 

A routine pattern of use is established. 

Use of the innovation is stabilized. Few, if 
any, changes are being made in ongoing use. 
Little preparation or though is being given to 
improving innovation use or its consequences. 

Changes use of the innovation based on 
formal or informal evaluation in order to 
increase client outcomes. 

State in which the user varies the use of the 
innovation to increase the impact on clients 
within the immediate sphere of influence. 
Variations are based on knowledge of both 
short and long-term consequences for clients. 

Initiates changes in use of innovation based 
on input of and in co-ordination with what 
colleagues are doing. 

State in which the user is combining own 
efforts to use the innovation with related 
activities of colleagues · to achieve a 
collective impact on clients within their 
common sphere of influence. 

Begins exploring alternatives to or major 
modifications of the innovation presently in 
use. 



VI Renewal 
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State in which the user reevaluates the 
quality of use of the innovation, seeks major 
modifications of or alternatives to present 
innovation to achieve increased impact on 
clients, examines new developments in the 
field, and explores new goals !or self and the 
system. 

(Hall and Loucks 1977a: 266-267) 

The Level of Use is measured by employing a focussed interview. A series of 

questions focusses not so much on the interviewee's feelings, but rather on what 

the person does in relation to the change. 

In this Field Study, the Principal and Religious Education Co-ordinator (R.E.C.) 

in each of fifteen schools were interviewed using the LoU schema. Each 

interview, lasting about 20 minutes, was taped. A typical interview followed this 

format. This example comes from the 1984 year, in the second year of use of 

the document. 

Transcript Taped Interview - Principal 

1. Q. Are you currently using the Journey in Faith? 

A. Yes, we've been using it a couple of years, now. 

2. Q. Please describe for me how you use the Journey in Faith? 

A. Well, we did some planning together as a whole staff in a staff 
development day where we looked at the guidelines. We had a session 
with Father Barry Collins where we tried to do some preliminary work 
in just understanding the philosophy and then with the co-ordination of 
the R.E.C.'s it was introduced into the classroom situation last year. 

3. Q. Does that describe all the initiatives you've taken with the document 
now that you had a staff development day with Father Collins and used 
the blue pages for co-ordination? 

A. Well, we have this year been involved in a project which was a regional 
initiative and this has involved additional work at full staff meetings 
and also at grade meetings, and it has also involved a considerable 
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amount of time on behalf of the R.E.C.1s, especially Fran in attending 
meetings with other R.E.C.ts and regional personnel in planning modules 
of work. So this year, then, I feel it would be true to say we've done 
much more intensive work, particularly on the rationale aspect of the 
document and more on the philosophy side of it. (Interruption) Yes, I 
think it has been more along the analytic approach and looking at the 
concepts involved, which perhaps when we first introduced it, we didn't 
look at in enough depth. 

4. Q. What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of Journey in Faith in 
your situation? 

A. A deeper analysis of what catechesis really means, and what 
evangelisation means, and our response to those sorts of questions. 
(Interruption) 

5. Q. Are you currently looking for any information about Journey in Faith? 

A. Not so much new material, just an ongoing evaluation and finding new 
directions, I think. 

6. Q. Those new directions? The second part of that question is what kind? 
What purposes? Have you got an idea of what those new directions 
conceivably might be? 

A. I suspect that the general direction is one in which we look at the R.E. 
Program in much more of a network, and we see the R.E. that goes on 
in school as being integrally bound up with where we're going in the 
parish and community and that therefore there has to be much more of 
a public relations exercise of an educational nature with parents, 
pastors and the wider parish community. 

7. Q. Do you work with others in your use of Journey in Faith? Have you 
made any changes in your use of Journey in Faith based on this co
ordination? 

A. Well, there has been quite a lot more work with parents, particularly 
towards the end of last year when the R.E.C.'s organised a series of 
parent meetings in small groups where parents were given their 
opportunity to look at the outline of Journey in Faith and make their 
comments on areas to be treated and methods and things like that. So I 
think there has been far more involvement with parents. (Interruption) 
I think also, to add to that closer involvement with other schools in the 
Southern Region, a staff development day we did with another school, 
and generally I think far more of a sharing with regional personnel and 
with other schools in the region. 

8. Q. How did you work together? What things do you share with each other? 

A. That•s been accompanied by a monthly coming together to share at a 
whole staff level, we•ve used staff meetings time to do that and also 
staff development day to bring together those threads. 

9. Q. What do you see as the effects of this collaboration? 

A. I think that the major one rd see would be that there is a generally 
perceived deepening of awareness, and perhaps a more thoughtful, 
meditative approach to what we do, and I would say that it's been a 
reflective exercise. 

I 
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10. Q. Are you looking for any particular kind of information in relation to this 
collaboration? 

A. 1 think that one area would be that as teachers' awareness deepens, 
their needs as far as resources change, and I think that perhaps they're 
looking for resources that are a bit deeper than some of the resources 
we've used up to now. I think that this has been a very positive thing. 
Economically it is a difficult one, because it means that we just have to 
put more financial resources into R.E. and with all sorts of other 
demands this is a difficult thing to achieve. 

11. Q. Do you talk with others about your collaboration? If so, what do you 
share with them? 

A. We talk about the process. For instance, last week we had a meeting of 
new parents, the parents of new pupils in 1985, and of those 80 or 90 
parents, more than 8096 of those are coming into the schools for the 
first time, and many of those outside the parish of Miranda, because 
Sylvania, where we draw many of the children from, doesn't have a 
parish school, and I think in talking with these people then about our 
desire to have them involved in every aspect of the school life, 
particularly in R.E. is an example of the way we talk to them about the 
process we've been engaged in. 

12. Q. Have you done any formal or informal evaluation of how your 
collaboration is working? 

A. The teachers are very forthcoming in giving informal evaluation on any 
aspect of school life, and I think that within the modules too. I can 
remember that in the first module a very common feeling that this was 
something that was quite refreshingly new. Some of the teachers had 
been rather reticent about going into it, and were honest in saying that 
their response after having worked through this module was a very 
positive one. Likewise, in some of the modules, the second module, 
there have been parts of it too, where they're being equally forthright 
in saying that some of it was perhaps dull, so I think that informal and 
formal evaluation was ongoing. 

13. Q. What plans do you have for this effort in the future? 

A. Well, I think that next year it will be back to another part of the circle 
in reviewing the total aims and R.E. aims, objectives, strategies and 
reformulating the school policy in R.E. - with input from parents, 
teachers, priests and perhaps even from children. But in that 
interesting process, the R.E.C. won't be here to take part in that, for 
which we are all very sorry, but perhaps she'll be spreading this in other 
parts Qf the Archdiocese. 

Following each interview, two independent raters "scored'' the interview 

according to a key. Responses could be plotted using a branching tree 

framework (See Appendix 2.4). For example, in the above interview, Questions 2 

and 3 although open ended, helped gain the configuration of use. The response 
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given to Q. 4 suggested that Level Vat least had been reached. Questions 7-12 

focussed on Level I - Integration, a level of use whereby the user ls seeking to 

combine his own efforts with the related activities of colleagues. Using the 

LoU. Chart and the Branching Tree Key, the raters could identify the overall 

level of use. 

Content analysis of the individual answers provided examples of the kinds of use, 

problems etc. In November 1983, as indicated above, it was decided to interview 

the Principal and R.E.C. of each of 15 schools. In general, these were 'mapped' 

at Level 0-1- II i.e. early levels of Use. 

To form some System or Regional perspective, the common denominators were 

synthesised. The emerging picture was that the school leaders could readily 

recall how they become aware of Journey in Faith. These ways were: 

• staff development days 

• grade meetings 

• cluster meetings 

* regular timeslots at staff meetings 

• appointment of a competent R.E.C. 

* providing a copy of document for each teacher to read. 

Principals identified many questions which suggested that they themselves had 

reached an Orientation phase (Level I) and some even Preparation phase (Level 

ll). 

Examples of their responses included: 

• how does Journey in Faith relate to the Melbourne Guidelines (another 

document)? 

• are there sample units? 

• 
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• we started with the blue pages (Content) and found we had to return to 

the white pages to understand the purpose of the document. 

• is there a presenters kit for leaders? 

• how does this link with parish sacramental programs? 

• how does one generate school policy in R.E. from this? 

• what responsibility devolves on the R.E.C.? 

The Religious Education Co-ordinators, who would be more directly involved in 

implementing the document, raised such matters as: 

• plan for inservice 

• structured support material 

• decoding of church language, theological jargon 

• planning with staff 

• scope of teachers responsibility 

• ways of use of blue page (content} 

• difficulties of structuring for younger inexperienced teachers 

• use of textbooks 

• reference lists 

• samples of programming 

• readiness of teachers 

Some, but not all R.E.C.1s, by their responses indicated they were ahead of their 

Principal and reaching Preparation or Level n. However remarks like "I'd like all 

the help I can get", while a vote of confidence in the Regional Consultant, 

tended to underline the need for assistance. It was quite clear that not one of 

the schools had considered impact, evaluation and the like. In some instances, 

R.E.C.'s said such things as, 'Tm still learning my role; rm still struggling". The 

Regional Consultant's reflection on this was that the R.E.C.'s themselves needed 
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a strong support system. At least one Principal was vague, tending to accept on 

good faith and hoping the R.E.C. was making out. The impression gained was 

that there was no clear vision. This seemed to confirm the impression that, to 

this point, little directional thinking was present. 

Another response, from a Principal, mentioned that this change would need to be 

related to other things happening simultaneously at the school. Readiness for 

the school to change was identified. 

Some classic forms of "resistance" surfaced e.g.: "How does this fit with the 

textbook we're using"; "Teachers want more structured help but we want a 

school-based freedom to create our own programme"; "teachers. here are 

marvellous"; "what I do in my classroom is •.•.• "; "we have enough to get by." 

To date then, the monitoring procedure selected was that of the Concerns Based 

Adoption Model(CBAM). Two principal measuring instruments were used - the 

Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoC) and the Level of Use focussed Interview 

(LoU). For each instrument used a precise of the method of administering, 

scoring and interpretating results was provided. Actual results for a pilot group 

of schools was provided. The composite "photograph" that emerged was that 

these schools generally reflected a "Self" phase of Concern and an "Orientation" 

phase of Use after the first twelve months of implementing "Journey in Faith". 

In the next section, the implications of these findings are examined. 

The third diagnostic dimension of the CBAM Model, Innovation Configuration, 

was taken to refer to the Curriculum "Platform" or Ideology phase. Further 

discussion on this is deferred at this point. 

• 
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REGIONAL TEAM MEETING- MARCH 1984 

Following the processing of SoC questionnaires and LoU interviews, the Regional 

Office personnel, involved in the implementing process, set aside a two day 

workshop and follow up meetings. The Team consisted of the Regional 

Consultant (RE) and two Religious Education Advisers. The Regional Director 

(author of this Field Study) joined the group for part of the time and assisted in 

the.review process. 

Essentially the Team assumed the role of Change Agent. The Regional Director 

proposed a framework for the review using Havelock's phase of DIAGNOSIS. It 

was felt that the tasks of the group were to: 

• Diagnose the situation by reflecting on and anlysing the results of 

SoC/LoU 

• expand the span of Awareness 

• Survey the Resource Universe for materials, strategies etc. 

• Choose an appropriate solution 

This can be conveniently represented as follows: 

CLIENT 

SJTUATIOO 

SPAN 
OF 

AWARENESS 

SPAN 
OF 

AWARENESS 

(Havelock 1973:82) 
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A summary of the main considerations of the workshop follows: 

Diagnosis and Spano! Awareness 

The results of the Soc Questionnaire were accepted. 

• The system view was that little more than AWARENESS raising had been 

achieved at the end of the first year of the Journey in Faith document's 

release. 

• There was evidence that it could be assumed to treat schools as being at a 

similar level of concern at this time. 

• The LoU interview results, reflecting the leaders' perceptions, provided 

confirmation that, similarly, Level of Use was generally at an early phase. 

• From the extensive list of information sought by Principals and R.E.C.'s it 

was clear that 

- a firm strategy should be followed 

- support materials should be generated 

- inservice should be provided 

- there was a tension between theory and practice i.e., while many 

respondents had management needs as leaders, they seemed to be unclear 

about the meaning of the change envisaged, but in general were seeking 

meanings in the foundation chapters of the document Journey in Faith 

- the Regional Team needed theory and skills training. 

Some form of reflective and projective 'thought experiment' was required at this 

point. Intuitive images and future problem landscapes needed to be integrated. 

Slaughter (1983:70) expresses it well, in pointing out that a conversation between 

"yesterday's truths and tomorrow's potentials" needed to be conducted. 
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On the one hand the CHANGE itself needed to be addressed, on the other 

CHANGEABILITY of the individual teacher seemed critical to any 

development. Intuitively, the notion of keeping both foci in a state of 

tconversationt seemed appropriate. 

THE 

CHANGE 

ITSELF 

\,, TEACHER 

CHANGEABILITY 

As the above diagram suggests, neither factor would be static. It seemed 

reasonable to picture that the teacher over an interval of time would progress 

through States of Concern within the Self-Orienting Phase, that is, 

Awareness ~ Informational --).., Personal 

If a time interval of say one year was selected, and assuming that CHANGE 

itself was a process, it should have been possible to plan some mechanism for 

facilitating the movement illustrated above. 

A helpful planning framework commenced with a study of Fullan's work, on 

which this section draws heavily. 

Fullan suggests that an implementation perspective is more helpful than an 

adoption perspective: 

"Implementation" consists of alterations from existing practice to some new 
or revised practice (potentially involving materials, teaching, beliefs) in 
order to achieve certain desired student learning outcomes". 

(Pullan 1982a:248} 

The alteration need not be only in the teacher but also in the CHANGE itself. 
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The former static view of a programmatic, cloned implementation of a change 

with high fidelity to the source gives way to a more dynamic adaptive, 

evolutionary expression in different settings. This concept of MUTUAL 

ADAPTATION was developed through the RAND STUDY (see 1978: Vol. 8) 

Following Ful.lan's planning framework, a study of the relevant literature 

focussed upon 

(1) • ASSUMPTIONS or elements about CHANGE and CHANGEABILITY 

(2) • KNOWLEDGE of SKILLS needed 

(3) • GUIDELINES for ACTION i.e. Strategy 

(see Pullan 1982b: 81-104) 

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHANGE AND CHANGEABILITY 

Elements in CHANGE and CHANGEABILITY can be summarised under the 

following headings: 

CHANGE 

* NEED 

* CLARITY 

• COMPLEXITY 

* QUALITY 

CHANGE ABILITY 

* MEANING OF CHANGE 

* SITUATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

* RESOCIALISATION 

* INTERACTION 

* OVER TIME 

* CUMULATIVE INSERVICE 

To elaborate on the CHANGE elements: 

• Need 

* Clarity 

Teachers frequently do not see the need for the 

advocated change. 

Many teachers were unable to identify the 

essential elements of the change. 



• Complexity Insufficient attention ls given to the difficulty, 

• Quality 

skill required, extent of alteration ln beliefs, teaching strategies 

and use of materials. In fact, quite sophisticated techniques in 

diagnosis and philosophical understanding are required. 

The quality and practicality of learning materials 

and technologies is quite complex. The exercise of "reinventing 

the wheel" can be important to staff. 

Now let us apply these elements of change to the document. Reflecting further 

on Journey in Faith implementation, at the time of the initial monitoring, it was 

evident that in many schools teachers were not really convinced of the need for 

the change. Given the fact that the document had been in use for one year, it 

seemed obvious that some form of re-educative process would be needed to 

stimulate internalisation of the change. 

An illusory clarity, expressed in terms of "we've been doing that already", 

suggested more initial penetration was needed. Principal criticism of the 

document had been that while it spoke in Church jargon it was deficient as an 

education curriculum statement. Some expressed opinions that the "blue pages11 

(Content) were organised around the scope of what was to be taught, but 

provided little information on translation into a classroom setting. Unlike other 

core curriculum statements issued by the CEO, there was an emphasis on 

ideology as well as specific classroom practice. Many younger teachers felt 

unable to relate this document to school-based curriculum development. 

Thirdly, the complexity of the change needed recognition. Assuming alterations 

would occur needed to be specificied more precisely in terms· of orientations to 

the philosophical basis of the document. 
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Hall and Loucks notion of Innovation Configurations was considered useful here. 

By configuration they meant the form a process or product takes during use (Hall 

and Loucks 1981:46). Essentially they argue the various components that make 

up the total CHANGE need to labelled and dealt with in turn. Thus in workshop 

it might be necessary to define terms in the support materials produced. A 

phasing in of elements would need to be used. 

McLaughlin (1977b:339-351) emphasises that there is a dilemma in that the 

change agent can't know precisely what is needed until the CHANGE process is 

underway. To this extent, adaptive planning does not mean drift but is open to 

"learning by doing" in an interactive way with those being changed. 

Quality considerations suggested that whatever the merit or otherwise of the 

original Journey in Faith document, its effective implementation would require 

support materials and staff development activities. 

Let us now turn to the CHANGEABILITY elements. Pivotal to the 

implementation process is the assumption that teachers can be changed. 

However, individual teachers are already operating in a given frame of 

reference. Convincing each individual and each staff group of the change and 

facilitating perceptual shifts is not easy. Mann (1976a:313-322) stresses that 

mandating a change does not equal its implementation. He raises organisational 

or site factors which need to be addressed. 

In reporting upon the implementation of the Radford scheme in Queensland in 

the early 70's, even though the climate seemed right (Howell 1975: 1-4), there 

was found to be considerable variation among teachers perceptions as to what 

was expected of them. Indeed it was stated (Thomas and Bourne 1974:1-3) that 

there was a wide discrepancy between the teacher's perceptions and those of the 

• 
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Radford commitee who mandated the change. Similarly, issuing the Journey ln 

Faith document by the Catholic Education Office would not automatically 

produce implementation by teachers. 

Fullan's description of the major elements of CHANGEABILITY suggests: 

• 

* 

Meaning is the essence of change • 

Situational Knowledge of teachers is essential to decision about the specific 

form of change. 

Changing is a difficult personal and social process of unlearning old ways 

and learning new ones. 

Implementation is none other then a process of resocialisation 

• Interaction is the foundation of resocialisation 

• Over time the deeper meaning and solid change occurs. Changing is a 

process not an event. 

• Teacher development should be designed to provide ongoing, interactive, 

cumulative learning necessary to develop new conceptions, skills and 

behaviour. 

(Fullan 1982b:61-63,66-69) 

Change without a rationale is useless argues Trump (in Trone 1977). Pullan, 

looking at meaning, stresses that the user must make judgment that the change 

is "authentic; needs to be convinced that the change is feasible and desirable; 

can appreciate the deepness of the change, and finally through a process of 

valuing can arrive at new meanings'\ (Pullan 1982b:36-37). The myths, beliefs, 

and norms of a group have to be dislocated argue Fitz and Cada (1979:110). In 

reviewing Berstein's notion of educational coding, whereby a frame of reference 

or "mind-set" is formed, Cherkaoui (1977:556-564) argues that one's theory or 

1world-view' conditions ones approach to any given change. 
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The implication of the above positions for the Journey in Faith document is that 

teachers trained of different times in different educational and church ethos 

views would need to work through some process highly focussed on gaining the 

current frame of reference .. Until individuals gain meaning in what they are on 

about, it is arguable whether any significant staff or organisational development 

can occur. 

Situational knowledge emphasises the importance of local school experience. In 

initiating and implementing change teachers should be seen as co-deciders, co

planners (Pullan and Pomfret 1977:381). 

Ravitch comments that even in an incremental view of change, any proposal 

must appeal to the teachers' educational ideals but paradoxically, even though 

experts tell otherwise, features of past practice persist (Ravitch 1983:319). Eye 

and Netzer place stress upon the pressures needed to trigger change. Both 

environmental and organisational sources should be energised to precipitate 

individual tensions, creating an inertia to change (Eye and Netzer 1970:143). 

Triggering some form of disjunction seems a critical step in the "unfreezing" of 

old mind-sets. Some form of goal dissensus can create possible alternative 

approaches argues Prebble (1978:7-17). 

Fullan's research on the centrality of the interaction assumption to an 

implementation strategy is heavily supported. Carlson's work on mass 

communications showed that the rate of acceptance of a new practice is 

dependent upon the communication channels (1965:5). The impact of significant 

others as opinion leaders was measured by Rogers (1962:230). He suggested that 

their infiuence generated selective perception and selective retention by the 

listener. Even if tight pre-specified objectives did not exist, Larson argued that 

non-rational factors infiuenced the choices school staff make, in what he 
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described as a "garbage can" model (1982:45-60). He proposed that school staffs 

were amenable to interactive planning. Viewing them as "loosely-coupled" 

because of the relative isolation of individual classrooms, he considered their 

corporate planning would be "directional". It would be thus characterised as: 

• intuitive 

• sometimes hard to define 

• having a broad perception of task 

• needing to process novel information 

• planning and action not separate phases. 

The relevance of this concept is that any interactive process should take account 

of individual differences among staff and be flexible in outcomes expected. 

Interaction is consistent with the concept of Mutual Adaptation. While the 

discussion thus far has focussed upon the 'conversation' between the change and 

the changeability of the individual teacher, the work of the Rand study is highly 

relevant. 

McLaughlin defines Mutual Adaption as 

"··· an organisational process in which an innovative plan is developed and 
modified in the light of the realities of the institutional setting and in which 
the organisation changes to meet the requirements of the innovative 
project. In this view problems and consequences are not always predictable, 
and the course of implementation cannot be confidently or completely 
anticipated". 

(McLaughlin 1975:31) 

Thus as well as some dynamic interaction, illustrated thus, 

THE 

CHANGE 

ITSELF 

TEACHER 

CHANGEABILITY 
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one can also conceptualise as follows 

THE 

CHANGE 

ITSELF 

ORGANISATION 

Some organisational parameters at school/regional level were thus incorporated 

in this Field Study. These will be discussed more fully later. 

Pullan argues that pre-implementation and one-off inservice workshops are of 

dubious value (Fullan 1982b:66f). At the end of the first year of use of Journey 

in Faith this form of limited exposure indicated little impact had occurred. 

There is increasing evidence (Goodlad 1975, Cameron et al 1980) that extended 

intervals between inservice events which are· co-ordinated are of greater 

impact. Assuming the concept of mutual adaptation in different schools, this 

seemed a sound premise allowing flexibility of arrangements within schools. 

Consistent with above views, the kind of teacher development needed assumes 

certain positions. One tentative theory for staff development proposes three 

elements: 

• change viewed as a process and not an event 

• view needed about adult development and learning 

* context in which teachers work i.e. school focussed, is important. 

(Northfield 1982:475!) 

Related assumptions proposed are: 

• user {teacher) has time and inclination to implement 

• teachers prefer peer-support 

• congruent values between teacher and the new curriculum perspective 

(Renner 1982:282f) 
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Considerable time has been spent mapping the assumptlons of the plan. The 

Concerns-based Adoption Model (CBAM) of Hall and Loucks seemed to be 

founded on similar assumptions. These assumptions were: 

change is a process 

the individual must be the primary target of intervention: until they 

change, organisation as a whole won't 

' change is highly personal experience. 

change goes through stages 

interactive, diagnostic-feedback is necessary 

an adaptive yet systemic staff development approach is needed 

(Hall and Loucks 1978:37-39) 

In summary, the change and changeability of individual teachers are key 

dimensions. Change should be explicated through relevant, clear stepwise 

processes with an initial emphasis on giving meaning which in turn should lead to 

useful materials and staff development. Teachers can be changed through a 

resocialisation process by means of intensive interaction with peers which takes 

place over time, in a flexible yet systematic and responsive manner. 

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 

The second principal component of a plan for implementation according to Pullan 

includes: 

• Technical expertise related to the substantive content area, in this instanae, 

Religious Education. 
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Interpersonal skills 

Conceptual and technical skills pertaining to planning and implementation 

(Pullan 1982b: 91-104) 

The third element has been developed above. The domain of technical expertise 

was assigned to the Religious Edu.cation Consultant to develop. While a detailed 

discussion of the content is peripheral to this Field Study, some aspects are of 

general interest in forming a total theory of changing. These aspects will be 

developed in a later Chapter. (Chapter 3). 

Among the substantive areas considered were 

intentionality in the curriculum 

catechesis and evangelisation - part of a 'gestalt' or "world view" of Church 

normative religious education theory 

learning theory for children and adults 

programming skills 

Interpersonal skills were incorporated in planning. 

GUIDELINES FOR ACTION - STRATEGY 

The translation of assumptions about changing into a meaningful guide for action 

follows. Planning, suggests Kast (Kast and Rosenzweig 1974:458!} is a process by 

which the organisation adapts its resources to the changing environment and 

internal forces. It is thus a means of making decisions. Forecasting the future 

means creating a strategy. Kast suggests strategy is concerned with broad 

technological factors affecting (1) organisation (2) allocation of resources (3) 
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long range integration with the environment. Owens and Steinhoff following the 

Hegelian dialectical approach visualise crucial factors based on H. Leavitt's work 

viz: 

TECHNOLOGY --.::------>-- STRUCTURE 

TASK PEOPLE 

(Owens and Steinhoff 1976:61) 

The classic strategies of Linkage, Problem Solving, Research and Development, 

Social Interaction were considered. (Havelock 1973, Huberman 1973: 61-84, 

Morrish 1976:109-134, Hull 1974:33-45, Lipham and Hoeh 1974: 34-44 , Porter 

1976:241-259). Confiict - change strategies were reviewed (Milstein 1980). 

While problem solving models appeared to 'best fit', they tended to concentrate 

on group processes, while the above discussion also argued for personal meanings. 

An appropriate strategy that was in fact selected was a Peer Support Group 

Intervention Strategy. Based on Goodlad's I.D.E.A. project it offered elements 

appropriate to the need. LD.E.A. project argued that a temporary support social 

system be created. Goodlad thus formed a ''league of co-operating schools" 

which formed a 11community of participation". 
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reduced dependency on outside consultant, which is very apposite where 

support staff is low 

the stimulus at any given school of the cross-fertilisation of new ideas 

the complementary assets of the 'network' 

a socialisation process is possible 

self-directed change is promoted 

the 'halo' effect promoting status of individuals 

new roles for Principals and, in this study, Religious Education Co

ordinators (REC's) 

formal organisation 

increased morale 

modelling participative processes 

generation of new "norms" 

enhanced receptivity to change 

more open communication 

In the Southern Region an Extended Visit Teacher Program had been in operation 

in 1983 based on a Networking principle. In this particular program, groups of 15 

teachers were released from schools for a three day period. After an initial 
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orientation session they visited five 'host' schools. These schools each mounted a 

half-day school visit program based on curriculum initiatives being undertaken 

with particular emphasis on classroom visits. A final review synthesised the 

group learnings. Characteristic of this program was the fact that all input was 

provided by peers during· the school visits. Evaluation of this program by 110 

participants was that it was the most significant staff development activity they 

had pursued. 

Thus there was at the regional level a climate of promotion of new ideas. The 

temporary networks created were judged highly significant. Many similar 

findings to the above Goodlad League were found. 

The usual pattern or process followed by the Good.lad Net works included: 

D - Dialogue 

D - Decision-making 

A-Action 

E - Evaluation 

The DDAE process lent itself to adaptation. This pathway could be repeated 

through a series of action cycles. 

The regional strategy that was hatched took one further twist. In Goodlad1s 

project, a measure known as the "Criteria for a Good School" was used as a 

competency-based formative evaluation tool. Its results, reported separately to 

each school in the League, were intended to provide a trigger for that school to 

reach the norm of the group. The power to change was generated by the norms, 

beliefs of the group, giving individual participants greater certitude and 

confidence in their own position, and freedom to implement and adopt the 

change in their own school. This measure known as the "Magie Feather 

principle" provided a light touch incentive. 
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In the Field Study it seemed more appropriate to use the Soc questionnaire and 

LoU interview results for each school as the instrument for focusing on one 

curriculum issue only. This "photographing" is described hereafter as Monitor. 

As reported above (p 32) there were 50 primary schools in the Region. It was 

decided to set up a 'League' or Project Network for about 10 schools i.e. 2096 of 

the Region. This appeared consistent with the level of Regional support services 

available. There was an expectation that if the Project Network worked it could 

later be replicated. Hence, while a broad form of stratified sampling was used -

based on the 15 schools previously studied - there was an anthropological 

approach used rather than any rigorous research model. 

The focus of this stage was very much on individuals. A cascade and repeating 

set of Networks or Workshop groups was created along the following lines: 

An initial DESIGN GROUP. This was to comprise the R.E. Consultant, R.E. 

Advisers and 3-5 R.E. Co-ordinators in schools. This was to be a Research 

and Design Group to draft preliminary curriculum support documents or 

MODULES as they became known. 

R.E.C. Workshops. The R.E.C. in each school was viewed as Project 

Director inside that school. Hence the Network of say 10 R.E.C.'s formed 

one League. Their task was to trial and modify the draft MODULES. At 

this stage the R.E.C.'s were learners. 

Principal Workshops. Similar in scope to the above. However the Principals' 

role in such a Strategy is perceived as supportive, resource person, group 

process monitor (Bentzen 1974). If appropriate combined Principal/R.E.C. 

workshops would be held. 
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School Workshops. These could be whole staff, but it was envisaged that 

Grade Workshops (e.g. three year 2 teachers in the one school) would be 

held. The R.E.C. would take the role of teacher at school. 

Each group was to maintain dialogue with its neighbour. By this is meant the 

R.E.C. workshop could proactively influence the Design group and vice versa. 

Similarly the School group could influence the R.E.C. workshops. Integrating all 

the above elements, an Implementation Plan was thus modelled. This Plan is 

summarised in the following diagram: 

CONCERNS - nAStO ADJ\PTlVE PLAN OP JJ'4.PLD1Etil'tA.TlOH or CJLA.NCf: 
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ROUTINE IV A. , , 

It should be noted that ORGANIZATIONAL factors and LEADERSHIP factors at 

both school and regional level were recognised as relevant. For reasons that will 

become obvious later, these factors were not prespecified. They will be reported 

progressively in the study. It is sufficient to indicate that a Contingency Theory 

of change was being followed wherein a chain of factors needed to be monitored 

as movement in the direction of the change and changeability occurred. 
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"Idealising" the situation or imagining how things might develop led to a 

particular Innovation Configuration being constructed - one associated with 

establishing the Curriculum Platform or Idealogy. Its principal components 

included goal clarification, suitable strategy, change in organisational 

characteristics of schools and change in leadership characteristics. 

CONCLUSION 

To summarise the position thus far. After twelve months use of a new 

curriculum statement in Religious Education, the effects in a small ·number of 

schools were monitored using two measures, Soc and LoU. Next, a Change

Agent Plan of Implementation was devised having regard to basic Assumptions 

about Change and Changeability, knowledge of the Content Area, and a suitable 

Strategy for implementation. This Strategy was essentially a Peer-Support 

strategy. 

• 



CHAPTER THREE 

AT THE SCHOOL INTERFACE 

INTRODUCTION 

In this Chapter, the actual operation of the model developed in Chapter Two is 

described and reviewed. The initiation steps leading to the formation of the 

Project Group are described. The specific style of the Teacher Development 

approach used is discussed, with specific reference to an andragogical approach 

to adult learning. The functioning of each group - Design Group and School 

Group is described. Finally, some implications in relation to stages of group 

formation are considered. 

FORMING THE PROJECT GROUP 

From March until May 1984, Regional Office personnel acted as an interim 

design workshop group. It was felt helpful to model some learning materials for 
,1., 

later use. It was also fairly predictable that questions of meaning raised in the 

early chapters of Journey in Faith needed to be processed. 

Rev. B. Collins, in his Introduction to the document stated: 

"It is not possible to prescribe centrally lessons or programmes 
suitable for every class or school. Teachers are invited to use all 
their professional abilities to build lessons and programmes on the 
principles and content set out in this document. 

· (Journey in Faith p. 7) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF INSERVICE MATERIALS (called Modules) 

March 1984 - May 1984 

June 1984 

June 1984 - October 1984 

Regional Office staff prepare draft of 

Module One 

Eight schools agree to join Project. Total 

Projec:?t Group inc:?ludes Principals, RECs and 

the staff of these schools as well as Regional 

Office personnel. 

RECs from eight schools with Regional Offfoe 

personnel form a Design Group which: 

* trialled and reworked Module One 

* designed and trialled Modules Two and Three 

July 1984 - November 1984 As available, each of the eight schools led by 

RECs used Modules One, Two and Thre6 in 

withh\-scltool staff workshops. 
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Thus, in line with the Monitor results reported earlier, it was considered evident 

that the foundation questions of meaning - "the principles and content set out in 

this document" - should provide the focus of the early months of the Project. 

Clarification of meanings of church documents and themes such as evangeli

sation and catechesis, and understanding the purposes of religious education 

would form the agenda. 

By early second term the Project Group could be launched. Invitations were 

extended to twelve of the fifteen schools previously monitored. A short morning 

seminar was held in May 1984 led by the Regional Director. It was considered 

important that supportive and initiating leadership from the Regional Director 

would emphasise system level support. 

The Regional Director acknowledged the prior co-operation of the participants in 

providing formative evaluation to the Regional Office on the effectiveness of 

implementing Journey in Faith in schools. He then summarised the review 

process completed by the Regional Office, and finally outlined in broad terms 

_ the concept of the Project Group - Design, R.E., school workshops, etc. - and its 

potential support for individual schools. Discussion took place. School 

representatives (Principal and R.E.C. from each of the 12 schools were present) 

were invited to consider the proposal, consult staff, and within seven days 

indicate their interest in joining or not joi~ng the Project. A preliminary 

statement was made that some additional release time would be made available 

to participating schools. 

The Regional Consultant (R.E.) followed up this meeting by phoning or 

interviewing. Eight schools formally accepted to become part of the Project. 

Among the four schools who declined two were very large schools (enrolment 
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800-900) and Principals stated that staff had already determined priorities tor 

1984. Ravamping ot Religious Education was scheduled for 1985 and Staff 

meetings decided action was inappropriate at this time. Principals, however, 

expressed interest in using any output from the Project and saw value in the 

proposal. Another school Principal indicated a negative response from staff to 

the Monitor 1983 and judged climate was not considered appropriate. The final 

school Corwarded the following minutes of a special staff meeting on the subject: 

Minutes of Special Meeting Held At School X On Thursday, June 7, 1984 

The following briefing at C.E.O., Hurstville, on Wednesday, June 6, Mrs B .•• (as 
Acting Principal) convened this meeting to outline Proposals suggested by 
Regional Director for a Religious Education Programme. 

Mrs B ••• outlined:. 
(a) rationale behind a scheme; 
(b) working bodies of scheme; 
(c) relief to implement scheme; 
(d) how programmes would work in school and the R.E.C.'s involvement; 
(e) evaluation of programme. 

She then invited Miss C ••• to cover anything missed. She expanded R.E.C.1s 
role in the scheme. 

Discussion followed and, in view of our school situation at this point of time, 
staff decided we could not participate. However, the idea of a Religious 
Education Programme Scheme which developed the staff was enthusiastically 
received and benefits to our staff would be at another time. It was also felt that 
'timing' was poor - had it been offered to commence at the beginning of the year 
(say 1985), then other initiatives could be moved down the Priority List. 

Staff also suggested that if C.E.O. has resources for this scheme, we may secure 
relief for a 'short term' period to assist with our R.E. Programme now. Maybe, a 
casual, one day for five or six weeks, to enable Miss C ••• to assist and confer 
with staff regards R.E. for the remainder of 1984. 
Meeting closed at 11:15 a.m. 

(Signed):Mr A 
Principal 

Regional office perso~el had been hopeful that a few key personnel in the above 

schools would make a significant contribution. However, as the thrust of the 

Project was dominantly school-based, it was recognised that organisational 

readiness was critical to a successful implementation. 
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In terms of the eventual Sample, there was a reasonable cross-section. Each of 

four sub-regions or school districts was represented by two schools. As shown 

below, there was a reasonable variation in school sizes, and a cross-section of 

Religious (R)/Lay (L) Principals. 

SCHOOL 

FACTOR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

SUB-REGION B B A C D D A C 

ENROLMENT 327 375 192 206 629 259 480 539 

PRINCIPAL L L L L R R R L 

A brief profile of each participating school is given and their initial reaction to 

the invitation is listed. (Statistical information is based on the Catholic 

Education Commission (N .S. W .) Primary School Return, June 29, 1984.) 

SCHOOL 1: * Enrolment 327; Number of Classes 12 (2K-4, Girls 5, 6); 33% 

attending E.S.L. classes. 

* Staff 16.0 (F.T.E.) - All Lay, of whom 78.696 have 0-5 years 

experience at this school, and no one has been longer than 10 years 

at this school. 

• Principal 17 years teaching experience; 3 years Principal at this 

school; R.E.C.? 

There was initial enthusiasm. Both Principal and R.E.C. sought 

further direction. 



SCHOOL 2: • Enrolment 375; Number of classes 12 (2K-4, Girls 5, 6); 23.7% 

attending E.S.L. classes. 

• Staff 16.2 (F.T.E.) - All Lay, of whom 35.7% here 0-5 years 

experience at this school; 28.6% 6-10 years, 35.7% 11-15 years. 

• Principal 19 years teaching experience; first year as Principal 

following a Religious Principal; R.E.C. 14 years teaching 

experience; been at school 14 years. 

Following initial enthusiasm, there was some concern expressed 

about overburdening of an inexi;>erienced R.E.C., although it was felt 

the form of inservice would be beneficial. 

SCHOOL 3:* Enrolment 192; Number of classes 7 (K-6 co-ed); No E.S.L. 

students. 

* Staff 9.4 (F .T.E.) - All Lay, of whom 62.5% have 0-5 years 

experience at this school; 37 .5% 6-10 years at this school. 

• Principal 15 years teaching experience; 10 years at this school; 

R.E.C. 7 years teaching experience, all at this school. 

School enthusiastically accepted the offer. Being a single stream 

school, they saw some initial difficulty in using release time. 

R.E.C. also joined the Design Group. 

SCHOOL 4:* Enrolment 206; Number of classes 7 (K-6 co-ed); No E.S.L. 

students. 
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• Staff 10.2 (F.T.E.) - All Lay, one is an itinerant resource teacher; 

75% have 0-5 years experience at this school; 25% 6-10 years at this 

school. 

* Principal 11 years teaching experience; first year as Principal and 

at this school following a Lay Principal; R.E.C. 7 years teaching 

experience; 4 years at this school. 

As well as accepting invitation, the R.E.C. agreed to join the Design 

Group. 

SCHOOL 5: * Enrolment 629; Number of classes 19 (3K-4, 2 Girls 5-6); 48.696 

attending E.S.L. classes, declared Disadvantaged School. 

* Staff 29.9 (F. T .E.) of whom 3.4 are Religious including Principal; 

70% staff have 0-5 years experience at this school, 2696 have 6-10 

years at this school. 

* Principal 22 years teaching experience; in sixth year of 

Principalship at this school; R.E.C. 12 years teaching experience; in 

fifth year as R.E.C. at school. 

Project offer was accepted and R.E.C. joined the Design Group. 

Both Principal and R.E.C. commented that there was lack of staff 

agreement about joining project. It was resolved, after discussion 

with C.E.O. Consultant, that a sub-group of 19 volunteers join the 

Project while the remaining 8 full-time staff did not. Given the 

fact that some of these staff were specialist, this seemed a useful 

testing ground where a whole staff was not involved. 
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SCHOOL 6: • Enrolment 259; Number of classes 9 (Family grouping); 2796 ethnic 

origin integrated: 2 students of aboriginal descent; declared 

Disadvantaged School. 

• Staff 11.4 (F. T .E.) of whom 3 are Religious including Principal; 

5496 staff have 0-5 years experience at this school 1896 6-10 years, 

2796 11-15 years. 

• Principal 13 years teaching experience, 7 years as Principal at this 

school; R.E.C. 16 years teaching experience, 8 years at this school. 

At time of commencement, Principal had been under some family 

illness distress, but school agreed to join the Project. 

GROUP 7: * Enrolment 480, Number of classes 14 (2K-6 co-ed); 43.9% 

attending E.S.L. classes. 

• Staff 20.3 (F. T .E.} including 2 Religious, one of whom was 

Principal; 72.2% staff have 0-5 years experience at this school; 

22.296 6-10 years at school. 

• Principal 32 years teaching experience, 6 years as Principal at this 

school; R.E.C. duties are shared by two staff: 

(a} 5 years teaching all at this school; 

(b} 4 years teaching, 3 at this school. 

Principal reported that staff welcomed opportunity to work with the 

document and class programmes. One R.E.C. joined the Design 

Group. 
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SCHOOL 8: • Enrolment 539; Number of classes 17 (3K-6 co-ed); No E.S.L. 

students. 

* Staff 20.3 (F. T .E.), all Lay; 26.3% have 0-5 years experience at 

this school; 42.1% 6-10 years; 15.8% 11-15 years; 15.8% 16-20 years. 

• Principal 22 years teaching experience, in seventh year of 

Principalship at this school; R.~.C. 20 years of teaching experience, 

9 years at this school. 

A confident, positive response was given, and R.E.C. agreed to join 

the Design Group. 

After schools had accepted, a firm commitment of additional release time was 

made by the Regional Director for the remainder of 1984. It provided some 

facilitation to gather energy over the initial 'hump'. Although Principals had 

discretion in the use of staffing time, it was envisaged that there would be 

release for the R.E.C.'s to attend Design Workshops, R.E.C. workshops, and also 

to visit class teachers more readily. The idea was floated that Principals might 

engage casual replacement(s) on say one day a week to thereby free teachers for 

school grade workshops. It was envisaged that individual teachers might gain 

two hours approximately per fortnight. Thus extra temporary staffing 

allocations of 0.6-1.2 Full-time teachers per school were made. 

Summarising, as envisaged in Chapter Two, the Model presumed the setting up 

of: 

• Design Workshops; 

• Principal/R.E.C. Workshops; 

• School/Grade Workshops. 
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To date, the various groups were constituted and seemingly were ready to 

proceed. 

FROM PLAN TO PRACTICE 

In. Chapter Two considerable attention was given to Changeability as well as to 

Change. Resistance to change has been reported upon extensively (Huberman 

1973:45-51, Morrish 1976:87-97, Nicholls 1983:39-46, Hawkins 1982:4-10). Both 

organisational and individual factors need to be borne in mind by change-agents 

in overcoming resistance. McNamara (McNamara 1982:85) found, in her 

investigation into facilitating and inhibiting factors relating to the 

implementation of a K-12 Reading Curriculum statement into Catholic Systemic 

Primary Schools in Sydney, that major facilitating factors were: 

• Principal's attitude; 

• Regular Staff meetings and staff development days; 

• availability of consultancy support; 

• availability of materials. 

while inhibiting factors were: 

• lack of school staff perception of Reading priority; 

• group processes not adequately implemented in school staffs; 

• lack of consultancy support; 

• Catholic Education Office interest in project not sufficiently significant; 

• inadequate preparation by C.E.O. for the dissemination of the document 

to schools; 

• a large number of teachers lacking a sense of professional competence. 
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Kemmis (1982:163-168) reported in his Cluster-based Action Research and 

Development Approach with a Remedial Reading Group, that barriers to change 

included: 

• structural or organisational factors, such as climate, lack of incentives; 

• personal factors; 

* content of the innovation; 

• ideology requiring new ways of teachers working together. 

In this Field Study, the view taken was that, through the vehicle of producing 

local materials in a new group-setting, members of the Design Group would gain 

increased confidence. Secondly, as indicated in Chapter One, in terms of 

Curriculum theory, the basic platform contains the understandings or ideological 

framework. The initial three MODULES or learning materials were developed 

around: 

- Evangelisation and Catechesis •.. (CHURCH assumptions) 

- Catechesis in a Changing World ••• (SOCIOLOGICAL assumptions) 

- Religious Education in Catholic Schools .•• (EDUCATIONAL assumptions) 

Provision of time and consultaney support were expeeted to f aeilitate 

organisational arrangements. 

Pivotal to the whole process was the dynamism of the Groups as formed. 

Emphasis was given in the Design Group to experiential and reflective learning. 

The style of ADULT EDUCATION generated was seen as crucial. To this, 

attention is now given. 
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ADULT EDUCATION 

The practical operation of the workshops seemed to require sound theoretical 

concepts. In the initial Diagnosis and Planning, stress was placed on suitable 

inservice. 

Pullan nominated five principles for effective staff development: 

- on the job; 

- comprehensive theory, practiee, feedback; 

- follow through - spread over time; 

- variety of formal and informal elements; 

- ongoing linkage with implementation of the change. 

(Pullan 1982b: 286-287) 

Key concepts identified for school administrators in endeavouring to bring about 

change should include self-concept, role of experience, readiness to learn, and 

orientation to learning (Cawood and Stewart 1975:34-37). Markham notes 

(1984:24-28) the importance of taking account of the psychological aspects of 

change with attention to positive or unhealthy responses. Dynan (1978:28f), in a 

follow-up study of the implementation of the A.S.E.P. innovation in Science, 

found that full discussion of meanings, active learning, timing and planned 

development were important. 

In relation to taking teachers out of school for inservice, Mulford states: 

"Taking individual teachers out of schools and into inservice courses 
is very much like taking out one piece of a jigsaw (school 
organisation), changing its shape and then finding it will not fit 
when you try to put it back. Not only will this piece not fit but it 
then has to suffer the anguish and frustration of being 'knocked' 
back into its original shape so as to fit the total jigsaw. This 
suggests that for effective change the total school, all the pieces of 
the jigsaw need to be involved." 

(Mulford 1979:154) 
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Several writers have reviewed the effects of biological development and 

psychological development among adults (Erikkson 1963, Sheehy 1976, Mulford 

1979, Whitehead and Whitehead 1982). How adults learn provides a relevant 

background to any inservice strategy. The classic statement on this is given by 

Knowles: 

"Teacher-directed learning is often given the label 'pedagogy,' from 
the Greek words paid (meaning 'child') and agogus (meaing 
'leader'). Pedagogy has come to be defined as the art and science of 
teaching, but its tradition is in the teaching of children. The body 
of theory and practice on which self-directed learning is base has 
come to be labelled 'andragogy,' from the combining form andr of 
the Greek word ~ (meaning 'man'). Andragogy is defined, 
therefore, as the art and science of helping adults (or, even better, 
maturing human beings) learn. These definitions do not imply that 
children should be taught pedagogically and adults should be taught 
andragogically. Rather, the two terms simply differentiate 
between two sets of assumptions about learners, and the teacher 
wllo makes one set of assumptions will teach pedagogically whether 
he or she is teaching children or adults, whereas the teacher who 
makes the other set of assumptions will teach andragogically 
whether the learners are children or adults." 

(Knowles 1975:19) 

While Moran (1979) would prefer the notion of lifelong education, education 

towards adulthood, with his counterbalance of 'intergenerational' learning, 

Concerns-based adult education programmes seem to sit comfortably with a 

philosophy dedicated to the development of individual human beings (Elias and 

Merriam 1980:136). Some form of humanistic theoretical framework 

acknowledges the development of persons, the facilitative role of the teacher 

and acknowledges individual differences. Knowles sets out his assumptions 

behind self-directed (andragogical) learning and explores the different processes 

of teacher-directed (pedagogical) learning and self-directed (andragogical) 

learning. Within Australia a recent Adult (Religious) Education discussion paper 

reinforces such an androgogical approach. 
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Thus summarising the principal assumptions regarding adult learning are: 

1. Relationship between learning and learner 
Adults learn best when they are treated with respect as self-directing 
persons. 

2. Relationship between learner and learner 
Adults need to interact with other learners in this educational process. 

3. Environment setting is important 
Adults need a warm, supportive environment in which to learn. 

4. Needs, Interests and Concerns of the learner 
Adults will be attracted to programmes when their needs, interests and 
concerns have been taken into account in the planning. 

5. Experience of the Learner is a primary source for learning 
Within any adult group the range of experience and skills is considerable. 

6. Learner participation in planning and implementing programmes 
Adults will be more likely to own a programme if they ere involved in the 
planning. 

7. Access to information in understandable language 

8. Use of a variety of learning activities 
Adults learn best when there are opportunities for a variety of learning 
activities. 

9. Reflection and Action 
Authentic adult education is grounded in the concrete life situations of the 
learner, but reflecting on that situation is critical to the learner. 

10. Adult Education is Developmental 
There are many styles of adult development. 

(National Catholic Education Commission 1983:50-53). 

Mulford (1979:153f) in his very comprehensive paper traces a number of 

developmental theories and looks at their implications for ego, moral and 

cognitive development. He argues that neglect of such things as variability 

among adult learners creates difficulties in implementing change. Taking that 

further in this Field Study, comparative effects in different school staffs will be 

examined later. Mulford hypothesises that if teachers have not internalised 

behaviours or understandings it is difficult to catalyse change. Movement from 

one level to another requires cognitive dissonance, discontinuity, differentiation 

and integration (Mulford 1979: 168). 
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In the use of the early MODULES by the participant schools in this study, and, 

given that initially schools were 'measured' as being at a similar stage o! 

understanding, the peer-group interactive process used, including some cognitive 

dissonance especially in Module three, may have effected an 'unfreezing' and 

then 'refreezing' of the groups. Even though they had been previously working 

colleagues, a new sense of identity may have been achieved. Further, it might 

be predicted that over time the groups would progress at different rates. 

One of the additional motivating factors contributing to 'shifts' would be the fact 

that religious adult education rather than primary class religious education was 

occurring. Given that most teachers of religion in these Catholic schools were 

Catholic, they were not detached spectators. Their own faith experience was 

involved. Indeed, recent attention to stages of faith development, particularly 

through the work of James Fowler (Groome 1980:66-73, Flynn 1979:70-87) 

validates the distinct possibility of the adults own 'journey in faith'. If, in the 

terms used here, faith is understood as a meaning-system, then teachers coming 

from different generations would be traversing widely different experiences. 

Elias (1982) appears to have made a substantive study of adult religious 

education. Among other factors, he points out that the "Community · model" of 

Church rather than the former "Institutional model" catalyses a sense of 

interaction and co-responsibility. Likewise, a "servant model" of Church with a 

focus upon service to those in need supports the humanistic principle of critical 

refiection on the cultural situation. With the diminishing number of Religious in 

schools, the "Herald model" of Church invites lay teachers to participate more 

actively in "announcing the good news". These understandings are largely Post

Vatican II (1960) insights. Thus ideologically the cluster of elements.- respeat 

for the others views, respect for their experience, critical refiection, group 

interaction - were quite consonant. 
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Initially in an informal way members of the Design Group were encouraged to 

approach learning andragogically, Scope for their own experience, participation, 

refiection, and use of variety of learning activities were built-into the design. It 

was hoped that this 'new' relationship of learner and teacher could be modelled 

for later application in individual schools, A more formal explanation of the 

theory and practice of Adult Education was incorporated in a Review Workshop 

for Principals and R.E.C.'s held in December 1984. Further reference to this will 

be made in Chapter Four. 

DESIGN GROUP IN PRACTICE 

Given the above approach, it is appropriate to see what actually happened. 

Initially, the Design Group comprised the Regional Consultant (R,E.) as 

Convenor, two R.E. Advisers, and the five R.E.C.1s from Schools 3, 4, 5, 7 and 

8. The agenda of their initial meeting (June 29, 1984) covered the purpose of the 

group, an introduction to the Modules, a plan for school exchange, and arranging 

frequency and dates of further meetings. The notion arose of twinning one 

Design group R.E.C. with a non-Design group R.E.C. to save replication at 

R.E.C. workshops. This was agreed upon. The mechanism set up then was: 

1. Design Workshop to be 'guinea-pigs' on early draft Modules (Number 1 and 2) 

to simulate the effect on local staff. 

2, Twinned R.E.C.'s to meet and reteach to non-design R.E.C. This may have 

deprived the three non-design R.E.C.1s of the benefit of the Interaction. 

Within a matter of weeks these persons joined the Design Group. 
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3. Individual R.E.C.'s with the concurrence of their Principals, set up 

Grade/Whole Staff Workshops. Thy used, adapted, and reported back at 

Design Workshops thus influencing the redrafts of the Modules. 

Simultaneously, the Design Group was to work upstream, preparing future 

Modules. 

The R.E. Consultant kept a diary of events of the Design Group and also asked 

R.E.C.'s to feed4>ack any materials generated at the school level. During 

October and November R.E.C.'s were asked to complete a weekly proforma diary 

of events at the school level. The R.E. Consultant and R.E. Advisers also visited 

schools. The Regional Director monitored progress with the R.E. Consultant, 

providing ideas, strategies and materials to the Consultant. He also made brief 

visits to Design Workshop meetings adopting a supportive, encouraging stance. 

Full details of the materials generated, or MODULES, are found in Appendix 

3.1 However, the processes involved in "reinventing the wheel" are as 

significant. Minutes of the second -meeting of the Design Group (July 12, 1984) 

illustrate the flexible use made of the document at the local schools. SCHOOL 8 

reported: the use of grade meetings (year 1, year 3, etc.) which were later 

integrated; that teachers in general needed more time; that for one activity 

teachers preferred to work alone. SCHOOL 5 needed more time, found butcher 

paper collation of ideas helpful, and decided to involve parents in the school 

workshops. SCHOOL 3 R.E.C. preferred to work on a one-to-one basis with the 

activities, but for a video presentation "Stay Close", brought the whole staff 

together. SCHOOL 4 sustained the death of a student at this time and thus far 

staff worked alone. SCHOOL 7 presented the initial session to the whole staff, 

and then called for across grade voluntary groups. SCHOOL 2 (a non-design 

group R.E.C.) asked the R.E. Adviser to help work through the module. SCHOOL 

6 involved the school secretary and librarian in fortnightly meetings. 
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By the fourth meeting of the Design Group (August 3, 1984) most schools 

reported that they had completed the use of the first Module. This seemed to 

highlight the self-pacing aspect, and the advantages of school based inservice 

spread over time. SCHOOL 8 R.E.C. passed group leadership to members of 

staff. SCHOOL 7 reported on the local benefit of rotating group leaders. 

SCHOOL 4 commented on group dynamic challenge of a small staff. SCHOOL 5 

had established two parent groups and found too much print in the Module. 

SCHOOL 2 preferred to join the Design Group, .and reported local Parish Priest 

attended the Workshops. 

Three members of the Design Group agreed to rewrite the Module. A 

comparision of Draft Module 1.0 (June) and Module 1.0 (August) illustrated the 

interaction effect with particular relevance to a change in the time allocation 

for use. Several schools forwarded evaluation comments on the Module's 

impact. Representative comments included: 

we both enjoyed a time to reflect, think and question •.. (year 2 teachers 

School 8); 

this had made us think about 'why' we do things. It helped us reshape our 

values and our level commitment ••• (Kinder teachers School 8). 

we needed more time as the session was most enjoyable and we could have 

done more ••• (Year 4 teachers School 8); 

I found listening to others' opinion most helpful; 

we found this chance to deepen our awareness and/or understanding of 

evangelisation and catechesis, a thought provoking experience: good chance 

to discuss the fundamental issues with others; 

video could be used for parent meetings. 

Verbal feedback from the R.E. Consultant and Advisers confirmed the above 

views. They reported tentatively at first, and over subsequent weeks more 
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strongly, that some kind of a 'bomb' had gone off. It was described that teachers 

initially perceived their task as child-centred: what was now happening was in 

fact adult-centred. It was as though they were operating on a new plane. 

The R.E. Consultant noted this renection on a Design Workshop involving Module 

Two which looked at sociological assumptions (Module One looked at ecclesial 

assumptions): 

"Modules are taking far more time to construct as group awareness 
of the implications of the document are realised. Information 
already appropriate from Module One is serving as a base for the 
call for deeper understanding in Module Two". 

This type of comment appeared to confirm the effectiveness of the approach 

used. Adult learning, focussed on the ideological questions, seemed to be 

occurring in the Design Group. Turning attention then to individual schools 

seemed to be appropriate. 

SCHOOL/GRADE WORKSHOPS 

Although the Design Group had formed good bonding by September, there was a 

predictable 'lag' in the translation of their work into local schools. In 'top-down' 

initiatives, in this instance from the Regional Office, the fact that the process 

was adopted by the decisions of the Design group could have given a false clarity 

of the reinventing process at school level. In fact, the implementation time 

frame had to be elastic. 
/ 

It seemed important to map the events occurring in the individual schools. 

Hence each R.E.C. was invited to maintain a diary of events over a nine week 

period as part of the story of implementation. 
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Activity related to the Modules - actual grade workshops, whole staff meetings, 

preparation time on modules by R.E.C., interview between Principal and R.E.C. 

on the modules - could be recorded. Set out below the salient comments from 

each school. 

In the real, busy world of individual schools, day-to-day survival needs and other 

requirements . of the R.E. teachers needed to be maintained along with this 

implementation process. An analysis of the individual schools suggested that the 

strategy was working. At the same time, the adaptability of the different 

schools was noted. 

SCHOOL 1: 

The R.E.C. reported that the local plan was to provide fortnightly meetings of 

one to one and a half hours. Usually three Casual Teachers were engaged, one 

for R.E.C., two for two class teachers, and the Principal substituted for a third 

teacher to free three teachers across a particular grade to meet with the 

R.E.C. There was also some whole staff meetings. 

Over the diary interval, one week involved hosting visitors from the A.C.T. 

Other activities included whole school liturgies for Peace Week, Feast Days, 

Mothers Club, and forward planning for provision of R.E. resources for 1985. 

Teachers comments on the implementation process during 1984 included the 

following: 

*" . . . introductory modules have provided very interesting and useful 
background and while it hasn't yet made a specific difference to my teaching it 
has helped me sort out the background behind what rm doing. 

• modules are well prepared and help us gain an insight into the theory behind 
the approach. 
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• clarified my thoughts about modern Catholicism let me see real people are the 
Church with realistic, human needs and thoughts. It allowed me space to ask 
'simple, obvious questions' which at other times would be inappropriate in a 
discussion. It gave me time to focus on and think about isssues I would normally 
not bother to think or find out about • • • Discussing these topics with people you 
are comfortable with is a great strategy, which would be good if continued. 

• I have found these meetings to have a strong influence on my personal beliefs 
and development as a teacher. It's also made me aware of my fellow staff 
members' feelings and beliefs. However, I feel I have not reached the stage of 
implementing this in the classrooom ••• 

• The modules have helped in my religious understandings of such things as 
catechesis, evangelisation •• • I feel they have been of great benefit to me as a 
person". 

SCHOOL 2: 

R.E.C. reported that weekly opportunities were provided for meeting - full staff, 

grades, infants, primary, parents, priests - in a flexible way. Over the diary 

period, other significant activities included Sacramental programme co

ordinated with the parish, Multicultural Day, Peace Week, R.E. evaluation of 

current programme with parents. 

Teachers comments on the implementation largely focussed on the modules: 

•• 

* 
* 
• 
• 

I feel it is really important to have some input that will show the teachers 
how to use Journey in Faith and these sessions have been particularly 
effective and useful. 

Modules have provided interesting input. 

R.E.C. has been most helpful and supportive. 

I have found it to be easier to follow • 

Modules have been most effecitve and very helpful. R.E.C. has been very 
helpful and most supportive. 

SCHOOL 3: 

The R.E.C. reported that in this one-stream school she met with each teacher 

for one to one and a half hours per week, with some group or whole staff 

meetings. The Diary indicated considerable time was spent in preparation by the 
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R.E.C. Fairly frequent meetings with the Principal and R.E.C. occurred. Other 

events were Liturgical functions involving staff, substituting for a sick teacher, 

end of year functions. 

Teachers commented on the implementation: 

SCHOOL 4: 

• Not an easy document to programme but became clearer when 
our R.E.C. spent much time helping us. 

• I understand document much more after working with the Design 
Group (R.E.C.). 

• More clear in 1984 than in 1983. Staff are working together to 
find out the best ways of using programme. 

* The regional system of support of R.E.C.'s and school staff is 
appreciated. 

Meetings were held weekly (approx. 2 hrs per staff member), usually working in 

pairs with some guidance from the R.E.C. There was no diary record returned. 

Teachers comments tended to reinforce the personal gains for teachers: 

SCHOOL 5: 

* The modules were very helpful in highlighting the important 
features of the document. Release time gave me a chance to 
think about and evaluate my own attitude to the document, and 
how it will affect my class. 

• The modules were very helpful in enhancing our understanding of 
the document. I feel its implementation requires a team effort 
and certainly the time we have spent together has made it 
possible to approach things in this way. 

* I found the modules very helpful in facilitating my understanding 
of the document as it had me feeling rather 'up in the air' before. 

The R.E.C. reported that each teacher joined a fortnightly meeting group. Three 

relief staff were employed for one day per week, releasing groups of teachers for 
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3 'blocks' of time. One difficulty noted was the problem of challenging the relief 

teachers to take on-going responsibility of classes. Threre were six staff groups 

and two parent groups. In October the groups worked methodically on Module 

Two. By November, the groups decided concurrently that an R.E.C. Policy 

Statement was needed. This was supported by the parents. The Regional Office 

personnel saw this movement as achieving the broad goal of the first three 

Modules, and illustrative of the space available to the individual school. The 

concept of equifinality as an organisational approach appeared to be in 

operation. 

Among the teachers comments was noted a fair emphasis on the individual 

teacher's own changing outlook: 

* The group developed worthwhile experiences which were shared 
with one another. It made each one examine our beliefs and as a 
result clarified many questions. 

* I felt I received a lot out of the group sessions which were 
available. They were relaxed yet 'effective and did a lot not only 
in helping understand JOURNEY IN FAITH but also understand 
individual group members better. 

• I have found a great deal of benefit personally, and as a reult my 
approach has changed for the better. 

* It has been beneficial for me ••• I feel more comfortable and 
confident to approach the various aspects, e.g. evangelisation. 

A possible reason for the interest in the R.E. Policy statement was expressed 

this way: 

• It has led the staff to see the need for an R.E. policy statement 
for our school. The need for direction has been emphasised as 
we have been struggling to come to grips with our belief 
framework and how and why we need to impart this to the 
children in our care. 
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There was some expression of disappointment that not all staff were involved in 

the Project. As mentioned previously, choice for staff to participate was 

offered: 

• Staff commitment is very important. Everyone should be aware 
that it is a whole school dedication. Staff attitude will have a 
great effect on the success of the implementation. 

• A pity not all staff were involved. 

One teacher noted that working with parents had been significant. Several 

remarked that teachers' confidence grew as a result of working more closely 

with the R.E.C. 

SCHOOL 6: 

The R.E.C. reported that weekly meetings were held. Although the activities 

were followed, for example in Module Two, there was a comment that these 

activities provided a springboard to a wider discussion. At one stage, discussion 

led to inviting the Parish Priest to contribute. In a strict sense, there was no 

pre-set goal to invite priests or parents. In the interest of gaining community or 

environmental support it appeared that timing and relevance were important. 

One week was given over to a school camp. 

Teachers comments seemed to stress the significance of the release time: 

* Release time was valuable, enabling us to discuss and clarify our 
own beliefs and awareness. 

* Release time was great for discussing views and sharing faith. 

* A valuable basic document. Time given in 1984 for staff to 
share their own beliefs and concerns with other committed 
adults has made us better informed, more confident. 

* Release time has helped sharing, awareness of each others 
beliefs and doubts. 

* I have enjoyed learning other people's comments. 
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SCHOOL '1: 

Five relief teachers were engaged one-day per week thereby freeing groups of 

four teachers at a time. Interestingly, regrouping of teachers occurred after a 

module was completed. During October, the Diary records close fidelity but 

with little haste in progress. By November, in a similar vein to School 5 the 

groups pursued an R.E. Policy Statement. Interestingly, also in mid-November 

these groups diyerged into talking about R.E. evaluation, co-ordination of units 

and register procedures for 1985. A possible interpretation of this would be that 

one set of concerns had been met and this staff was ready to move ahead to 

management issues. 

As with other schools the SoC questionnaire was readministered at this time. 

This school made many comments on the instrument itself, and in an open-ended 

response on the implementation process during 1984, their remarks included: 

• rve found workshops repetitious. Too theoretical - not practical. 

• C.E.O. hasn't given any directive - each school finds its own 
way. I haven't found it helpful for programmes. 

• Repetitive discussion - too theoretical - it has been more than 
covered. 

• Workshops theoretical, although helpful. No more theory please. 

• Too theoretical. I found it hard to see how what we were doing 
in workshops was going to benefit others. 

These remarks will be further considered in a later discussion on Stages of Group 

Formation. 

SCHOOL 8: 

Meetings were held in weekly grade groupings of one to one and a half hours. 

The R.E.C. also noted whole staff meetings and a staff development day were 
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held. Reference was also made to a Whole Staff Weekend together looking at 

the Role of Teacher in the Catholic School. Both the Principal and the R.E.C. 

thought that this provided a cohesive, meaningful, unifying experience for 

teachers. Written evaluation of each module suggested meticulous detail was 

given in the preparation and conduct of the sessions. The staff here were quite 

experienced teachers and seemed appreciative of the experience. 

STAGES OF GROUP FORMATION 

The strategy described in this Field Study relies heavily on Group Collaboration 

processes. At the same time, the SoC questionnaire is concerned with individual 

teachers moving through recognisable phases of concern. Both the idiographic 

(individual) and nomothetic (group or organisation) dimensions need to be 

considered. 

What appeared to be occurring in the Project group was that whole staff or group 

development occurred as well as individual growth. Several studies have 

documented this phenomenon. 

Heron and Friesen proposed (1973:333-346) that organisations move through at 

best four distinct stages as they develop - these they describe, as 'Birth' period, 

'Youth' period, 'Productive' period and 'Mature' period. In a similar view, 

following Erikson's (1976) description of crises of individual growth, Greiner 

described organisations as moving through growth stages of creativity, direction, 

delegation, co-ordination and collaboration, where some form of crisis (e.g. 

leadership, autonomy) catalysed growth. (Greiner 1972:37-46). 

In an Australian context, Mulford has corroborated similar phases of growth 

(Mulford et al 1981:1-9, Mulford 1982:194). His descriptors of each Stage are 
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based on the personal and interpersonal expectations, task requirement ot group, 

and behaviour. This can be summarised: 

Stage of 
Group 
Development 

1. Forming 

2. Storming 

3. Norming 

4. Performing 

5. Mourning 

Major Emphasis 
Personal/ Task Behaviour 

For Advance
ment to Next 
Stage Need To Interpersonal 

belonging 

power 

groupness 

inter-and 
independence 

re-assert 
independence 

orientation 

organisation 

data flows · 

probleming 
solving 

superficial 
rush to 
finish task 
or task 
deemphasized 
·ror social
emotional 

polite risk possible 
conflict 

conruct establish roles 
listen 

open- trust self and 
mindedness others 

adaptive 

disengagement 

(Mulford 1982: 194) 

Applying this notion of organisational growth, it is evident that some 

organisational development strategies (e.g. problem-solving) may be 

inappropriate until the group has reached the 'Performing' stage. It may be too 

readily presumed that the group is homogeneous. Annual turnover of staff 

implies some re-formation of the group. Within the school groups involved in the 

Project there was considerable emphasis on individuals acquiring meaning. The 

sharing of these meanings, as reported above by the comments of individual 

teachers, may represent a 'quantum leap' for the group. It implies risk-taking 

and potential conflict before the group 'norms' and 'performs'. 

Looking at the Design group, the R.E. Consultant noted that in earlier meetings 

members stayed over time to continue informal exchanges. This need seemed to 

diminish. Time allocations were more strictly observed. Signs of partial dis

engagement were appearing. Group members occasionally now were missing 

meetings. However, in each case a phone apology was made with a request for 
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information about the tasks included. It may be inferred that the Design group, 

initiated as a temporary system, had matured to a stage where TASK rather than 

INTER PERSONAL needs motivated action; conversely more confident R.E.C.'s 

were now meeting their own relational needs at their school. 

Reviewing the comments of the various school groups, School 7 seemed to 

exhibit behaviours characteristic of a 'STORMING' phase. Signs of this were 

their moving away from the tasks set, their conflicting views- with the C.E.O. 

approach, where some of their own staff were present. Their written criticisms 

were homogeneous. It seemed that they generated their own sub-group which 

was cohesive but different in orientation; they behaved differently in their own 

school than when in the Design group, and were making decisions contrary to the 

information they were receiving. 

On the other hand, Schools 1, 4 and 8, in the view of Regional office personnel, 

were operating at a 'PERFORMING' level, and seemed to be more proactive in 

their decisions. 

Sexton (1976) in a review of organisational growth in Catholic institutions, 

agrees with the above 'forming' to 'norming' pathway. He goes on to emphasise 

the dual dynamic of the socio-group process and the psychic-group process. Of 

the socio-group process he concluded that: 

"· •• the socio-group process is the problem-solving mechanism of 
the organisation. The quality of this process is the direct effect of 
our efforts to produce a climate of power equalization in the 
normative phase. The one shortcoming of the socio-group process 
which some must learn at great personal cost is that it will hot 
penetrate the value system of the participants." 

(Sexton 1976:277) 

He goes on to argue that the psychic-group process holds the key to the 

development of this value orientation among staff of a Catholic institution. This 

psychic-group process, for Sexton, involves the interpersonal process within the 
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organisation, and is characterised by trust, friendship, emotional support and 

encouragement. When mutual confidence and personal respect both exist, 

'Performing' as a whole staff is possible. 

In this Project, many teacher comments describe such processes. What is now 

proposed is that there is some form of correlation between stages of individual 

growth, as measured for example by the Soc guestioMaire, and the stage of 

group formation. · This particular phase focussed on the content of "R.E. 

Curriculum as ideology" which became a shared, common experience within each 

star f group. 

CONCLUSION 

In this Chapter, the details of the actual implementation strategy were 

developed. Included were an account of the initiation process and background on 

the participant schools. The chronological development of the Design Group and 

School Groups was described. Some implications on Stages of Group Formation 

and Adult Education were considered. The usefulness of the learning materials -

or MODULES- was reviewed. 



CHAPTER POUR 

REVIEW PROGRESS OF IMPLEMENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

CBAM techniques (Stages of Concern, Levels of Use) had been used in late 1983 

to 'photograph' a sample group of schools in the Southern Region. An 

intervention strategy, based upon a Network Sharing among peers was set in 

action following an analysis of the situation in early 1984. While there was a 

broad strategy to move teachers in the various eight schools of the Project group 

in a particular direction over time, there was no preconceived time-frame for 

any such movement. A twelve month interval seemed a reasonable interval to 

monitor, as the first measurements were taken at the end of the first year of 

use. The Soc and Lou instruments were administered and processed as described 

previously (see Chapter 2). There were two additional open ended response 

questions added to the Soc questionnaire to gain other feedback from teachers 

on 1984 and thoughts for 1985. It was assumed these additional responses would 

concretise the areas of concern, and also confirm the particular innovation 

configuration. 

Additional feedback was sought from the principal actors in the process - school 

Principals and R.E.C.'s. It was felt that their own analysis and comments would 

further elucidate the findings of the above Monitoring. It was also considered 

important to gain further information from these on their thoughts on the 

strategy, and also comments regarding organisational factors. Provision had 

been made for possible mutual adaptation to occur. 
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Hence in September, 1984, a written invitation was sent from the Regional 

Director inviting each Principal and R.E.C. to attend a two day RE Project 

Review Workshop in December 1984. Follow-up phone contact by the RE 

Regional Consultant promoted this particular Workshop. Subsequently 

acceptances and actual attendance confirmed the interest of participants. The 

Director also invited two RE Consultants from other Regions to be participant 

observers. These received a half day briefing on the history of the Project prior 

to the Review Workshop. 

The RE Project Review Workshop involved all eight R.E.C.'s as well as two 

additional staff who would be involved in that role in 1985. One Principal was 

unable to attend because of membership on another committee at that time. A 

written letter from this Principal (received 18 October, 1984) indicated a 

definite and positive support for the project. 

"· •• Thank you for your letter relating progress made with the Journey in 
Faith project. I see it as a most successful venture and acknowledge the 
positive results it has had with the Staff members who agreed to be involved 
• • • • I would like to acknowledge the R.E.C.'s dedication to the project and 
the effect her involvement has had on the group sessions she hosted." 

One other Principal joined the workshop on the second day. The continued 

presence of all participants right through seemed to indicate their ownership of 

the process. 

The Program for the Review Workshop was: 

R.E. PROJECT REVIEW WORKSHOP 5th & 6th December, 1984 
PROGRAM 

Day 1: Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

9:30 - 10:30 

10:30 
11:00 - 12:30 

12:30 - 1:15 
1:15 - 2:45 

2:45 

* Revision of project during 1984. 
* Feedback of interviews. 
* Feedback of teachers views 
MORNING TEA 
* Stages of Concern Review. 
* Group work study of Local school. 
* Concerns identified for 1985. 
LUNCH 
* Questionnaire on Project and impact 

on Organisational factors. 
* Open Forum. 
CONCLUDE 
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Day 2 Session 4 

Session 5 

Session 6 

9:30 - 10:30 

10:30 
11:00 - 12:30 

12:30 - 1.15 
1:15 - 3:00 

• Towards a Theory of implementing 
change 
- Adult Learning 
- Mutual Adaptation. 

• Group discussion. 
MORNING TEA 
Designing a Plan !or 1985 

- small groups. 
LUNCH 
• Synthesis of above. 
• Advice to system. 
• Advice to schools. 

Some material used in the Review Workshop found in Appendix 4.1. 

The workshop's framework was 

DAY ONE - Feedback - Analysis of 1984 

DAY TWO - Forward Planning for 1985 

At this stage, it seems appropriate to report upon the findings of the second 

Monitor exercise, incorporating reflections from the Review Workshop 

participants. This review and analysis will deal with: 

• Levels of Use Interviews 

• Stages of Concern Questionnaire 

• Questionnaire on Project and impact on Organisational factors. 

LEVELS OF USE 

A comparision of 1983 and 1984 Levels of Use for R.E.C.'s was as follows: 

SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1983 m I II m n.a. n.a. I m 

1984 IV Am m IVAIVB m IV A 

Recognising that five out of the eight R.E.C.'s were original members of the 

Design Group it would be reasonable to anticipate that Mechanical Use or even 
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Routine Level of Use was possible. The R,E.C.'s at School 2 and School 7 were 

new in 1983, and presumably the experience of being in the Supporting 

Design/R.E.C. group influenced their own behaviour. 

A similar comparison of 1983 and 1984 Levels of Use for Principals was: 

SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1983 n n n n n 

1984 IV B IV A n m• n m V 

• denotes change of Principal 

The results reported upon the Principal's own perception of their Level of Use. 

There is some difficulty in relying on this information where most Principals 

above are non-teaching as regular class teachers. Pratt et al (1982) reported 

that, in two in-depth case studies, they found the Principals exhibited a 

"perceived Gestalt." according to the role they adopted in the implementation 

process. Their role could be facilitative. They could either be responders to the 

change - taking no initiative themselves, managers - concerned with the 

logistical aspects, or initiators - taking firm -decisive action. Certainly, CEO 

Regional Office personnel in this Field Study looking more widely than the R.E. 

Project recognised that the Principals of School 1, School 2 and School 8 were 

exhibiting initiator behaviour. Strong partnership between Principal and R.E.C. 

at School 1, School 4, School 5 and School 8 was likewise evident to CEO 

personnel. 

At the Review Workshop, the participants were provided with a Composite list of 

their responses used in the LoU interviews. R.E.C.'s and Principals were asked 

independently to confirm, or amend the descriptors provided. 

This provided confirmatory evidence of the specific content to be dealt with and 

secondly described the local school situation. In a certain sense it clarified the 
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framework and to some extent the forms of adaptation fn actual use i.e. the 

innovation configuration (see e.g. Pratt et al 1982:11-17). The composite list of 

responses follows: 

Composite List of Responses: 

Lou Review of Interviews 1984 

How You Use Journey in Faith? 

• group work: ••• cross-grade grade 
• freguency of meeting: e.g. 1 - 1 1/2 hr per fortnight 

1 - 1 1/2 hr per week 
• basis for school policy; source document; 
• parent groups; staff meetings; staff development days 

Strengths and Weaknesses of Journey in Faith 

+ • clarifying benefit of support material (modules) 
• modules enable users to integrate their own experience 
• amount of theological jargon 
• language difficult 
• staff not sufficiently educated 

Current Information Being Sought 

- making practical 
- skills of needs - analysis 
- nothing specific 
- extended background material e.g. re evangelisation 
- future inservice related to Journey in Faith 
- looking at programs 
- possible methods of extending to local community 
- linkage with other subjects 

Effects of Staff Collaboration 

- more indepth reflection 
- increased awareness 
- gives ownership of ideas 
- sharing 
- individuals has threatened 
- generates discussion 
- willingness to work as group 
- enriched by others in group with different cultural background 
- greater tolerance and acceptance 
- challenged staff committee 

A closer examination of these responses on a school-by-school basis provides 

further probes into the Level of Use but also to the mode of use. 
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Journei in Faith 

SCHOOL 
ITEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

(+) clarifying benefit of modules ✓ J J J J ✓ 
(+) modules enable user to integrate ✓ J J ✓ J ./ ✓ J 

experience 
(-) amount of theological jargon ../ ✓ J ✓ J ✓ ✓ 
(-) language difficult ✓ ../ .J J ✓ 
(-) staff not sufficiently educated ✓ J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Other issues were identified also. The weakness of staff not being sufficiently 

educated - in theology and doctrine (School 1, School 3), in understanding terms 

(School 2). Additional strengths identified were development of relevant school

based program, attitudinal development in respect of Christian values and 

educational philosophy (School 4), flexibility in being able to divert to address 

needs of groups such as R.E. school-policy (School 5), some staff being willing to 

undertake R.E. courses (School 5). 

In the case of Principals, the response pattern was: 

ITEM SCHOOL 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

(+) Clarifying benefit of modules na ✓ na na ✓ ..; 
(+) modules enable user to integrate ✓ ✓ ✓ ,/ ./ 

experience 
(-) amount of theological jargon ✓ ✓ 
(-) language difficult ✓ ✓ 
(-) staff not sufficient educated ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Principals also mentioned the opportunity to use the document in overall self 

development strategies (School 2), attitudinal development in staff and relevant 

school based program (School 4), initial problems of jargon being ameliorated 

(School 7). 

Summarising, both Principals and R.E.C.s in indicating strengths and weaknesses 

provide a. picture of their own Orientation (LoU Stage 1) towards the change. 
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were rated as beyond this Level of Use. As useful Js evidence of diverse ways of 

using the change i.e. evidence of adaptation is exhibited. R.E.C.s being closer to 

teachers appear to see details more than Principals. 

Currrent Information Being Sought 

The LoU Questionnaire item pertaining to this demonstrated whether the user 

was in fact acquiring information. This would suggest a Preparation Level of 

Use in which the user was preparing for first use. R.E.C. responses for School 3 

and School 6 were rated at this level. 

Current information sought by R.E.C.s 

SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

making practical J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
skills of needs-analysis ✓ J ✓ ✓ 
nothing specific 
extended background material ✓ ✓ ,.J ✓ ✓ 
future inservice Journey in Faith ..; .J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
looking at Programs ✓ J ..; ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
community participation ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ ✓ ✓ 
linkage to other subjects J ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ 

Principals' response pattern was: 

SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

making practical na ./ ✓ na ✓ ✓ 
skills of needs analysis ✓ ✓ ..; 
nothing specific ✓ 
extended background material ../ 4/ J v 
future in Jouney in Faith ✓ J ✓ ..; 
looking of Programs ✓ ~ ✓ ✓ 
community participation ✓ ✓ J ..; ✓ 
linkage to other subjects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

In both instances there is evidence of at least Preparation for Use. To some 

extent there is a variety of types of information being sought. The responses tne 

to be seeking information 'HOW' - i.e., in relation to mechanical use. This is not 
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altogether surprising as leaders would be hopefully anticipating the next agenda 

for staff. 

Effects of Staff Collaboration 

In rating the LoU interviews, the rating technique used can locate the Level of 

Use as at least Level ID - i.e. User-Oriented. The LoU V probes can be used 

negatively to confirm an upper limit of use that had not been exceeded. Boyd 

and Marsh found, for example, that teachers tend just to be interested in the 

technology of use - teaching and resource strategies, and that very deliberate 

planning is needed for a further "jump" to occur to Level V, VI use (Boyd and 

Marsh 1984). Kennedy et al corroborated the finding in evaluating the use of 

curriculum materials that 4596 teachers tend to "plateau out" at a Routine level 

of use (Kennedy et al 1984). Curiously, only one respondent - School 8 Principal 

- was rated beyond Level IV. Given this fact, the scope and quality of use in 

terms of staff collaboration was interesting. 

Effects of staff collaboration as identified by R.E.C.'s 

SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

in depth reflection J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ " increased awareness ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ ,J v J 
ownership of ideas ✓ J ✓ J J v v 
sharing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ J ~ t/ 
felt threatened .j 

willingness for group? ./ ✓ ✓ .J ✓ J " v 
generates disc~ion ✓ ✓ J J ✓ " " ./ 
enriched by different cultural ✓ J J .J .J J 

background 

greater tolerance ../ ✓ ✓ J ..; v 
challenged staff commitment ✓ ✓ ✓ ,/ J ✓ " 
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In general, there is strong evidence for the perceived effects of the peer

network collaborative strategy. This appears not to be reflected in the actual 

Level of Use. Site variations in respect of different cultural background were 

noted at School 4 and School 8, both Anglo-Saxon background areas among staff 

and students. 

Other significant effects reported were 

• At School 1, one of the major positive outcomes for all involved was renewed 

motivation among teachers to look at extended upgrading programs in 

Religious Education or Adult Education. Nearly every member of staff had 

enrolled in one such program for 1985. This appears to confirm Schaafsrna's 

finding that: 

n ••• as a direct outcome of group cohesiveness, groups and networks of 
interaction shared similar concerns, including shared interests, values and 
these eventually become embedded into a shared ideology about change". 

(Schaafsma 1984:6) 
A similar interest of further longer term education was reported at School 5. 

• Participants able to work at their own pace {School 7). 

Princ,ipals reporting on the effects of staff collaboration were similar. 

Additional points noted included: 

• development of leadership in R.E.C. (School 2) 

* change in staff with the realisation that textbooks don't answer all the 

questions (School 4) 

Summarizing, the Levels of Use Monitor indicated changes in the behaviour of 

Principals and R.E.C.1s in their use of Journey in Faith. The elaboration provided 

at the workshop enabled a more comprehensive picture to be formed of the mode 

of use. Further checking with the second 'photographic' technique was needed 

i.e. Stages of Concern. 
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STAGES OF CONCERN 

Following the procedures outlined in Chapter 2 for processing the 1984 Soc 

questionnaires, this section summarises the main findings. This analysis will 

consider:-

Response Rate 

Patterns across the Eight Project Schools 

Individual School patterns 

Across-school similarities and differences 

Comparison of results of Project group with a control group 

System level and school level implications 

Response Rate 

In 1984, there were 119 full-time teachers out of 133.7 employed in the eight 

project schools. There was a 78.1 % response to the SoC questionnaire from the 

119 full-time teachers. Given the fact that in some schools, some of the non

respondents were not teaching R.E. or were special program teachers (e.g. ESL), 

this was pleasing. Not so many chose to respond to the open-ended questions, 

presumably because there was nothing to add, or because of time constraints. 

The response on the school basis were as follows: 

No. No. 
School Total Full-time No. Responses Responses 

Staff Staff Respondents 1st open - 2nd open -s.e.c. ended question ended question 

1 16.0 14 15 13 10 
2 16.2 14 12 7 2 
3 9.4 8 8 4 3 
4 10.2 8 6 4 4 
5 29.9 27 19 14 11 
6 11.4 11 9 7 7 
7 20.3 18 12 10 11 
8 20.3 19 12 3 3 

Total 133.7 119 93 62 51 
(78.1 %) (52.1 %) (42.9%) 
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As explained previously, some 9 teachers from School 5, although not 

participants in the Project, agreed to complete the QuestioMaire. These formed 

part of a control group which will be discussed later. 

Patterns Across The Eight Project Schools 

As in Chapter Two, both Individual Teacher and Whole School Profiles (SoC) were 

generated. Revising the key concepts of Chapter Two, Hall and his associates 

proposed THREE phases - SELF-ORIENTED, TASK-ORIENTED, IMPACT

ORIENTED. The various Stages of Concern can thus be related. 

6 REFOCUSING -REF 

IMPACT --- - 5 COLLABORATION -COL 

4 CONSEQUENCE -CON 

TASK ---- 3 MANAGEMENT -MAN 

SELF 2 PERSONAL -PER 

---- 1 INFORMATIONAL -INF 

0 AWARENESS -AWA 

Looking at Individual Teacher Profiles, it is thus possible by using Single Peak 

Analysis (Chapter Two) to classify the dominant Phase of Self, Task, Impact 

Orientation. 

Typical patterns for each Phase would be: 
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Using this approach, each Teacher's Profile was scored. Results for each School 

for both 1983 and 1984 are presented. 

Stages Of Concerns (Soc} Results By Schools 

School 1983 Teachers 1984 Teachers 
Self Task Imp Total Self Task Imp Total 

1 10 1 1 12 10 5 15 
2 4 1 2 7 5 7 12 
3 4 2 6 2 1 5 8 
4 8 1 9 3 1 2 6 
5 14 1 4 19 8 2 9 19 
6 4 1 1 6 9 9 
7 17 2 19 3 9 12 
8 not available 7 3 2 12 

TOTAL 61 4 13 78 49 7 39 91 
% 78.3 s.o 16.7 47.3 7.5 41.9 

Looking at the overall result, whereas in 1983 78.3% of Teachers Concerns were 

dominantly Self-Oriented, by 1984 only 47.3% of their concerns were Self-

Oriented. There was a 'shift' towards Impact-Oriented Concerns that was 

significant. The claim is made that the Intervention Strategy used had an 

appreciable influence. However a closer examination of this general trend 

revealed some other important insights. 

As developed in Chapter Two, Whole School Profiles were also generated. Thus 

looking at School 1, the 1983 and 1984 School Patterns are shown. 
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83-1 

SCHOOL NU1BER 11 

NL.t1BER OF TEACHERS :12 

e • • e • • ft • • • • e • • • • • • • • • a I e • I • • • • e e • • e • e e • • • • • • • • I t I •••••• f •• • • I • • • 6 ••• ♦ ♦ I ♦ • e • • I • " e 

Al.IA. INF. PER. HAN. CON. COL. REF . 
e I e • • • e e • e e e I • e • e • • ••• • • • • ♦ • ♦ • • • • • I • • • • • • ♦ • • I • • • • t I • • • • •• • I • e I e ••• I ... I • ■ I • t e • I' e e 

TEACHER 1 60 37 12 I I 7 1 0 22 
TEACHER 2 Bl 37 31 6:S 43 10 42 
TEACHER 3 93 43 31 7 l 31 26 
TEACHER 4 96 84 91 69 59 31 77 
TEACHER 5 9:S 84 63 90 21 31 65 
TEACHER 6 53 72 39 56 19 :S2 47 
TEACHER 7 66 57 45 56 71 95 42 
TEACHER B 53 91 87 27 S4 72 65 
TEACHER 9 46 66 67 15 27 9 30 
TEACHER 10 ~9 80 70 6:5 27 36 69 
TEACHER 11 72 8B 48 69 33 55 412 
TEACHER 12 37 72 85 27 5,;, 97 57 

• • • • I • • ■ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I • • t t ■ t • • • t • f • • • I • • • t • e lo • • • a I • • • ♦ I • • • • • • • • • • • e, I • I I • • • • • • • 

MEAN 70 68 56 46 35 44 49 
ST. DEV. 20 19 24 26 21 30 17 
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Using the simple approach of overlaying the two patterns, the following picture 

emerges. 

School 1 - 1983 and 1984 Composite Pattern 

~- .. INf PER. MAl't cc:Q COi.. 
~O: 
j5: 
90: 
·os: 
80: 
~is: 
?O: * * Pe. ..., . * * ♦Ct: * * * ;s: * * * * • ~o: * * • * * * 
·" 5: * * * * * * * * * 1iO: • * * * * * • * * 
;i,~: * * * * * * • • * • • :,c1 : * * • * * * * * • * • * ,5: * * • * * * • * • * * * 20: * * * * * * • • • • * * l I;' • .., . * * * * * * * * * * * • l O : * * * * • * * * • * • * 
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AWA- INi' PER: ~- C~- CDC. 

For School 1 and using Percentile Mean Scores (Mean) as a Measure of the 

Relative Intensity of Concerns, in 1983 both Awareness and Informational 

Concerns rated as the highest (7096 and 6896 respectively) for the Staff as a 

whole. By 1984 (shown on right-side in each pair) these concerns were 55% for 

Awareness and 60% for Informational. Given that the focus area of the 

Intervention Strategy was the Self-Oriented phase there appeared to be 

supporting evidence for Hall's developmental sequence being followed. The 

Standard Deviations for each Level of Concern provided a measure of the 

'scatter' among individual staff. 

However, unlike Hall's predictions, there was found to be a shift in the level of 

Intensity for Impact-Oriented Concerns, particularly Collaboration and 

Refocussing i.e. a linear pathway was not being followed. It was noted in 

REY 
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Chapter Three that this School Staff had exhibited the "Norming" to 

"Performing" phase of Group development. Further, the school had previously 

participated in an Organisational Development Project sponsored by the New 

South Wales Inservice Education Committee (NISEC). Thus it is hypothesised 

that the particular Intervention Strategy used here of Peer Group Support 

promoted Collaboration which may have in turn promoted Informational needs. 

Thus it is argued for School 1, by looking at Individual Profiles and Whole School 

Profiles, that the Intervention Strategy was effective. 

Repeating the above process for the other Schools, the School Profiles are 

presented in an aggregated picture. For School 8, 1983 data was not available 

and hence only the 1984 School Profile is shown. 

School 2 - 1983 and 1984 Composite Pattern 
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Some general remarks on the above c~n be made. If the "shift" suggested by Hall 

is working, it is clear that in these schools the Actual Level of Intensity on any 

given Stage of Concern varies considerably e.g. from these samples and looking 

at Informational Level, in 1983 schools varied from 85% to 52% level of 

intensity, while in 1984 the range was from 9296 to 47%. viz: 

School 

1983 

1984 

1 

68 

66 

2 

66 

47 

Information Level Of Concern 

3 

81 

76 

4 

48 

49 

5 

83 

71 

6 

52 

92 

7 

68 

48 

8 

na 

72 

Secondly, the rate of shift or time frame for "shifts" to occur is variable. At 

School 6, for example, both Awareness and Informational Concerns "jumped11 

spectacularly upward, while at School 5 the Awareness Level dropped 3596 and 

Informational 1296. One interpretation is this - at School 6 there was mild 

interest in the Journey in Faith document at the end of its first year of use. The 

school's teachers exhibited "laggard" behaviour of dragging their heels in respect 

to this change (Huberman 1973: 45f). Indeed some staff made non-serious 

attempts at the 1983 Questionnaire. However once staff agreed to participate, 

the collaborative Strategy used firstly made the R.E.C. aware of 'outside school' 

thinking, and in turn through some form of 'stepping-stone' or two-step 

communication (see Carlson 1965:1-28) awareness raising of staff was aroused 

seriously for the first time. Indeed, without some such intervention it is 

debatable whether any change would have occurred. The indication that 

Management and Consequence concerns are of such low intensity ten~ to 

reinforce the hypothesis discussed in Chapter 2 that until individual meaning 

takes place, the whole staff won't coordinate. In Chapter Three, it was proposed 
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that such a process could be related to the stage of group formation. This then 

raises the question of the appreciable shift in Refocussing from 28% to 71 %. 

There was no evidence that this school had gone past Journey in Faith i.e. 

modifying or enhancing or supplementing it. The refocussing appeared to be 

expressed more in terms of jettisoning a· previous framework used for Religious 

Education in the school. In fact, the RE Regional Consultant reported that the 

school staff in 1984 administration of the Soc Questionnaire seemed to have 

modified their earlier more laissez-faire approach. It was a similar feeling to 

that expressed by Boyd and Marsh in their study of the implementation of a 

Home Science Curriculum (Boyd and Marsh 1984) where two things were 

happening: 

* individuals were putting their own house in order 

• teachers were becoming convinced of the value of the new, more relevant 

approach. 

Across - School Similarities And Differences 

From a System perspective, across and between school similarities and 

differences within the broad strategy used could help future planning on a wider 

range. Change is in fact very complex. At the Review workshop, the Principal 

and R.E.C. at School 3 thought that the increase in Collaboration and 

Refocussing was attributable to a Residential weekend the staff held earlier in 

the year, before the project began. One new teacher who joined the staff in 

1984 had not previously sighted the document. 

Hence in a very small school this could exaggerate the Awareness and 

Informational results for staff as a whole. This illustrates the situation that 

individual teacher factors, and whole school factors do make differences. 
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School 4, like School 1, had participated in the O.D. Project described above. 

Further there had been a change of Principal in 1984. The Principal and R.E.C. 

thought that other new interstate staff were perhaps at the level of other staff 

in 1983. Hence the increase in Awareness Level of Concern. Management 

concerns had come more into focus during the year in religious education. Some 

of these were local initiatives, although triggered from other sources e.g. trying 

new formats in recording RE program, and applying a Social Science teaching 

methodology (I.O.D.E.) to Religious Education. The space provided in the 

Intervention Strategy was sufficiently fluid to accommodate local variations. 

The Prineipal noted that the additional time was an important management 

vehicle. 

At School 5, the R.E.C. thought that the length of time staff had been at the 

school said something about the readiness for change. On the other hand, some 

inexperienced teachers had been identified with parish programs, and as a result 

it could have been that their level of awareness about the change was better. 

Although the total staff size was relatively small in most schools studied it was 

deeided to sample individual teachers responses to check if any important 

elements had been 'flattened' in using only School Profiles as a basis for planning 

the Strategy. Demographic Information was available on the number of years a 

person taught, number of years taught in a Catholic school, number of years 

taught in this particular school (see Chapter Three). Looking specifically if 

those number of years was 0-5 years experience the relevant information was: 

SCHOOL 
Percentage of Staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

No. yrs Teaching 0-5 57 21 50 50 44 36 50 26 
No. yrs Catholic Sch. 0-5 57 21 50 50 56 36 56 26 
No. yrs. This school 0-5 78 35 63 75 70 54 72 26 
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Schools 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 were similar in staff composition and so School 1 was 

chosen tor closer study. School 8 was clearly distinctive and 31 % of the staff 

had been there more than 10 years and 68% had more than 10 years teaching 

experience. 

Looking at 1984 Soc data initially the Peak Score interpretation was used, and 

then the Second Highest Score interpretation was also followed using a cross

tabulation matrix (Hall et al 1977:33). 

The results for Sc~ool 1 were: 

School l Highest Score - Frequency of Stage of Concern) (N = 15) 

Stage AWA INF PER MAN CON COL REF 

Frequency 5 3 2 1 4 

When a cross-tabulation Grid was constructed including also Second Highest 

Score, the result was: 

Second Choice 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

First 0 5 
Choice 1 3 1 

1 
2 1 
3 
4 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
6 

It became obvious that while 50% staff "peaked" scored at Awareness or 

Informational and that these were linked and moving to Personal as predicted, 

there were no Management concerns. Other subsets included Collaboration -

Informational, Consequence - Personal and Collaboration - Refocussing. Sample 

individual Teacher Profiles show this. 
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This procedure was repeated for School 8. 

School 8 Highest Score - Frequency of Stage of Concern (N = 12) 

Stage AWA INF PER MAN CON COLREF 

Frequency 2 4 1 3 2 

Using a cross-tabulation matrix again 

Second Choice 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

First 0 2 
Choice 1 1 3 

i 
2 1 
3 2 1 
4 
5 1 1 
6 

Again while 7 out of 12 individual teacher profiles were dominant in Awareness

Informational-Personal Mode, other patterns were present for 5 out of 12 staff. 

This could suggest that the strategy would be boring if the focus area was 

above. However except for one case at least one of the two major concerns was 

Informational or Personal for these staff. 

The implication of this is that there are sub-patterns within given schools i.e. 

some adaptation is occurring. 

For all the 8 above schools, a further check was run through teachers who were 

first year in their present school. These were separated further into those with 

less than five years teaching and those with more experience. 

Level of Concern 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

"Beginners" 3 3 1 :r = 14 "Experienced" 1 1 
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Using the Zero interpretation given by Hall (Hall et al. 1978: 46), these results 

were explained in this way. Beginning teachers dominantly were becoming aware 

of the change. The three Refocussing results suggest possible Non-Users. On 

the other hand four out of four "experienced" teachers expressed Management, 

Collaborative, Refocussing concerns. Their concerns may reflect their own 

negotiating into the new peer group for them. 

-Overall, looking then at the SoC Results there seem to be grounds for concluding 

the broad strategy worked. Nevertheless within individual schools contextual 

factors seem to affect to different degrees the perception of the teachers. 

Finally there is some doubt raised about the sequential development proposed by 

Hall. There is some evidence of regression in stages of concern as shown in this 

group especially School 6. 

Comparison Of Results Of Project Group With A Control Group 

The use of a control group is possible when most other variables are controlled. 

However, there was some use achieved by inviting non-participants from School 

5 to complete the SoC questionnaire. Synthesing their results at the end of 1984 

with the Project Group, the emerging picture was: 
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The very high Awareness level in the control group possibly indicates no change 

from the previous year. Clearly there is a significant difference in the Project 

Group. 

evident. 

Clearly also the differences in Collaboration and Refocussing are 

The implications of these results were developed in the Planning phase of this 

Review Workshop to which attention is now given. 
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REVIEW WORKSHOP - DAY 2 - PLANNING 1985 

Whereas in early 1984, the CEO office personnel formed an Action Plan for 1984, 

the feedback process of the first day of the Review Workshop confirmed the 

Regional Director's projection that midway through the workshop, the Principals 

and R.E.C.'s would identify, with the issues, and show 'ownership' of the future 

planning. System (Regional) initiatives are reportedly a more common pathway 

for initiating implementation: individual schools' 'grassroots' continuation is also 

crucial. The intermediary facilitative power of the Principal and the other 

relevant school executive is vital (Cumming and Kings, 1981, Pratt et al 1982, 

Schaafsma 1984). Schaafsma reports that in fact the Principal, through his own 

'action set' of teachers, including the executive, interacts between the policy 

makers and the teacher users. 

The second day of the workshop was future-oriented with an emphasis on 

collaborative decision making. In the introductory segment, a framework for 

managing change was outlined and a Planning Framework also outlined. The 

Planning Framework used (Kast 1974; Pullan 1982b: 88-104) followed the 

Pathway of 

Diagnosis~ Goals~ Strategy. 

Initially, the Workshop Group were asked to review the hand-out "Teachers' 

Suggestions Regarding Journey in Faith 1985" issued the previous day. 

By using a 1:2:4 nominal group technique, the group listed the stated concerns 

considered to be of _frequent emphasis or of high importance. These concerns 

were then ranked in priority order by a group voting process. 
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Results were: 

Continued staff interaction 14 

Co-ordinated program K-6 16 

More Modules 15 

Adult Faith Development 10 

Practical things * 8 

Continuing Release Time 7 

Awareness of available resources 3 

Something presented on a platter 1 

Opportunities to see other schools 0 

More knowledge information 0 

Access to R.E. courses 0 

• Denotes programming, writing units, item banks, resources, teacher 

handbook 

Further refinement provided participants with an opportunity to contribute their 

own considered views. Some wanted some items on the above list aggregated. 

Under school-based initiatives were included continued staff interaction, 

continuing release time - Now 21 votes. 

Then under modules and adult faith development, there was a distinction made 

between more Information type Modules and Adult Education Models per se. It 

was decided to continue designing modules with an Adult Education bias even if 

some were primarily informational. This view, from school leaders, may have 

been saying -more about their own shift from Information (Level 1 SoC) to 

Personal (Level 2 Soc). 
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It was agreed Programing would include Practical Things listed above. This very 

much indicated Management Concerns (Level 3 Soc). 

The Goals indentified for 1985 would be related to: 

- school-based Activities with continuing Interaction (S.I.) 

- with emphasis on Adult Education (A.E.) 

- and focussed upon Programing Understanding and Skills (P) 

The STRATEGY was then considered. School-based Activities and Adult 

Education were thought to best continue on current approaches: 

A brainstorming exercise generated some possible 'things' to investigate for use 

in 1985 

• varying the roles in groups 

• surveying parents, priests etc 

* meeting R.E. Grade groups across schools 

* frequency and content of staff meetings 

* inviting Barry Dwyer approach to programing 

* outside school workshops for staff 

* extended time away - retreat 

* stimuli - resources including A. V ., people 

* R.E.C. skills training workshop 

* less formal atmosphere 

* hidden curriculum 

* children 

SI 

SI 

SI/AE 

SI/AE 

p 

AE 

SI/AE 

p 

p 

SI 

SI 

A possible STRATEGY for implementing Programing was outlined. This assumed 

that a given school evidenced this Programing Need i.e. its Innovation 

Configuration was accurately established. 
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Suggested Programming Implementation Strategy For Programming 

1. Each school by 1 March, 1985, to have formulated a Draft R.E. Policy 

Statement based on the first three Modules, and including assumptions about 

religious education. 

2. Regional Design Workshops to prepare a One Day Staff Development 

Workshop on Program incorporating issues in Programing, Programing R.E., 

and an opportunity for grade teachers to meet. If possible, neighbouring 

schools in Project group to co-ordinate the staff development days on pupil

free days. This would prove more efficient and increase prospect of having 

regional resource pesonnel available. Such workshops would be completed 

by the end of the first term 1985. 

3. Design Workshops would prepare further modules for R.E.C. Role in 

Programing, Unit Writing, Preparing Item banks. 

4. Individual schools would aim by October to have each teacher write one unit 

consistent with its R.E. policy statement and the 'principles' in Journey in 

Faith. 

5. During third term a 'trading-service' of publishing, sharing units with peers 

from other Project Schools would be established. i.e. Dissemination and 

diffusion would begin with other schools. 

The Group had thus drafted a Diagnosis, Set of Goals and a Strategy for 1985. 

Other matters raised in the final session included Regional parameters (Release 

Time), and School Parameters (Induction of new teachers, ways of 

communication of workshop results to staff, role of Principal). 
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CONCLUSION 

After a period of use of the new modules in schools, a further monitoring was 

completed at a Review Workshop for Principals and R.E.C.'s. Available to 

participants were the Soc and LoU data for 1983 and 1984. An elaborated 

analysis of the 'shifts' occurring was used as a means of training Principals and 

R.E.C.'s in their tasks of monitoring the implementation of Journey in Faith at 

school level. Secondly, they were also involved in Planning for 1985. Through 

this approach, it seemed that the leaders in schools had begun to draft their own 

roles as a result. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

TOWARDS INCORPORATION OF CHANGE 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Investigations of the processes involved in actual implementation of change seem 

to be relatively few in Australia. This situation could be remedied if education 

authorities and systems of education established follow-through studies of their 

system initiated changes. The current study is an attempt to provide details of 

one such system level change. 

As outlined in Chapter One, the author's motivation in undertaking this Field 

Study included two thrusts:-

trying one approach to planning and implementing change 

in the area of Religious Education (RE). 

The investment of time and energy at the system level in preparing a major 

curriculum statement in Religious Education appeared not to be evident in 

system-supported services in implementation. Indeed after one initial year, the 

feeling of schools 'running on the spot' was abroad. A scenario of such a 

situation might read: 

Forty years ago, St Conservatus' Primary School was opened on the western 
outskirts of the city. Most of the families were well established. There had 
been a few vacant homes with elderly people moving into home units 
nearby. Their expectations of the school still are reading, writing and 
religion of a sound basic style. Father C. Nile, the parish priest of 15 years, 
is fast approaching his Golden Jubilee. 

Sister Stable, as Principal over the past four years, has won the parents 
respect, with the strong insistence on spelling, neatness in work and dress. 
There has been very little turnover of staff, though Sally Newcomber, fresh 
out of College, gained a teaching position for year 2 this year. Sister Stable 
has been very particular on informing staff of any directions from the 
C.E.O., and has seen that each received a copy of the new R.E. Core 
Curriculum Statement. 
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Sally one day after school innocently mentioned to Mrs Harmony, who 
teaches year 4, that at the neighbouring St Progressivus' Primary School 
they had the C.E.O. Consultant run a Staff Development Day on the new 
document. She was hastily advised that such ideas were not necessary, 
because Sister Stable was quite well informed and would take appropriate 
steps when necessary. Furthermore, the "Come to the Father" textbook 
series, although American, was very expensive when purchased in 1977 and 
was reliable, sound and 'not trendy'. Mrs Harmony really didn't consider 
these new curriculum approaches had any bearing on the teaching of 
religion. 

When the C.E.O. Consultant, Miss Joy Faith, visited the school and 
suggested to Sister Stable that she would be willing to address the staff on 
the new Curriculum document, the Principal indicated that she found the 
document confusing and 'waffiy'. She said that the 'content' was badly 
thought out; that it provided little help for teachers who were already 
heavily committed to their teaching. She really was surprised that the 
Offfoe hadn't gone the whole way and written a proper textbook. Finally, 
she mentioned that as Father would probably be retiring within two years, it 
would not be a very good time to bring in such dramatic changes. 

The R.E. Project, as described in the previous chapters of the Field Study, was 

an endeavour to link designers and users; administrators and teachers. The 

experience of the study demonstrates that 'top-down' initiatives require quite a 

deal of follow-through if they are to be effectively implemented. As its starting 

point, the Field Study pursues the development in eight schools of a system

stimulated implementation process over a twelve month period or time. An 

historical perspective of the System and the development of Religious Education 

in that System was provided. The major terms - Religious Education and 

Implementation of Change - were given some definition and the approach used in 

the study sited in the theoretical context of Action Research. 

The body of the Study was written in an 'inter-leaving' style. In each Chapter a 

chronological, descriptive approach was followed and, as appropriate, theoretical 

considerations were introduced as a method of reflection on and interpretation 

of the process. 

'Chapter Two described the initiation of the Project. Two 'photographing' or 

diagnostic approaches were outlined and then used to locate the extent of 
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implementation at the end of 1983, that is Lou and SoC Using the detailed findings 

Regional Office personnel held an in-house planning workshop. The results of this 

workshop including planning assumptions about change and changeability and the Co

operative Peer Support Scheme developed, were provided. 

Chapter Three shifted focus to the school interface. The formation and outcomes of 

the Design Group of eight Religious Education Coordinators (R.E.C.s) was 

described. Attention was given to both the phases of group development and the 

theory and processes of adult education in training the R.E.C.s. The latter part of 

the chapter outlined the way individual schools followed up the use of the modules 

developed by the Design Group. 

Chapter Four reviewed the progress toward implementation at the end of 1984, A 

review process included readministration of the LoU and Soc instruments. Findings 

were provided and analysed in some detail. Principals and R.E.C.s meet Regional 

Office personnel to reflect upon the findings and forward plan for 1985. This 

meeting and its outcomes are described. 

In this final chapter, some of the threads are drawn together to firstly consolidate 

the salient findings and secondly to raise the new agenda for similar projects in the 

future. These salient findings can be considered in the light of the salient findings 

from the related literature used throughout the study. These literature findings are 

represented for convenience in the accompanying table (p 127a). 

SALIENT FINDINGS 

The first task is to present the salient findings. These could be summarised: 

1. Innovation is about planned change. 

2. The particular Plan used in this study has been effective. 
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FINDINGS FROM LITERATURE 

USED IN THIS FIELD STUDY 

Implementation of change is a process not an event. 

Implementation can be viewed as a process of alteration from an existing 

practice to achieve learning outcomes. Pullan 

Implementation allows two perspectives - fidelity of replication and mutual 

adaptation. Pullan; Berman and McLaughlin 

Both the change itself and changeability of persons need to be integrated in the 

process of planning for implementation. Fullan 

Acquiring meaning is the essence of change. Fullen 

Effective teacher development should have regard for stages of adult 

development and adult leering end be desigr1ed to provide ongoing, interactive 

cumulative learning over time. 

Fullan; McNamara; Goodlad; Erikson; Loevinger 

In using collaborative group processes, recognition needs to be given to stages of 

group formation. Heron; Friesen; Greiner; Mulford 

Concerns of implementators of an innovation shift over time from concerns 

about self, to concerns about task and to concerns about the impact of the 

innovation on students. Hall 
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3. However, a Plan can only be directional - it needs to be adaptive. 

4. System-level change needs regular monitoring procedures. 

5. The particular significance of the 'Goodlad-type' peer-support approach to 

change is assessable. 

Planned Change 

Throughout this study, changing people has been presumed to need planning. It 

has been apparent that planning involved intentional decision making. For this 

decision-making to occur, the Regional Office personnel perceived themselves as 

responsible for the implementation process. A centrally issued document needed 

to be linked to classroom users. Thus, the Regional Office had to promote the 

change, assess the precise needs of schools and individual teachers, devise 

approaches for involvement of the practitioners, and provide linkages for people 

with technical competence. The Regional Office personnel, particularly in this 

case the Regional Director and Regional Consultant had to assume the role of 

Change Agent, and create a 'game plan'. Planning itself is an art but it assumes 

certain conceptual understandings and skills. A synthesis of the methodologies 

used in the study is presented in tabular form (p 128a). 

Effectiveness of Plan 

As discussed in Chapter Two, a Plan includes certain assumptions, technical 

expertise, and a strategy. In this particular Field Study technical expertise 

meant specifically competence in Religious Education. While such very 

competent people and material resources were used in the project they were not 

reported on in this Study. 
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METHODOLOGIES USED IN STUDY 

Kemmis Action Research 

Goodlad Peer-Support intervention strategy 

Mulford Stages of Group Formation 

Knowles Adult Learning Strategies 

CBAM Monitoring techniques -

SoC, Lou, Innovation Configuration 
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A specific discussion will take place on the actual Plan used and follows later. 

At this stage, and making a generic statement, the claim is made that the 

particular Plan has been effective. Evaluation of innovations has been something 

of a minefield, because it usually contains the dimensions of 'measuring' against 

the status-quo, and also measuring the 'new' element which is not always easy to 

predict. 

The principal evidence available upon which an assertion of effectiveness can be 

made is the Soc data reported fully in Chapter Four. 

If the simple framework of three phases of change is used 

Self ---.:>~ Management --.:::.• Impact 

the degree of ahanging is appreciable. 

In 1983 the concerns of 78 teachers in seven schools were reported and, given 

staff turnover and a slight augmentation (15) of responses in 1984, the overall 

pattern of these phases was: 

YEAR CONCERNS 

Self Management Impact 

1983 7996 396 1896 
1984 5196 896 4196 

This data suggests that the overall Plan of targeting on the "Self" phase as the 

focus of change efforts worked. That substantially more teachers by the end of 

1984 were looking at "Management" and "Impact" questions was important. It 

needs to be stressed that "Collaboration" (Stage of Concern 5) was the major 

strategy used. As explained in more detail in Chapter Four, this feeling of 

effectiveness was corroborated by Principal, R.E.C. and Teacher comments. 
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Planning is Directional 

Reference was made in Chapter Two (p. 61) to the fact that directional planning 

was contexted in a multiple set of factors, both individual and organisational, 

which made it difficult to predict outcomes in detail. 

By the end of 1984, as a result of a school-by-school analysis of the S.O.C. 

results, it became evident that there were in fact a multiple set of needs to be 

met in 1985. This could be represented: 

----- A 

1983 1984 

C 

I 
B D 

"E 
1985 

--- TIME-->~ 

Between A and B, the plan followed was a single-one. The Soc results (1984) 

clarified at the level of whole school, sub groups of given school, end individual 

teachers, demonstrated that a set of possible pathways (C,D,E, ••• ) would be 

needed in 1985. Planning over time would need to incorporate the notion that D, 

for example, could change course again in six months. Kast's work (Kast and 

Rosenzweig 1974:451) reports further on this aspect of planning. 

The finding that planning needs to be adaptive represents a point of departure 

with CBAM technology. The monological sequence of development, posited by 

Hall et al., does not appear to 'fit' the above findings. 

Contrasting with the 'level of fidelity' view of change is that of Fullan, Berman, 

McLaughlin et al. in respect of "mutual adaptation". Mutual adaptation is based 
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upon an evolutionary perspective in which an intended change 'mutates' in 

different sites. 

Thus 

A on site 1 

A /" A 2 on site 2 

'--.... A3 on site 3 

Berman and McLaughlin (1974) suggested that a rigid top-down blue print of 

change inaccurately assumes that there are clear goals, passive user 

involvement, high certainty of outcome, and a single invariant adopter unit of 

change. They noted that a number of dimensions make the changing far more 

complex that is factors such as organisational structure, policy setting, role of 

the principal actors in the change process, and the complexity of the change 

itself. Miles (quoted Morrish 1976:104) concept of organisational health 

reinforces the view that the organisation1s own readiness for change may be 

more significant than the change itself. 

Simplifying McLaughlin1s Model of the interaction that occurs between the 

change and the organisation which affects, and is affected by, the change, a 

possible mechanism might be. 

INITIAL 

CHANGE 

INITIAL 

SCHOOL 

ORGANISATION 

~ ,/ 

[ SUPPORT l 

IMPLEMENTED 

CHANGE 

CHANGED 

AND 

UNCHANGED 

SCHOOL 

ORGANISATION 

(after McLaughlin 1978:19) 
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It is suggested firstly that changeability applies to individuals and to a total 

school organisation and secondly that the Change itself is likely to be adapted. 

Insufficient attention to the nomothetic dimension of organisation is one of the 

criticisms of CBAM development. 

In this Field Study there are a number of examples which raise conjectures about 

the actual mechanisms causing 'mutations'. At this stage it is only possible to 

describe the situations. After schools agreed to join the Project, they reported a 

variety of modes ot organising School Workshops - within grade, across grade, 

one-to-one. Under the usage heading, the Design Group reported on a rewrite of 

the first Module prepared. This 'element' of the Change could be adapted. 

School 5 and School 7 reported that after use of the initial Modules, staff pressed 

for development of R.E. policy as a school initiative. School 1 and School 5 

reported on involving parish priest and/or parents. School 4 started to move of 

its own initiative into programming consideration. 

The principal actors - Principal and R.E.C. - affect change. What was 

instructive from LoU reports of 1984 was the variety of information sought by 

them in preparation for 1984 (see Chapter 4 p. 97). One of the most dramatic 

ahanges in Soc patterns between 1983 and 1984 was at School 2. There had been 

a change of Principal but minimal change of staff. Previously the school was not 

noted for changing. It could be hypothesised that this Principal made a very 

significant difference to the perceptions of teaahers. 

The most conclusive evidence in the Field Study for the need for adaptive 

planning is the reporting of SoC 1983 and 1984 results for the whole schools, 

individual teachers, and su~oups of staff • . This was summarised above and 

elaborated upon in Chapter Four. This important finding bears reiterating -

planning has to be capable of adaptation. 
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Effective Monitoring 

Action Research methods assume a cycle of action. In this particular Field 

Study the feedback did not wait until a specific phase of action was completed. 

The view was taken that for System-level monitoring a twelve month interval 

was appropriate. The SoC questionnaire appeared to be effective as an 'index' of 

the changing process. It is restricted to identifying feelings and 'concerns' 

focussed on individuals. It was found in this Field Study that supplementary 

information was needed to interpret the whole situation. 

The analysis of the results through graphs was made easier through the invention, 

for this Field Study, of a Micro Computer Program. It made possible a faster, 

more efficient instrument for studying the complex of different teachers -

beginning teachers, experienced teachers, etc. 

It would seem that Soc became an effective tool for use in the Study by making 

less threatening to Princi[>als a description of their own school in process of 

change. It almost became a third party through which the Regional Consultant 

could negotiate with the Principal. To that extent it defused conflict between 

the Regional Office, Principals and Teachers. 

Significance of "Goodlad-Type" Peer Support Approach 

Planning involved certain assumptions and a strategy developed from these. The 

two principal assumptions concerned Change and Changeability. 

In reviewing the assumptions about Change itself, attention was given to Need, 

Clarity, Complexity and Quality. There has been a fair reporting upon these 

aspects. Over the Project period, the approach generated the need. The shift in 
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Stages of Concern from Stage O through to Stage 2 tor many teachers reflected 

this. Teacher's comments as well as those of Principals and R.E.C.'s were 

supportive of the Modules. These seem to enhance Clarity of understanding 

about the change. It appeared several times through the Project that the 

original document itself was unclear until the supporting modules make it 'come 

alive'. There was also evidence of the Quality dimension shown through the 

progressive handing over of 'ownership' from Regional Office to the schools. 

Principals and R.E.C.s freely indicated that at the Review Workshop. 

Quite possibly the most significant insight is in the fourth element of change -

Complexity. It became apparent progressively that teachers had not clearly 

enough perceived the distinctions between ideology, programming and evaluation 

as components of the curricmlum change occuring. Indeed, the system designers 

did not appear, in the document itself, to set out the dimensions of the change. 

Reference was made in Chapter One to Flynn's analysis of the components of 

Religious Education in the Catholic School (p. 10). The notion that in fact there 

was an 'innovation bundle' seems to have been overlooked. 

Leithwood (1981:25f) offers some illuminative comments on the concept of 

Innovation Profile. First of all he identified nine possible dimensions involved in 

Curriculum Design - Platform or Ideology, Objectives, Student Entry Behaviour, 

Assessment, Tools and Procedures, Instructional Material, Learner Experiences, 

Teaching Strategies, Content and Time. He argues that these foci clarify the 

design decisions needed. He raises the possibility of generating a descriptive 

matrix where the steps or levels of use can be plotted against each dimension. 

The relevance of this for this_ Study has been that the initial three modules 

largely addressed the Platform or Ideology question. This may well have been a 

useful, though difficult, area to commence and seemed consonant with the SoC 

Questionnaire graphs of 1983. However, there is no one way in which 
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change begins. The point of entry to begin may well not matter. What has been 

fairly clear is the need for further investigation of the Innovation Profile at each 

point of implementation of change. 

Changeability of people was the other principal assumption behind the strategy. 

The elements of changeability investigated were meaning, situational knowledge, 

resocialisation, interaction over time and teacher development. Apart from the 

detailed comments reported in earlier chapters, the 'lynch-pins' of this approach 

seemed to be resocialisation, interaction and teacher development. 

Critical to the change process was the 'triggering' or 'unfreezing' of frames of 

reference. What was interesting was that this was a Regional intervention as 

distinct from school action. In fact others, for example Marsh and Huberman 

(1984:53-66) argue that some form of authority-type model, i.e., "top-down", of 

intervention has a place in disseminating change. 

For them the superordinate should be conscious of knowledge, persuasion and 

decision-making, whereas subordinates influence on change is mainly at the 

communication and action stage. 

In this study, it might have been proposed that a power-coercive strategy be 

used. Indeed, one perception of the Catholic Church would be that 

superordinates simply tell others what's required. Rather, great respect for 

individuals and the goal of ensuring that the truth was itself compelling meant 

that the authority-type 'triggering' used by Regional Office personnel was a 

process of bringing people to the point of gathering meaning. Bearing in mind 

that each teacher came. from a different background (training, experience), the 

approach used was intended to bring a.bout movement towards a shared set of 

assumptions about Religious Education. 
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Interaction was obviously significant to the outcomes. Firstly, the forming or 

the temporary system - the Design Group - as well as skilling R.E.C.s created an 

engendered sense of self-esteem. They became significant others. Later and 

back in their own schools, their own status was enhanced in relation to their 

peers. Principals reported positively on this. 

Teacher development took place within schools, except Cor the development of 

R.E.C.s as leaders through the network created. In both instances, isolation of 

teachers from each other, or of R.E.C.s between schools in the Project, was 

broken down. Even within a particular school it seems that the 'connections' 

between teachers is basic to the change process. 

The participative - interactive approach used here, as reported in the earlier 

chapters, confirms the findings of other studies (Punch and McAtee 1979:171-

182; Glassberg and Oja 1981:59-70; Pullan 1982-b:107-129; Tye and Tye 1984: 

319-322). The processes used at the same time took account of the stage of 

group formation. The balance between individuals finding meaning and group 

cohesion was respected. Conscious use of adult education theory seemed 

significant in this respect. 

Essentially then it is argued that in any changing process making explicit 

assumptions about change and changeability is important. Secondly, in this Field 

Study, of the ten elements followed through in terms of change and 

changeability, the significant indices were complexity of the change, 

resocialisation in terms of the 'unfreezing' mechanisms used, interaction and 

teacher development through adult education processes. 

The other component in the 'Goodlad-type' approach used was the strategy 

followed. The multiple and cascade way the peer groups were used (p. 60) 
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appears to have been effective. The reports of the Design workshops and school 

workshops in Chapter Three and of the Review Workshop in Chapter Four have 

indicated that. The clearest index of its effectiveness is the significant 

"Collaboration" level of Concern shown through Soc 1984 results. 

This completes an analysis of the more significant findings. It goes without 

saying that some areas have only surfaced through the Study and are in need of 

further exploration. Hence, the second task_ of this Chapter is to raise some 

questions which may need consideration. 

FURTHER EXPLORATIONS 

The issues considered here raise questions about: 

the role of change agents 

the Regional Support System 

school leaders and school organisation 

the Archdiocese of Sydney system 

CBAM Methodology 

other methods used in the Study. 

About Change Agents 

Clearly the story in this Field Study was told through the 'lens' of the Change

Agent. In this Study, the Regional Office (particularly the Regional Director and 

Regional Consultant) took the Change Agent role. Therefore, some of the 

implications for people undertaking Systems-level change may be identified. 
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It seems obvious that the Change-Agent played an important role ln selecting the 

'right' element of an innovation bundle at the end of 1983. The focus area on 

meanings, platform or ideology seemed to work. However, entering 1985, and in 

light of the Soc 1984 results, a series of elements would need to be addressed -

self-orientation, management, and impact - applied suitably to the particular 

school because of the mutations that appeared throughout 1984. 

The learn-by-doing approach relied on such factors as timing, patience, and 

empathy. Probably the diagnostic-feedback skills were important to the task. 

The appreciation by the change-agent of the 'triggering', or resocialisation, steps 

emerged as important. 

The above list indicates some of the conceptual skills, group-dynamic skills, and 

evaluative skills needed by any Consultant taking the Change Agent role. It may 

well be that no one person in a Regional Office· has all the skills. What is 

important is that one Change Agent can manage the overall team. The set of 

functions and, therefore, skills needed should be mapped, if possible, in 

advance. Extending Leithwood's concept of innovation profile (p 134) it may be 

possible to frame up the shape or states of progress and link relevant resources. 

As for an individual school, the Regional Team might need to network a 'kit' to 

meet the requirements of a 'development pool' including analysis of: 

resource adequacy 

technical competency 

problem-solving capacity 

work-relationship competency 

attitudinal set 

(Cameron and Hannah 1981:62-72) 

Andrews (1980:59) in speaking of Regionalising systems, drew attention to the 

need to define clearly the nature of regional services Broadbent and Kemp 
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(1983:1-7) emphasized that practitioners in classrooms can be disorganised and 

eclectic in planning and that thus system information arrangements need to be 

well co-ordinated to be relevant. In the light of the current Study, there is 

evidence to support the need for a range of complementary skills and abilities 

among a Regional Office Team of Consultants. 

Another implication that bears further reflection emerges from the use of the 

peer-:-group strategy in this Study. One of the important notions of Consultancy · 

is handing over power of ownership to users as soon as practicable. There is a 

real risk in 'expert' consultancy pertaining to persons with high technical 

knowledge competency that the users become over-dependent. There is a similar 

dilemma confronting Process Consultants. While the intention might well be 

organisational development, there is the risk of over-dependency on the 

process. This can have two consequences. It may maintain an inappropriate 

leader-follower relationship where, in fact, the consultant has become the 

expert. It is argued from this study that until the group forms a level of 

maturity by moving through phases of forming, storming, norming and 

performing that group problem-solving processes will be 'game playing'. The 

second risk is that an exaggerated attention to process may ignore the content. 

The 'garbage in - garbage out' concept of Simon and March: (see Clark and 

McKibbin 1982:669-672) is a real possibility. This particular Field Study showed 

the importance of each individual gaining meaning concurrent with the group 

forming processes which lead to collaboration with purpose. 

This raises the question of flexibility in the consultancy mode being used. Not 

only does the Consultant/Consultancy Team need the relevant repertoire of 

knowledge and skills, but also the imagination, timing and perception to switch 

modes. Havelock's (1973:8) description of these modes makes quite a deal of 

sense if viewed in this dynamic way. 
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The particular emphasis of this study is that not only must the relevant needs of 

the whole organisation (school) be met, but there needs to be a balance with 

meeting individual needs. 

A corollary of the above is the consultancy-style needed. One of the biasses 

brought to a change process by the Consultant is their own value and cognitive 

set. Tichy (1974:166) raises the question of congruence for the task in hand. 

Lippitt (19??: 307-324) surfaces facilitative and hindering forces on teachers to 

change )Yhich may well be applicable to Consultants - forces such as peer and 

authority relations and personal attitudes. Slocum (1978: 199-210) reviewed the 

possible effects a Consultant's style might have on their diagnosis and 

intervention strategy. In the light of this Field Study, there appear to be a 

number of assumptions about the 'matching' of Consultants for every need, when 

in fact realistic limits would seem to be required on competencies needed. 
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About The Regional Support System 

In this Field Study, the role of Regional Office Personnel taking the Change

Agent role has been discussed. Educational administrators, however, need to be 

realistic about how much influence they can have on what goes on in 

classrooms. For example, it has been argued (Deal and Celotti 1980: 471-473) 

that a "loose-coupling" framework (Weick 1982: 673-676) allows individual 

schools and teachers a great deal of 'space'. Secondly, the Regional Director 

played an important role in the initiation phase of the Project. His advocacy of 

the change at the early workshop and at the Review Workshop was important. 

At the same time, progressive handing over of decision-making power in respect 

to the direction the Change would take was necessary. Over time and as 

Immegart and Pilecki propose, a System should increase this space. This could 

be pictured: 

/ 

I 7SAC:iER ,__ ___________ _:___! 
. ,. .. . . . . . '. .. i 

. . . 
I 

(Immegart and Pilecki 1973:28) 

Clearly this implies a climate existing in the Region that promoted and 

supported new ideas (Pusey 1976: 127-130, Pincus and Williams 1979: 729-733). 

There seemed to be a healthy balance or "zone of acceptance" in which 

Principals and R.E.C.s had a say in decision-making in which they had a stake, 
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and a recognition of expertise coming from the Regional level (Hoy and Miske! 

1978: 234). There was also a context in which iMovativeness had been 

promoted. Reference was made to the Extended School Visit Program (p. 58) 

which, along with developments in Conference Writing and Social Studies, 

engendered a feeling of vitality among schools. Other roles played by the 

Regional Office included the provision of resources, especially increased time 

allocation, information - sharing, planning and integrating (cf. Fullan 1982b: 159-

179, Newberry 1969, Immegart and Pilecki: 135). 

At the Review Workshop, one Principal suggested that a reason the Project had 

been effective, in his view, was that at the time of the Project not too many 

other curriculum requirements were impacting on the schools. This raises the 

issue of balance. On the one hand, it seems to be worthwhile that a ferment of 

activity is occurring; on the other there is a need for some form of priority

setting. For Systems, there may also be the learnings of timing, of advocacy of 

more important priorities and a "loose-coupling" approach to schools in times of 

rapid change. 

About School Leaders and School Organisations 

According to the "Mutual Adaptation" theory discussed above, both the 

organisation and the initial change can be modified during the implementation 

process. Although there is evidence of variations occurring, it was not easy in 

the scope of this particular Study to isolate organisational or leadership variables 

except from general knowledge or impressions. The whole issue of isolating 

intervening variables can be quite difficult as Smith's study of Morale indicates 

(Smith 1976: 87-93). All schools in this Study reported extensive prior 

experience of iMovation except School 2. Perhaps here the change of Principal 
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was significant. Climate was generally described as "co-operative, enthusiastic, 

cohesive, lively." However, more could be done in identifying organisational 

variables. 

Trying to isolate indicators of Readiness to Change has not been developed. 

Taking the view that schools are the unit where changing occurs, the Regional 

System endeavoured to "create growing edges" to use Brian Hill's expression (Hill 

1975: 3-11) and promoted gradually a shift from an exogenous to an endogenous 

source of action (see further, Laird and Thomas 1978: 6-14) through the re

educative processes used. All schools claimed to have good formal 

communications and a propensity to innovate (see further Dawson 1983). 

In the anecdotal remarks and feedback there was a reminder of the every day 

'survival' aspect of schools. Maintenance as well as development took time. 

Similarly no thorough examination of the leadership dimension was pursued. 

Evidence was forthcoming that the Principals in this Study were actively 

supportive. To some extent they changed roles, being more available to the 

R.E.C., participating in group sessions, increasing resources. Pullan (1982b: 139-

140) would regard such as indices of the Principal changing appropriately. 

R.E.C.s said that they felt credible, more confident, more able to direct groups, 

supported by Principal and staff. A number of these R.E.C.s were relatively 

young and to some extent needed the support of the Principal. 

Several Principals reported on the staff's recognition or the leadership role of 

the R.E.C. All R.E.C.s reported a significant increase in the time both in and 

out of school that they spent on the Project. 
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Given the multiplicity of tasks in running schools, this raises the question of 

identifying the set of leadership roles that staff expect. It may then be 

necessary for Principals to work out with the other members of the school 

executive responsibilities appropriate to each. Clearly ownership of the change 

by all members of the executive may matter, as it did here. 

Some aspects of teacher qualifications and experience were considered in 

reporting upon SoC 1984 results (see Chapter 4). There would seem to be System 

questions about the adequacy of preparation of R.E. teachers. This is developed 

later. 

About The Archdiocese of Sydney System 

The findings of this Study relate only to one curriculum initiative. It would be 

unfair to generalise from this experience without knowledge of other initiatives 

and their implementation. Indeed, the monitoring of another program, reported 

in Chapter One, provided the incentive to carry out this more comprehensive 

study of implementation. To that extent, these reflections may well confirm 

existing practice or underline aspects which could be further refined. 

Initiating change does not equal implementing change. This particular Study, 

conducted for eight schools,· suggests that little would have occurred in 

implementation without a deliberate, planned and supervised process. There is a 

real risk in Systems that a multiplicity of tasks that can be reasonably performed 

by individual System personnel can lead to a lack of focus and non-achievement 

of high-priority tasks such as the incorporation of high quality Religious 

Education programs in a Catholic System. Too much diffusion of effort may act 

as a major barrier to a System's own change effort. Coupled with this is the 
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desirability (discussed under issues related to Change Agents) that Systems 

integrate the expertise and complementary skills of its personnel. 

Major change in a System should be preceded by pilot studies. Indeed, if this 

particular Project group continues its activities, as is planned, it acts as a 'trail

blazer' just ahead of the major movement of the System. There would be a good 

argum~nt, in this regionalised System, for the other four Catholic Regions in 

Sydney creating similar Networks to act as 'lighthouses1 for other schools in the 

Region. Indeed, even within the Southern region, now that there is is enhanced 

competence and confidence among the Project group, attention would need to be 

given to dissemination strategies. 

There is good evidence through this Study that Systems need effective 

approaches for monitoring change. In the area of innovation, the most 

traditional index of success has been the percentage of users. This study tends 

to stress more the quality of use. Regular probing, using such instruments as the 

Stages of Concern Questionnaire and others discussed in earlier chapters, may 

provide insightful feedback from classrooms which necessitate adaptations. 

On the job Teacher Development may be no substitute for a thorough and 

extended pre-service or in-service experience. This Field Study did not focus 

upon the content dimension of Religious Education nor on the competence of 

teachers. However, the specific modules designed and used were generated by 

very competent specialists. As was reported in Chapter 4, in at least two 

schools, and as a result of this Project, significant numbers of teachers said that 

they would be enrolling in extended Adult Religious Education programs. 

Some Principals in the Study reported differences among teaahers aoncerning 

their familiarisation with the basic assumptions of the Journey in Faith 
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document. There seemed to be a difference between those formally prepared to 

teach Religious Education in pre-service courses and those not so prepared. The 

introduction of the Basic R.E. Course Certificate in 1985 may well need to be a 

credential for the teaching of Religious Education. 

In terms of implementation of change theory, it is argued from this Study that 

the collaborative efforts needed among staff to "perform" · as a group of 

Religious Education professionals assumes the individual members are 

competent. Otherwise, school-based change may well be processing 'garbage' or 

worse a 'vacuum'. 

There is a suggestion here that, in the long term, the cost-benefits of different 

modes of System in-service, particularly of a withdrawal type, may need careful 

review. The alternative choice may be a return to centralised curriculum 

documents with very complete teacher manuals, student texts, and other 

resources. That latter option is not necessary, as this Project shows. 

One form of positive feedback from the Study is the benefit of the Two Day 

Residential Weekend program, e.g. Colloquium, which was commented upon in 

the Study. Particularly for experienced teachers it may have provided a 

catalytic effect in recognising new approaches. 

About CBAM Methodology 

The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoC) was found to be helpful in this 

Study. It did provide a basis for 'mapping' the feelings of the implementers of 

change. However, there may be individual items that need rewording for use in 

an Australian context. For example, respondents in this Study found some 
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difficulty in interpretation with: 

&,1 reorganisation .•• of what? professional status 

~ System ••• what? 

~ approach 

~ approach 

Q. 31 • • • supplement, enhance or replace • • . this may make sense to 

designers; a few respondents might have preferred each in a separate 

item. Given that Q. 31 is designed to find out if a person is at the 

refocusing stage, "replace" would be inappropriate for a mandatory 

document. 

The microcomputer program devised clearly facilitated analysis of results and 

provided a useful means of discussion of results with participants particularly as 

in this Study, the benefit of SoC was in seeing it as a monitoring tool. 

The SoC instrument has shown over time that the concerns of the implementers 

of the innovation vary from concern about self, to concern about task and to 

concern about the impact of the innovation on the school. 

The Level of Use focussed interview (LoU) was employed with Principals and 

R.E.C.s. Again it provided a picture of a state of use in terms of exhibited 

behaviours. Using this instrument with school leaders gave a more favourable 

result than perhaps would have been found with individual teachers._ In the next 

year (1985) it would probably be advantageous to sample one leader (e.g. R.E.C.) 

and one or two teachers per school. 

The third diagnostic dimension of the CBAM Model is the configuration of the 

innovation. In a sense, this is an "idealising" of the situation, an imaging of how 

things might be if the innovation is gradually incorporated. 
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With Journey in Faith, the particular configuration considered was that 

associated with establishing the meaning. i.e. developing the curriculum platform 

or ideology. The specific components or indicators that were included were: 

• Goal clarification 

• Appropriateness of strategy 

• Evidence of change in organisational characteristics of the schools 

• Improved leadership within the schools. 

For each component, responses ranged from high fidelity of reflection towards 

mutual adaptation. Operationally, measures by interviews, observations, rating 

lists, diaries and questionnaires were used. (see Appendix 4.1.4, 4.1.5) 

As reported throughout the Study indices of establishing the configuration of 

"getting meaning" included: 

• clear agreement of goals of Journey in Faith by staff, and a shift to new 

task-oriented questions i.e., to another configuration 

• suitability of strategy by looking for evidence of use over time (e.g. as 

recorded in diaries), varying rates of use 

• organisational factors being changed - enhanced climate, improved 

communication, more effective use of meeting time, increased 

collaborative effort 

• variation in leadership profile - perceived role of support by Principal, 

increased sense of confidence by R.E.C. and perceived confidence of 

staff in Principals and R.E.C. 

Overall, it was found important to supplement the data gained from Soc and LoU 

in order to flesh out the thinking of respondents. Without that additional data, 

insights and clues into understanding mechanisms and anticipating new 
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orientations would not have been possible. 

There were two major weaknesses the CBAM instruments did not portray, 

Firstly, the linear developmental pathway that individuals are supposed to 

follow, according to CBAM theory, did not always occur. The specific strategy 

used showed that one Stage of Concern can be heightened directly out of 

sequence e.g. "Collaboration". When this occurred, it was important to be able 

to trace factors involved. The other serious limitation seemed to be that it does 

not sufficiently take account of the organisational (nomothetic) · dimension 

involved in change. Indeed, in terms of stages of group development, it may well 

be important to probe further. 

In short, the way the designers from the University of Texas developed the SoC 

and LoU instruments provided limited value for this Study. The major benefit 

was found to be more as diagnostic tools. 

About Methods Used In The Study 

The instruments used included SoC and LoU as reported above. Other 

instruments were Consultant Diary, R.E.C. Log Sheet or Diary, open-ended 

questionnaire for teachers used with SoC questionnaire, open-ended 

Questionnaire for Principals and R.E.C.s used at a R~view Workshop, meetings of 

regional office personnel, review workshop, and school visits. In retrospect, 

there may have been too much analysis with a zealous interest in picking up cues 

of overlooked matters. The questionnaire used for Principals and R.E.C.s was 

based upon McLaughlin and Bermans' (1978: Appendix A 69-76) research report 

on "mutual adaptation." 
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In future some of the issues could be identified more simply in informal 

interviews. There inevitably has to be a compromise between what is desirable 

information to acquire, and what is possible within the constraints of time. 

Several matters of organisational and leadership dimensions were touched on. 

Some would require more formal study. This limitation in the Study was to some 

extent offset by a goal-free approach followed in finding those factors. 

The sampling approach used appeared reasonable before, and during the Study. It 

was considered representative of schools in the Region and the findings 

adaptable and applicable to other schools. 

About Further Investigation 

Some of the items raised here re-iterate. matters already discussed. The first 

area that this Study signals for closer examination is what differences occur if 

the individual is the focus of attention before the organisation, and vice versa. 

Understanding the mechanisms of interaction may be a useful line of future 

exploration. 

There has been an identification of the various stages of group formation, for 

which reasonable explanations surfaced in the Study. It was proposed that School 

6 exhibited. "Forming" behaviour; School 7 "Storming" behaviour and School 1 

"Norming" behaviour. Future studies might usefully consider means of relating 

the stage of growth of the group (or school staff) to the stages of individuals' 

concerns. This has also raised the question of the linkage of organisational 

development strategies generally to stages of growth of the group, and to 

individuals. In particular, the psychic-group processes as well as the socio-group 

processes may need further investigation. 
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The adult education techniques used in the Study have suggested the desirability 

of Change Agents mapping out the stages through which an innovation would 

need to progress. Having thus mapped an innovation profile, a closer 

examination could be made of the disjunctions that need to be created. 

Festinger's notion of cognitive dissonance has been featured, but other forms of 

dissonance generation may need consideration. 

In the area of Adult Religious Education, this Study used ideology as a focus area 

for the modules, i.e. content for the interactive strategy. The expectation was 

that until individual teachers had a clear understanding of foundation 

assumptions (e.g. evangelisation, catechesis) no significant change would be 

meaningful. The question raised from this Project concerns the adequate 

background (in-service, pre-service) of teachers that may be a pre-requisite to 

substantial change. 

CONCLUSION 

Having reviewed some of the findings of this Field Study, a number of emerging 

questions were developed in relation to the particular System, in relation to 

CBAM approaches, and in relation to the general field of implementation 

studies. It would be in fact unfortunate if this story of a particular journey 

ended without a series of new questions as T.S. Eliot has so eloquently stated: 

"· •• We shall not cease from exploration, 
And the end of all exploring, 

Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first _time." 

T .S. Eliot: Four Quartets. 
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~l'r.tNDJX ,.1 STAGES Ot CONCERN QUt!>l10NNAJlt£ 

CONCtRNS outS1JONNh1Rt 

□ □ No. ol Y•••• ,t thi, ,ohool 

The purpose of this questionnaire 1• to determine vhat ~ople vho are using or thinking 
about using various progr•ms •re concerned about at various times during the innovation 
adoption process. The items were developed from typical respon,es of school and 
college- teact,ers vho ranged from no knowledge •t all about vu·ious innovation, to 
many years experience in using them. Therefore,• good part of the .items may •E•~ear 
to be of little relevance or irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely 
irrelevant items, please circle ~o" on the scale. Other items will re~resent those 
concerns you do have, in varying degrees of intensity, and should be marked higher 
on the gcele, according to the explanation ~t the top of each of the follo~ing pages. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This statement is very true of me at this time. 

This statement. is some1ohat true o! me now. 

This 5tetement is not at all true of me at this time. 

This statement seems irrelevant to me. 

Please respond to the .ite:,,s in terms of your present concerns, or ho1,; you feel at,out 
your involvement or potential invol,·ement with the Journey In Faith. We do not hold 
any one definition of this innovation, so please think of it in tenr,s of your own 
perception o! what it involves. Ho1oever, phrases such as "the innovation,'' ~t~is 
approach,• and "the ne•,, system~ all refer to the Journey ln Faith. :Remember to respond 
to each item in tenns of your present concerns about yo~r involverr,er.t or potential 
involvement with the innovation. 

Thank you for taking time to complete this task 
Soc QUESTlONNAIRE 

0 l 2 
NOT TRUE OF ME NO~ 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3 4 5 6 i 
SOt-'..E.,'HAT TROE OF ME NO~ VERY TRUE OF ME NO~ 

(1) I am concerned .about students' attitudes toward 
Journey In Faith. 

( 2) I no"· lmo"· of some other approaches that rr.i ght work 
better. 

(3) I don't even know what the Journey In Faith is. 

(4) I am concerned about not having enough time to organize 
myself each day. 

(5) l would like to help other staff in their use of the 
Journey In Faith. 

(6) J have a very limited knowledge about the Journey 
Jn Faith. 

(7) l would like to know the effect of reorganizetion on 
my professional status. 
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A,J>F.NbU 2. I CCont, I 

O J 2 3 4 ~ t. '1 Cl) J a 111 c-onc-unf'd at>out ronfUc-t brtwun t11y J.nurut 1 
and ~Y r•ap0n1JbiljtJ.e1. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 19) J 1111 conc-•rned about revJ.1J.n9 my uaf' of thr Journey 
ln Faith. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 110) J would like to develop working relationships with 
both our •t•ff and out1ide 1taf£ uain9 this 
Journey Jn Faith. 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (ll) Jam concerned a bout how the Journey In Faith a ffects 
st udents. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (12) Jam not concerned about Journey Jn Faith. 

0 1 2 3 4 -5;, 7 (13) J would like to discus& the possibility of using 
Journey In faith. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 114) I would like to know who will make the decisions in 
the new syste1t,. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (15) I would like to know what resources are available if 
we decide to adopt the Journey In Faith. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (16) I am concerned about my inability to manage all the 
Journey In Faith requires. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (17) I would like to kno~ how my teaching or administration 
is supposed to change. 

0 l 2 3 4 S 6 7 (18) I would like to familiarize other de~artments or 
persons with the progress of this new approach. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (19) I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (20) I would like to revise the Journey In Faith's 
instructional approach. 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (21) I am corr,~letely occupied with other things. 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (22) I would like to modify our use of the Journey In Faith 
based on the experiences of our students. 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (23) Although I don't Jtnow about Journey In Faith, I Alt, 

concerned about things in the area~ 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ( 2<1 l I would like to excite my students about their part 
in this approach. 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (25) I am concerned about time spent working with 
non-academic problems related to Journey In Faith. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (26) I would like to know what the use of the Journey ln 
Faith will require in the i111J11ediate future. 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (27} I would like to co-ordinate my effort with others to 
maximise the Journey Jn Faith's effects. 

O l 2 3 4 5 6 7 ( 28) l would like to have .inore informaticn on time and energy 
commitments reguired by Journey In Faith. 

O ) 2 3 4 5 6 7 {29) J would like to know what other staff are doing in 
this area. 
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At'rSNl>J JC J, J C ~or,t • , 

0 l 2 J .. I ' 7 (30) At thJ 1 th1c-, J am not inte,e1t•d in Jea,nJn9 a bout 
_,ourney Jn ,aHh, 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (3)) J would lHt' to detern,Jne how to 1ur,J,l•n,u1t, • nhence 
or r•~l•ce Journey Jn raJth. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (321 J would like to uae feedback fro~ 1tudentt to ehan9e 
the prognrn. 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (331 J would lib to know how my role will change when J 
arn using Journey In Faith. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 134 I Co-ordination of tasks and people is ta>:ing too niueh 
of "'Y tin,e, 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 3!> I I would like to .know how Journey In Feith is better 
than what we have now. 
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GENERAL COMMtNT~ 

Would you like to ~a~e any cornnienta on the jMplement• tion 

of ~Journey Jn Paj~h~ durin9 1984. 

Do you wish to make any suggestions regarding ~Journey 

In Faith~ for 1985. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 

/ 
S.O.C. MIC ROCOMPUTER PROGRAM 

)LIST 

10 
20 
30 
40 ,o 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 

: 130 
-140 
1~0 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 

360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
4,o 
460 
470 
480 
490 
~00 

REM •••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REM CEO PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING SURVEY 
REM • .. ••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••• 
~IM T<36>,U<36>,V<36>,W<36> 1 XC36>,Y<3o),Z<3o>,A<7>,R<36>,B<7>,NS<7> 
GOSUB 1920 
LET DS • CH~ <4> 
PFcINT D1- 1"PRt11 • 
PP. INT I PRINT 
PRINT••• .. ••••••••••••• ............ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 

PRINT a PRINT 
PRINT l)S;. PReeo • 
HOME 
PRINT •WHAT IS THE SCHOOL IOENTIFJCATICJ,.I NU'1BER ?• 
INPUT N 
PP.INT [)1.;•0PEN NUHBER,L5" 
PRINT OS;"READ Nl.t1BER,R"1N 
INPUT T 
PRINT OS;• READ Nl.t1BER I Rl 1" 
INPUT TT 
PRINT l)S;"CLOSE Nll'1BER• 
VTAB 81 PRINT T1• RESULTS FROH THIS SCHOOL ALREADY DCJ,.IE • 
VTAB 101 PRINT TTs• RESULTS Da-lE OVERALL" 
PRINT OS;"OPEN FILE";NJ",L5" 
FOR I• 1 TO 7 
PRINT D$;"READ FJLE";N;",R";J 
INPUT ACI> 
NEXT I 
PRINT DS;"CLOSE FILE•;N 
VTAB 14 
PRINT •NO TOT PIN" 
PRINT•----------------------------• 
FOR l • l TO 7 
LET Tl • T 
IF Tl • D THEN 
PRINT I i I FOR K 
m<I>;: FORK• 
ACI); 

LET Tl • 1 
• 1 TO 4 -
1 TO 4 -

LEN< STRS <l>>: PRINT••;: NEXT K1 PRINT 
LEN< ST~ <A<I>>>: PRINT•";: NEXT K1 PRINT 

LETS• INT <A<I> /Tl+ ,:5> 
FORK• 1 TO 4 - LEN< STRS <S>>: PRINT• •;: NEXT K: PRINTS 
NEXT I 
VTAB 24: PRINT •pusH /:lt-N KEY WHEN READY •1 GET AS 
HC11E 
VTAB 61 INPUT "HO,,j MANY YEARS OF SERVICE ? • ;Yl 
VTAB 9: INPUT • HOW MANY YEARS AT TH I S SCHOOL ? • J Y2 
LET Y3 • D 
VTAB 12: PRINT •PRESS '1iNY KEY WHEN READY•: GET AS 
HOME 
PRINT "TYPE IN ANSWERS AS YOU ARE READY• 
PRINT C>S I• PRIil • 
PRINT• SCHOOL NUHBER 1 
PRINT• TEACHER NUt1BER 1 
PRINT• 

• 

• 1N1 PRINT 
•;T + la PRINT 

YEARS OF SERVICE 

YEARS AT THIS SCHOOL 

• ;Yl I PRU, 

• ;Y21 PRH, 
• e • e • e e • • e • e e a e • • e e e e • • • e e • I I e e • • e e e • a ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ e ■ e e • e ■ • ■ e ■ e e • e ■ • • ■ e ■ • ■ 

• . . . . . . . . . . . . 
~20 PRINT I PRINT I PRINT 
~30 PRINT I PRINT s PRINT I PRINT 
, 40 PRINT OS ;"PR•O• 
,:50 PRINT I PRINT s PRINT •a. ANSWER Q. ANSWER• 



.,.o ~,o 
, eo 
,90 
600 
6l0 
620 
630 
640 
6~0 
660 
670 
080 
090 
?00 
7l0 
720 
?30 
740 

·150 
760 
770 
780 
79'0 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
650 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 

930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
lOSO 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
ll 10 
1120 
1130 
ll40 
11~0 
1160 
1170 

1180 
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,AJNT •--•---------•--•--------------•--------•• FOR I • S TD , 1 PR 1 NT J I• • p NEXT I 
FOR I • 10 TD 3,, PRINT J f • •II NEXT J 
ftRJNT 
FOR J • l TO 35 
LET J • S + lNT <<I+ 1) / 2> 
VTAB J 
JF J / 2 • INT <J / 2) THEN GOTO 6~0 
GOTO 660 
HTAB 21 
FLASH: PP.INT 1;1 NORMAL I PRINT• 
IF J < • 9 THEN GOTO 690 
GOTO 700 
PRINT• •, 
JNPUT R<J) 

. ' 

IF R<I> < 0 OR R<l> > 7 THEN GOTO ?40 
IF INT <R<Ii> < R<I> THEN GOTO ?40 
GOTO 760 
FOR L • l TO~: PRINT CH~ <7>1 NEXT L 
GOTO 610 
NEXT I 
VTAB 241 PRINT •wHEN READY. PRESS #lY KEY•: GET AS 
HOME 
VTAB 10 
PF!INT • 
VTAB 13 

IF YOU HAVE PNY CHANGES TO MAKE• 

PRINT• rfPE 'Y' AND PUSH 'RETURN' • 
VTAB 16 
PRINT• OTHERWISE TYPE 'N' ANO PUSH 'RETURN' • 
INPUT J S 
IF J S • "N• THEN GOTO 900 
VTAB 20: INPUT "ENTER THE QUESTION NU'1BER 
VTAB 22: INPUT "ENTER THE CORRECT ANSWER 
GOTO 780 
FOR J • l TO 7: LET B<J> • 0: NEXT J 
FOR I• l TO 35 

• ; H 
• ;ROO 

ON I GOTO 970,990,930,960•980,?40,950,960,990,980 1 970,930 1 950,940,940 
,960.950,980,970,990,930,990,930,970,960,940,980,950,980,930,990,970, 
9~0.960,940 
LET B<l> • B<1> 
LET 8<2> • 8<2> 
LET 8<3> • 8<3> 
LET BOD • 8(4) 
LET B<5> • 8<~) 
LET B< c» • B< c.> 
LET B< 7> • B< 7> 

NEXT I 
LET T • T + l 
LET TT • TT+ 1 

♦ P.<I >: 
+ R<I>a 
+ R<l >: 
+ R< I> i 

+ R<I >' 
+ R<I>: 
+ RCI) 

GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 
GOTO 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

FOR I • I _TO 7, LET A< I) • A<I > + B<I >"I NEXT I 
PRINT DS ;•OPEN Nlt1BER 1 L,• 
PRINT os;•wRlTE NU18ER,R•;N 
PRINT T 
PRINT OS;•WRITE NU'1BER,R1t• 
PRINT TT 
PRINT OS1•CLOSE NU1BER 1 

PRINT os ,·oPEN FtLE"1N•,L5 • 
FOR I • I TO? 
PRINT os ,•wRITE FILE"1N1·,R·11 
PRINT A<I > 
NEXT I 
PRINT OS;"CLOSE FILE•1N 
PRINT DS ;• F'F<•1 • 
PRINT • . 

COL. REF,• 
PRU-IT • 

INF. PER. MAN. tCN. 
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11,0 
1200 
UlO 
1220 
1230 
1240 
IZ50 
12.!,0 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1S3O 
1 ~ :"' 
1S50 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480 
1490 
1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1540 

1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
H590 

loOO 
1610 
1620 

f 1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1?10 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1'60 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 

-----------------· PP.INT •ftAW TOTALS •1 
FOR P • l TO? 
lF B<P> > 9 THEN GOTO 1230 
PRINT• •1 
PP.INT B<P>1• •1 
NEXT P 
PRINT 
PRINT •PERCENTILE •, 
FOR P • 1 TO ?1 LET J • B<P> 
IF J • 0 THEN LET J • 36 
0N P GOTO 1300,1330,1360 1 1390,1420,1450 1 1480 
IF T<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •1 
LET Xl • T<J> 
PRINT T<J>s1 GOTO 1510 
IF U<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •1 
LET X2 • U<J> 
PP.INT U<Ji;t GOTO 1510 
IF V<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •1 
LET X3 • VCJ> 
PRINT VCJ>1: GOTO 1510 
IF WCJ> < 10 THEN P~INT • •; 
LET X4 • W<J> 
P~JNT W<J>;1 GOTO 1~10 
IF X<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •1 
LET X5 • XCJ> 
P~INT X<J>;1 GOTO 1510 
IF Y<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •; 
LET X6 • Y<J> 
PRINT Y<J>;: GOTO 1510 
IF Z<J> < 10 THEN PRINT• •1 
L.ET X7 • Z<J> 
PRINT Z<J>; 
PRINT• •1 
NEXT P 
PRINT 
PR I t\ilT : PR I 1'IT ; PR 1 NT • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• 

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT: PRINT a PRINT a PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT 0-; •PIHtO• 
PRINT 0-; •PR•1 • 
PRINT PRINT I PRINT• 
MAN. CON, COL, 
FORK • 1 TO 20 
LET X • 10, - , • K 

... 
' REF.• 

AWA. 

FOR Z • ITO 4 - LEN< STR$ CX>>1 PRINT• 
LET GS• ST~ (X): LET Z • LEN <Gs > 
PRINT •1 •; 
IF X > • XI+ 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
lF X < Xl + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X > • X2 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
IF X < X2 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X > • X3 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
lF X < X3 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X) • X4 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
IF X < X4 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X > • X5 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
IF X < x, + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X > • X6 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
IF X < X6 • 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
IF X > • X7 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2080 
1-F X < X7 + 3 THEN GOSUB 2100 
PRINT 
NEXT K 

INF, PER. 

... 
I • NEXT Z: PRINT X; 

PRINT •o 111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .. -• ................ . 
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1820 

1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 

,<; 1880 
-1890 

1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 

1960 

1970 

1980 

1990 

2000 

2010 

2020 
2030 
2040 
2050 
2060 

2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 

• e • • e • • • f • • • • • • • • t I 

PRINT• N.JA. INF. 
COL. REF.• 

PRINT I PRINT I PRINT I PRINT 
PP.INT I PRINT I PRINT 
PRINT OS 1 • PR•0 • 
PRINT os,·oPEN TEACHER·1N1•,L3,• 
PRINT os,•wRJTE TEACHER•;N1",R·1T 

PER. 

PRINT X1~X2,X3,X4,X:5 1X6,X7,Yl,Y2,Y3 - '-. 
PF.INT DS;•CLOSE TEACHER"JN 
PRINT I PRINT 
END 
FOR l • l TO 36 
READ T<J>,U<l>,V<l>,W<J) 1X(J) 1YCI>,Z<l> 
NEXT I 

tw..i. 

DATA · 23, 12, 12, 5, l , 2, 2 1 29, 16, 14 1 7, 1 , 3, 3, 37, l9, 17, 9, 2, 3, 5 , 46, 23, 21 , 11 
,2,4,6,53,27,25, 1:5 ,3,5,9 

DATA 60,30,28,18,3,7,11 1 66 1 34,31 1 23,4,9,14,72,37,3:5,27 1 :5 1 10,17,77,4 
0,39,30,5,12,20,81,43,41,34,7,14,22 

DATA 84,45 1 45,39 1 8 1 16 1 26 1 86,48,48,43 1 9 1 19,30,891 51,52 1 47 1 11 1 22,34,9 
l,54,55,52,13,25,38,93,57 ,57 1 56,16,28 1 42 

DATA 94,60,59,60,19 1 31 1 47 1 95,63,63,65,21 1 36,52 1 96,66,67 1 69,24,40,57 
,97,69,70,73,27,44,60,98,72,72,77,30,48,65 

DATA 98,75,76,80 1 33 1 52,69 199,80,78 1 83,38 1 55,73 1 99,B4 1 80 1 85 1 43 1 59 1 77 
,99,88,83,88,48,64,81,99,90,8,,90,,4,68,84 

DATA 99 1 91,8?,92,~9,72 1 87 1 99 1 93,89,94 1 63 1?6 1 90 1 99,9,,91,9,,66,80,92 
,99,96,92,97,?1,84,94,99,97,94,97,?6,88,96 

DATA 99,98,9,,98,82,91,97,99,99,96,98,B6,93,98,99,99,96,99,90,95,99 
,99,99,9?,99,92,97,99,99,99,99,99,96,98,99 

DATA 10 1 =>,,,2,1 1 1,J 
FOR I• 1 TO? 
REi'-D NS<I> 
NEXT I 
DATA "AWARENESS 

ENT • , • CONSEQUENCE 
RETURN 
PRINT• . ; 
RETURN 
PRINT• • . ; 
RETURN 

... 

•,•INFORMATIONAL •,•PERS~L 
·,·coLLABOAATlCN ·,·REFOCUSING 

C.E.O. - PROCESSES INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS 
C.E.O.a- PRODUCES SCHOOL GRAPH 

• I ·~GEM 
• 



RAW TOTALS 
PERCENTILE 

AWA. INF. PER. MAN. CON. COL. REF. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

8 
72 

24 
88 

20 
72 

11 
39 

21 
33 

20 
48 

15 
42 

I e e I • • ■ e • e a ■ • • • ■ ■ e e I • I I e • ■ • ■ 9 I I ■ I ■ • • I ■ • I ■ I I I ■ I • I I ■ ■ I ■ ■ ■ I ■ e ■ I I I ■ e I e I • • I e • I I I ■ I I I I 

'I 

AWA. INF. PER. HAN. CON . COL. REF. 
100, 
95: 
90: * 8~5: * 80 I * 75: * 70 r * * * 65: * * * 60 I * * * 551 * * * 50: * * * * 45: * * * * 40 I * * * * * • 35: * * * * * * * 30: * * * * * * * 25: * * * * * * * 20: * * * * * * * 1 S: * * * * * * • 10: * * * * * * • 5: * * * * * * • 0 ff 11111111 I 111111 II! 11 ! 111 Ill !I!! It • •• t •• • •••• ••• ••• • •• • ••• •••••••····· -- ••• 
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N 
z 
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1,0,U. FOCUSSCD INH RVJCW 

Jn1.enttw Fonn1t 

Qyeat.ion PurpoH 

TD diatin9ui•h between users and 
nonusersr to break :.OU O•Il frc,m I J.DU !!l~Yl. -
~ 

Wh•t do you see a s the •t:e:i9ths 
and weaknesses of the innovation 
i n your sitliAtion? HAve :,ou made 
any ~tte111pt to do anyuun9 about 
the ve&.k."1,esses? 

Are yo1.1 c:iarrently lookin~ ~or any 
infor:nation &bout the .inftovation? 
What kind? For what purpose? 

~ you eve:- talk with ot..,e:-s about 
uie innovation? What do ycu tell 
t..,e::i? 

What do you see as ~inq the 
ef!ects of the innovation? !n 
~hat way have you dete!T.i.l'le~ this? 
·Are you 1'oing any evaluating, 
ei:.'"le:- fonially or infor.nal:y, ot 
your use of the ~n.novation? !lave 
you receiveo any !eedback !:-0~ 
5'::l.ic:ents? Wh4t you have c:one with 
L~e infor=ation you get? 

Have you mce &r1y ch&n9es :-e=ent!y 
i:i h~·- yol.l use the innovation? 
lt'hat? Why? Ho..., recently? A:e 
you ccnside:-in9 lll&kin9 ar.y 
changes? 

As yo1.: look ahead to l ate:: t..'iis 
year, wh&t pl~s do you !Mlve i n 
rebtion i.o your use of the inno
vation? 

~o prDbe Assessing and JCnowledge 
c:a.tegories. 

":'o r~obe A~quiring :nforzation 
au90ey. 

~o ?r0i:>e Assessing c:ategcey. 

To eistin~sh be:veen :.OU::: 
(use::-or~entec cban9es}, !.oU IV! 
(s~~ent-orientec c.~a.n9es) and 
:.Ou :v .\ (no o_r rout:.ne c~qes) : 
~o :=robe Sutus llepcr~g &n~ 

~e:!ormi.."l,g categories. 

:-o probe :'la.Ming a.nc Status 
Jle,?Orting categories. 
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J, 4 .2 (Con\,) 

Are you workln9 vith others (out
s ide of anyone you Ny t!Ave vorked 
vith fror,, the l:le9innin9) in your 
use of the innov,ation? Have you 
aade a ny chan9es in your use of 
the innovation based on this co
ordiution? 

Are you considering or planning to 
uke Njor aiodific•tions or to re
place the iMovation at this ti,ie? 

PurpoH 

To separa te LoU v from JJJ, JV A 
and IV I. Jf a positive re1ponH 
i s 9iven, LoU V probes (J::lel011) are 
used. 

To separate LoU VI from 111, IV A, 
IV I a nd V. 

LoU V Probes 

How do you work together? How 
frequently? 

What do you see as the strengths 
and the weaknesses of this col
laboration? 

Are you looking for any p&rtieu
lar kind of information in rela
tion to this collaboration? 

When you Ulk to others about your 
collaboration, vhat do you share 
vit.h thee? 

Have you done any formal or infor
mal evaluation of how your collab
oration is working? 

What plans do you have for this 
collaborative effqrt iJl the 
future? 
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2, • • J. CCont,) 

puuUon Purpoae 

UNO 

H•ve you -.de a deci5ion to use 
the innovation int.he future? lf 
so. vhen? 

Can you descri~ the innovation 
for 111e a5 you see it? · 

Are you currently looking for any 
information about t.he innc,-.,ation? 
What kinds? For what purpc,ses? 

What do you see as the strengt.hs 
and weaknesses of the innov•tion 
for your situation? 

At thi s point in 
of questions are 
the innovation? 
possible. 

tilne , what kinds 
you asking &bout 
Give examples if 

Do you ever 1:.alk with others and 
share infonnation about t.he inno
vation? What do you share? 

What a re you planning with respect 
t.o t.he innov•tion'? can you tell 
aie a bout any preparation or plans 
you have been aaking for the use 
of the innovation? 

Can you SUJmUrize for • where you 
see yourself right now in relation 
to the vse of the innovation? 
(Optional puestion) 

'fo s eparate tou O frm l: to J)robe 
Status ~eporting, Planning and 
Perf01"111in9 categories. To separate 
LoU l from II. 

'J'o probe Jtnowleage category. 

To probe Acquiring Information 
category. 

To probe Ass essing category. 

To probe Assessing, Sharing and 
Status Reporting categories. 

To probe Sharins category. 

Tc probe Planning category. 

'J'o get a concise picture cf the 
user's perception of his/her use 
or nonuse. 
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• 

---------------------------------------
~ • tlon 

-----·-
Why did you atop using the innova
Uon7 

C.n you describe for~ hov you 
or9ani%ed your us~ of th• in.~ova
t:ion, what probl«:\S you fou:-~, 
what it:s effects appear~ to be 
on students? 

When you assess the inner.ration a t 
this point in tiJDe, v?ua~ c!o you 
see as t.he strengths all!! we.a.lc
nesses for you? 
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Appendix 2.4.2. Interview Structure - Branching Tree Fonnat 

l!J 
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ltvEL OJ: USE RATt"G SHUT (C8N4, 1975) 

Tape I : Site: Jnte"h w .-: 
o,t,: I / 75 1.0. I: Rater: 

Acquiring Status t 
hnl Knowledge In foMltl t t on Shartng Assesstng Planntng R,porttng Perfontfnt Oftr111 l CIU .. .. 

a 
0 

Non-Use 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
• 

O,P, A "" . 
Ortentathm I I I 1 I J I 1 • . 

V 

O.P. 9 . 
Pl"!l'I rl tf on 11 ti 11 11 II II II 11 

O.P. C 
f4echant ca 1 U!e Ill Ill Ill ltt Ill J 11 Ill Ill .. ' O.P. 0-1 

-:, .. ... 
IYA IYA 

.. ..., 
Routtne IYA tYA IVA JVA IYA PA ., 

C • -O.P. D-2 • • ~ 

Reffnf!ffl!nt IYB IYB IVB !YB JVB 1'8 1¥8 m ~ 
O.P. E .. -lnte9r1 t1on y V y y V y ' ' 

~ ., 
O.P. F 

.,. 
7 

ReMW11 VI VJ YI VI VI Yf YI Tl .. .. .. 
User ts ND NO NO NO ND ffO "° not doing: 

"o f nfo""8t1on Nt NI NI NI NI NI Nt tn 1nbr•tew: .. 
Is the fnd1•1dua1 a past user? Yes No 

How fflUch df fffculty dfd you have tn ustgnfng thfs person to • specff'tc loU? None l 2 3 4 5 g 7 ,,..,. -.cPt 

CO!ffllf!ftts about fntervt ewer --

,_ ______ . ,. __ . -



Apptndh J.I 

Sample Modules 

IMPLEMENTING 
JOURNEY IN FAITH 

E V A N 6 E L J S A T I O N A N D C A T E C H E S I S 

(A REFLECTION UPON CHAPTER l OF JOURNEY IN FAITH) 

In this UNIT, participants should be 

helped to better understand ana 

appreciate the concepts of 

Evangelisation and Catechesis. 
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( Activity 1 I ORIENTATION ACTIVITY 

Uw1&uc. 

What are 101ne factor• about th• children'• 
faith backgro1md which 1hould affect II)' plaMing? 

-
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Activity 2 

1.1 EVANGELIZA TIO" 

N. various times in the put .-nd in different W¥, God spoke to our 
ancestors through the prophets; but in our own time, the lut c:uys. 
he has spo~n to us through His Son (~ r to the Hebrews 1 :1-21. 

CHAna1 

The Church in the twentieth century is called upon to continue the work of Jesus in procwminf, 
the mess.ge of God to all nations. The whole C,urch is mission..ry, attempting to draw ~ r 10 a I 
people and to invite them to God throug h his Son . 
This wort is carried out in many ways and under various aspects, which are summarized in 1he 
statement of the United SCates Epitcopal Conference To Teach as Jesus Did u : messag~. comrnunit\ . 
and servia (TTJO 14). In ew!fY won of lhe Chutch, lbele identifiable Hpects should be present and 
mnsci<Knly drawn ~r. 
The c a ctaetic.a.l work of C111h0Uc IChools is ••1cocapd, deYeloped and carried out within the 
mntext of lhe Ourdl's 1Dta1 wot1t of ~izaon (CS 1). h begins in God's gift of dnnne '°""· 
by wttich he manifests his presence, and comes 10 fruition in the faith of the person who hears the 
message and who responds by KCepting ltYl pt fC,CD 17). 
Growth in faith is a lifelong joumey. lecentfy the Oaurch has emphuised this more stJougt)'. and 
encouraged its members ID establish and be irnotwd in continuing relig ious education, not unty 
while at school, but also In later adolescence, adulthood and into old age . 
lhe wort of announcing lhe ,nesyge of Jesus differs according to tfie various cin:'unatarlCeS in 
which it is performed, but ~ngelization atwiys remains the quest by the Olurch of 01rist --.0 
a>nYert, solely throug h the divine power of the mess.age she proclaims, both the pef"IONI and 
collect1¥e mnsciences of people, the activfttes in which they engage, and t tle liYes and <XN'ICft'lr 
milieux which a re theirs" (EMW 18l. 
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I Act1v1ty 2 I 

2. 

l. 

svan9e li•ation •. u• t INTEGRATE FAITH WITH LIFE. line• 
culture 1• on• •• way of life , the FAITH au• t be 
INCARNATED IN CULTURE, too. 

Evange l i•ation i • an ON:GOING FORMATIVE PROCESS. 
Rene• the need for EVANGELISAT ION for ADULTS. 

Evange li• ation can take place in the family, • chool, 
pariah and other bodie• which form_eart of a given 
eommunitr. WE ALL HAVE A VITAL ROLE TO PLAY IN THE 
WORK OF EVANGELISATION. 

A VAR I ElY OF APPROACHES and MEANS may be used in 
EVANGELISATION, The wise use of ~EDIA is to be 

(A synthesis from the SYNOD OF BISHOP'S held in 1977) 
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IYNTHES:tl AND 

GROUP DllCUISlON 

Evanoe1111t1on means prtach1ng the Sosp1l. 
lts ftrst use 11 that of l eading unbeli evers to aakt 
their first act of f i fth. The Evangeltsts purpose ts 
to touch tht heart of hfs h11rer1 and turn them to God. 

lut ,uth nttd• to bt con,t4ntly ~tntwtd. 

Tht convtuion o, ou~ ht4Jt..U And •ind to God u not 
•omtthing that kapptn• onct 4nd ,o~ All. Jt i• 
,omtthing th4t ~u•t 90 on in uA daUy. 

EXPRESS IN SOME WAY YOU~ OWN •EVANGELISATION• IMAGE. 
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[Act iv ax t l 

lt!VIEWING TH! ~OLE OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN CATHOLIC 8CBOOLI 

Th• religiou• iftf1uenc• of• Catholic 1chool on 
it1 pupil• ha• alway• been prominent in th• rational• for 
Catholic •chool• in Au•tralia sine• their b•giMing• 
laat c•ntury. Thi• ii •till true today. However, 
Catholic achool• and •ducation have changed •o much over 
the yeara, •• ha• th• Auatralian Catholic culture. 
Becau•a of thi• change there 11 a continuing need to 
consider what are the beat thing• to 4o to pr01110te the 
religious purpoaea of Catholic schools. 

The Catholic achool i• expected to play a role in 
handing on the Catholic faith tradition to its pupils. 

rienee 
a 

uence is 
secondary to that of the f.amily and the local church. 

The Catholic school, of course, i• but one of ,a, 
JWmJ;>er of institutions that contribute to the church's 
ministry. The problems that Catholic& sometimes try to 
solve within religious education in the ■chool may only 
be soluble within the larger context of the church. 
For example - the decline in attendance at Sunday mass. 
Too much may be expected of religious education in the 
school. Should it try to meet needs which are more 
appropriately met in, say, a parish youth group? 

If there is too much dependence on the Catholic 
school to eater for all aspects of a young person's 
religious needs and religious practices, then the 
development of the parish as the centre of the church's 
ministry to young people can be neglected. 

How effective is the religious influence of Catholic 
schools? Considerable research has been done on this 
question in Australia during the last decade. The 
results have been quite positive. However, there remains 
some uncertainty in the Catholic community about just 
what to expect of its schools as far as religious influence 
is concerned. Hence, before the effectiveness of 
Catholic schools can be assessed, there must be a clear 
idea of what should be reasonably expected of the schools 
and of religious education in particular. 

How effective are Catholic families and Catholic 
parishes in handing on the faith? This question must 
also be considered when looking at the effectiveness 
of rel.igious education in Catholic schools. The school 
is most effective when it supports a religious life in 
young people which is generated and nurtured in the home 
and local church. A decline in the religious atrnospher~ 
in Catholic homes and pariahes than it is by faulty 
religious education in . Catholic •chools. 
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[Activity s ) 

1.2 CATKHESIS 
The definitive aim of ntechttsis is 

lo put ~ pie not onty in touch but In communion, In Intimacy, with 
Jesus Christ: only he nn read us to the love of the Father in the Spirit 
and make us share in the fife of the Holy Trinity (Cl S). 

Evangelization, which seeks to bring the Good News to the whole of humanity so that all may live 
by it, comprises several elements. Catechesis is one such element (CT 18). utechesis is identifi-

ably different from, but is complementary to, that work of enngelilltion which Is directed to the 
non-Christian, as well .as to the non-prKtising or to the purely nomin.l Christian. 
Catechesis, strictly so called, is a dialogue of belie\'ers sharing their faith, "an education of chikf. 
ren, young people and adults in the faith, which includes especially the teKhing of Church doc
trine imp.irted, generally speaking, in an organic and systematic way, with a view to initiating the 
he.arers into the fullness of Christian life". Furthermore, "catechesis is built on a cerwn number 
of elements of the Church's pastoral mission ... the initi.il missionary proclamation of the Q)spel 
... ~ logetics or examination of the reasons for belief, experience of Christian living, ce~ra
tion of the sacraments, integration into the ecclesial community and ~postolic and missionary wit
ness (CT 18). 
All members of the Church, pope, bishops, priests, parents and teachers, are alled upon to be 
concerned with the work of catechesis. The ministry is, therefo re, an int•&r.al part of the Church's 
total pastoral and missionary .ictivity. Diocese, parish, school and family ihould work together to 
prepare a united, clear and appropriate presen~tion of the Christian messqe. 
This document is offered by way of guidance to teachers of re ligion: 

• to support them in their work 
• to encourage them 
• to assess their present programmes and 
• to a.ssist them in future plannin, . 

At the yme time, priests and parents are mvited to use it u a basis for p lanning. This should ma 
ordin.1te efforts and bring about a total co--operative venture. 
It will be clear that catechesis, as understood in the present context, is more than a discipline 
which studies educational and philosophical aspects of religion, or which promotes study of world 
religions, without necessarily calling for a personal commitment. Nonetheless, tN t intellect~I 
information is rightly considered essential to its scope. utechesis, by offering the Cospel mes
sage has, a.s its goal, intimacy with Christ, seeking a personal response of faith. 
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-. . 
( Activity 5 I 

CATECHESIS: AN ELEMENT OF EVANGELI SATJON, 

Extract• from ••• 

1. 

CATECHESI TRADENDAE 

•The definitive aim of C4ttcht4ij i• to put people not 
only in touch but in communion, In intimacy, with 
Jesus Christ.• 

-n.5 

2. •Thia teaching ia not a body of abstract truths. It ia 
the communication of the living mystery of God.• 

3. •c4t2cht4i4 aims .•• at developing understanding of the 
mystery of Chriat in the light of Godt• word. ao that the 
whole of a person'• humanity i■ impregnated by that word.• 

-n.20 

4. • ... At the heart of catecheb~4 we find. in essence. 
A person, the Person of Jesus of Nazareth.• 

5. •The primary and essential object of c4ttche,i, is 
••• 'the mystery fo Christ'. Catechising is ••• to 
lead a person to study this Mystery in ail its 
dimensions.• 

6. •The plurality of methods in cateche,i, can be a sign of 
vitality and ingenuity. In any case, the method chosen 
must ultimately be referred to a law that is fundamental 
for the whole of the Church's life: the law of fidelity 
to God and of fidelity to man in a single loving attitude.• 

-n.55 

7. • cateche4i~ does not consist merely in the teaching 
of doctrine.• -n.33 
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. 1 Aotivitx • 1 -' . 

C.techesia a trictly • peaking is a dialogue of believers 

• haring their faith. By offering the Gospel message it 

baa as its goal intimacy with Christ, leading to a personal 

response of faith. 

The main aim of catechesis mus t be to encourage pupils to 

respond to J e sus and all he has r evealed~ not only peraonally 

but a l•o a s part of the living c 011111unity. 
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5i• .+atur.11\ls •'•"f coftchu ;, • • tli1l1.9ue. ,I ..i;,v,ra 
•"•ring """ r loi#t. 

Ji. IOM( SHOULD ll fll Clluia ,,.,, n,,,.,r#IU ., tOMIAIJIIIN • 

•• 

2. 

J. 

5. 
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[ Activity t 1 

1.J GOALS Of CA TKHESIS 
The essential goal of religious ~uu tlon in the Catholic school is to encourage and uslst children 
in their growth to Christian maturity, tMt Is, the development of educated Catholics, persont 
who, after reflection, freely commit themsefves to Christ in the Church. 
The Catholic so educatrd will have-; 

• an ability to pray and to puticipate in the liturgy · 
• 1 thoughtful understanding of the sources of revelation, scripture, tradition and Church 

teachin1 
• a faith-giving relationship with other people 
• 1 Christian morality, develo~d with the Church community and liYed II an e llpression of 

love of Q>d . 
• an ability to t ranslate faith into Christian attitudes in daily life in ~ sponse to the signs of the 

time (C 51). 
The ~hievement of these aims will de~nd, to a great exte nt, on the wlHingness and openness of the 
growing child to recei~e and respond to the invitation of Cod made through the teaching Church. 
In preparing, offering and evaluatin1 catechetlcal work, the catechist is guided by a double princi
ple: faithfuJness to God and faithfulness to man (GCO 34). It is important that all teachers of re
lig ion be aware of, and have made their own, the message revealed by God through Jesus Christ 
and his Church. At the same time, the presentation of that message must take into consideration the. 
particular needs and background of the persons to whom the me$Yl e is announced (REF SC). 
The sensiti~ teacher will be aware that, with tome children in the dus, initial evanp liution has not 
taken place, even though they ha~ bffn tNptittd. Some children may not even~ been baptized, 
while others, whose families represent true living Christian communities, will have begun their 
;ou~ in fa ith. 
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I Activit)' t j IUMMARY 

A• a result o f our review of han9eliaation and 
Cat echeai a , • N li•v• ... 

FURTHER R E A D I N C 

•sH.ARING THE LIGHT OF FAITH• National Cat echetical Directory 
for Catholics of the United States, 1979, especially: 
Chapter II 'The Cateehetieal Mini stry of the Church.' 

•coRNERSToNE• Xevin Nichols, St Paul PUblications 1978, 
especially: Chapter I 'Words and Meanings•. 

Chapter 7 'The Content of Catechesis'. 

Chapter 8 • The Way Ahead' • 

MISSION ANI> JUSTICE SUPPORT STATEMENT No. I, 
•Mission ana Justice Perspective• 198 • 
especially: Pages 34 ff. 
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eoDULE Q N E 

LEADER'S ACTIVITY SHEET 

EVANGELISATIOR AND CATECHESlS 

A Reflection from Chapte r 1 of Journey In Faith 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• comfortable environment 
• Butchers' paper/textas 

cardboard/Blue Tac/Drawing 
Pina 

• Video 

• Module sheets for each 
participant. 

In this module we aim to better understand and appreciate 
the two major concepts of Chapter One - EVANGELISATION and 
CATECHESIS . We feel these are two crucial i deas for teachers 
to understand because they will thereby plan programs more 
in tone with the pastoral reality existing in their schools 
today. The module could take three or four sessions each 
of an hour and an hour and a half. 

WHO MAY 

* teachers 
• clergy 

PARTICIPATE 

* parents 

* Ancilliary 
staff 

• others 

DIRECTIONS FOR GROuP LEADER 

l SESSION ONE 

Activity 1 

Pagel 

Complete the •heet - •This Particular 
Group of Children is Unique- - do this 
individually or with another, than •hare 
your ideas with the rest of the group. 
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Activity 2 

Activity 3 

/ Activity 4 

SESSION TBBEE I 
Activity 5 

Activity 6 

5ESSION FPYB 

Activity 7 

Activity 8 
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u 

Pl•••• atudy page• 2,3,4, 
Evangelh ation. 

on 

Go to page 5. Take a vhile to t a lk 
about vhat you have r ead . Then complete 
the •Evange li1ation• iaa9e box. Share 
thi• with others •. 

Using •ome of th• factors which emerged 
from Activity 1 and our clearer 
understanding of the word •Evangeliaation•, 
read the following extract. Page 6 
What ia your response to thia a rticle? 

Please read pages 7,8,9 on Catechesis. 

Page 10 . 
Distribute the sheet •six statements about 
Catechesis• . Ask them to write (in their 
own words ) aix statements about catechesis. 
You may like to suqgest the following 
as a satnple statement - •some should 
be the child'& first experience of 
community.• 
Collect the sheets, 4isca~d duplicate 
s tat ements. Transfer to coloured cards, 
or butchers' paper. Group the cards 
around a card headed •Aspects of 
Catechesis•, which will aerve as a focus. 
Post on the staff room wall. Take them 
down after a week. 

(optional) 

Show the video •stay Close•. 
Explain that the video was made to be 
ahown to groups of parents,clergy and 
teachers to help them recogniae ■ome of 
the opportunities for catechesis or 
qrowth in faith which can happen as 
children interact with their e nvironment. 

Talk about ideas aris ing from the video. 
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Activity t 
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iii 

••9e• 11 and 12 
aead the paragraph •c;oal• of Catech••i•• • 
Jn r eflecting on your eituation and 
your previoua ■tatament■ , ccmpl • t • t.h• 
Summary ■tataent abeet. 
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IMPLEMENTING 
JOURNEY IN FAITH 

CA .TECH ES IS I N A C H A N 6 J H G ~ 0 R L D 

(A REFLECTION UPON CHAPTER 2 OF JOURNEY JN FAITH) 

In t:his 

• 
UNIT you are invited t:o 

do some background reading about 
SOCIETY, CHURCH, and CHANGE. 

• fon1ulate • school statement about 
th• •ocial, local and Church dimensions 
influencin9 your planning of the 
Reli9ioua Education Program. 
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/A/A 

.. 
Cat ech••i • a lway• happen• vithin the context of the vorl4 
in which v• live , our own particular •ociety and the church 
•• it i • in our tim•• • 

What are the feature• of 
• our world 
• our country 
• th• church 

that have an effect on ourselves , the children 
we teach and the immediate community in which 
our school i • aituated? 

Our answers will very much determine what ve plan to do 
in religioua education in our school. 

Activity 1 

Please read Chapter 2 of •Journey in Faith• as a preparation 
for this session. 

Discus• ideas that have arisen. 
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ACTIVITY 5 DISCUSSION 

Aa a result of our review of changes in the Austral ian 

Church, ve believe that the following local factors 

do a ffect our planning df the R.E. Program: 

--
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PRESENTATION OP 
fORTHER ASPECTS 

Th• group leader will now present an Audio Tape 
and aome alide• which might add 
to your reflectiona. 

There are four aectiona for you to think about.You 
aay only be interested in listening to one or two 
parts.Feel free t.o ignore the othera. 

1. THE AUSTRALIAN PARISH HOW DID IT GET THAT WAY? 
FR TOM BOLAND speaking to the Australian Priest•• 
Conference In 1980. His objective was to explain how 
present parish structures came to be tbe way they are. If 
that model suited the Australian Church then what element• 
need to be retained or discarded and what new ideas need 
to be introduced to achieve •pastoral intimacy• or the 
creation of the type of Church needed today. 

I SLIDE l. Pojding 2. Horse - 3. ChU,!Ch 

2. THE AUSTRALIAN CHURCH AS A LOCAL CHURCH 
FR CYRIL HALLY SSC 

4. Shed 

Who are the people who form the Australian Church? What 
·~re the issues confr~ing us? In what areas can we as 
Church make a contribution7 

SLIDE 1. Landscape 2. Aboriginal 
Girl 

l. THE COMING OF THE THIRD CHURCH 
FR CYRIL HALLY SSC 

3. Children 

If most of the Catholics of the world are poor, ignorant 
through lack of educational opportunities and oppressed 
socially and politically, what does this mean for us here in 
Australia? 

SLIDE l. Mother 2. Wi~e l. Refugees 4. Books 

4. OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE AUSTRALIAN CHURCH IN THE BO's. 
BISHOP BEDE HEATHER 

Bishop Heather suggests 3 major problems confronting the 
Australian Church. Do they reflect our experience, if ao 
how are we coping with or working to overcome them? If there 
are other more pressing problems, what are they and do you 
have ideas of how they could be addressed? 

SLIDE 1. Girl thinking 2. Grandfather 3. 
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lictlyltv ) J 
Aa a ae1ul~ of our aeviw of A"8tre1ian Church ancl society w 

believe, that in plannin_9 our 1teU9iou1 Sducation Pr09r u, we 

au•t ••••••••• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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, WAnt -lo kraow 1t10,e abDMt-: 
ifae Aush-nUan Church 

ihe.n -,... now ~--

DISCUSSION SESSIONS (Highly Recol!lfflended) 

• Catholic Adult Education Centre, Sydney, A Cc,mmunity 
Called Church. 

•• 

• Catholic Adult Education Association, Melbourne, 1983, 
Towards Adult Faith, (esp. Section 1: Today is a New World) 

Some suggested reading for those interested. 

BOOKS 

• Campion, E, Rockchoppers, Penguin. 

• Hamilton, Andrew, What's Been Happening to R.E. in Australia? 
Dove Publications, Melbourne. 

• Wilson, Bruce, Can God Survive In Australia? 
Albatross, 1983. 

• Hinton, Vaughan, Bein~ Christian in Australia. 
Joint Board of Christian Educa~ion, 1983 . 

• Santleben, D, In The BegiMing was the Catechism • 
NPI, 1983. 
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IMPLEMENTING 
JOURNEY _IN FAITH 

REL I GI OU s EDUC A I.IO N I N 

C A T H O L I C SCH OOL S 

(A discussion paper for parents, priests, and teachers 

on the role of Religious Education in Catholic Schools) 

In this UNIT, participants should be helped to reflect 
and review the purposes of Religious Education in 
Catholic Schools. 



REllCJOUS 11:U:ATICH JN CAnG.lC S0CD.S 
• 

A dbcuulon paper for par.,,t, , prlHb CNI t .ochera on the role of r eligious 

educotlon 1n Catholic Khoob 

Jntrocl.iction 

When Cotholi~• ask themselves t he question why do • ha¥e Catholic achoo.la, 

the words 'faith• ond 'nHgioua education ' usually appear 1n the on,..,.,. l ut 

just how b faith influenced by r e U gioua • cation? Ho. do clossrOOfll religion 

l essons cont,.ibute to the religious growth of young pecple? 

Thi" dbcussion paper hos be-en praporl'd to guide reflection on such ques• 

tions ond to help review the purposes of ,..Ugioua education 1n Catholic Khools; 

lt is offered oa o atimulus for thousitlt Cll'ld discussion cibout religious .cfucation, 

The paper 1s not an official slohment of policy by authorities 1n Australian 

Catholic Education. Nor does it offer fonal guideline,. It does, ho.ever, lwk 

en practices and it i dentifies prablans 1n an attanpt to open • the discussion 

of the purposes of religious education. 

Indiviaual Catholics, be they priesis, parents, teoc:hers or P"Pils .flGY have 

different upectcrtions of religious education. This papu aay t.lp r eaders pin

point cn:t talk about sud, dl ff erw,c:es. This can be dane 1n the U sttt OT a broad 

picture of what hcne, parish and sc:hool can contribute !o the religious develapasit 

of young pe<ipl e . 

Following the aa1n text, there is a series of questions and structured 

exercises for guiding indivicbal reflection or group dbcussion. A.s well os 

rroviding B10terial for i.ndlvi<bll reading, tt. paper can be used flexibly by 

groups for a single stiJay/discussion session or for o series of aeeti~s. Varioua 

colbinatiGN of parents, t eachers, prlesb end pupils_,., be able to ... t to woric 

throu;h the .:,terial together. 

The ted can be read without any need to consult the nulllbend not••· TheM 

haft been included at t he end of the paper for t he benef~t of those ~ whh to 

follow • references in aor• detail. 
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In looacl ng ot HUgloua education thh ,.er •ill tlve apectol atlenU on 

to the following que1t1-,. ,-

• 'hit • • NIN of the pleoaing devel opNnb 1n r eligloua educotion 

In Catholic lchool 1T 

• W,y • .. .,..c;t to reflect on the role of r ellgloua education 1n 

Cothol!c 1ehool1? 
. . 

• 'hit Cll'e the probl• areas end how can ~ se problems be Interpre t ed? 

• llhat are the aui1 of religious education and how do they contribute 

to the caw of Catholic schools? 

1. Pleasing developments 1n religious education 

A feature of Hliglous ecllcotlon In Catholic pr.laary Khools b the hc:ae

Khool-,,arbh co-aperaU.on 1n aoumnentol progrc:as. Considerable pcuent involve

..,t 11 often evi dent 1n the way children are prepared for first reception of 

Reconciliotion and Euc.harbt. 

There ls usually o close relationship between the Catholic prhary school 

O"td the local perish cormunity. This 11 IIIUCh aore difficult to achieve in the 

lorge secondary schools 'llhic:h draw 1)14)ils f'ra across ..,Y parishes. 

Alt eq,hasb on learning f:low to participate 1n the liturgy and attention glven 

to both lndlvici,al O"td ccnaunal prayer Cll'e olso prallllnent features of religious 

education 1n prlauy schools. t.lc>re attention ls being given to the Bible. The 

pres.ice of recent graduates fr0111 Catholic teacher training institutions is hoving 

o beneficial effect on the t eaching of religion in the primary school. 

Another feature of priaary religious ewc:otion ls the eoq,arative wealth 

of printed and oudlo-visual resources thot are CNOilable for use at this level. 

lhb includes the recent AustraliG"\ series, ChJJdren or tbe ltingdoa. 1 

hcause priacary school t eochers usually have the~ class thr~t the 

rear, they have greater scope for developi ng a sense of connunity ond identity 

Jn the closs; they oho f'ind 1t easier to integrate Hligious education with 

other parts of the curriculuni. 

A focus on the llble, prayer ond liturgy ls al•o evident in religlou• eo,ca

Uan in Catholic secondor)' 1chooh. At this l evel, o wide wriet)' of approaches 
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. . 
audlo-Ybuob, .,.,t lectur•, a,d aoc1al Mrvlc• wcperlenc:e. 

. . 
Dirlng t t. lut tw decodes, .,cf, att.,Uon hos been glv.n to the dis• 

~11ion of ~ lb' ;1..,. and e,cped enc:e. Recentlr, th.re t.,e bNr'I ,_ 

lncilcations ., r•• .. d Jriter .. t Jri o • re Mriou• •tudr of n 11glan Jri the 

NCOndory tchool. Qw tis,,., thb u end hcas beer, the accredUaU.on of n Ugi.oft 
. . . 

oa ~ CIA)rov-9 1tudy Sn o number of Catholic schoolt. Ir\ saae Au1uaUan s tates. 

there ls a ..rtdc:ulatlan 1eYel course In n U giou1 atudles for 1tudenb In 

,-on 11 mid 12. 

The prClllinel'lt ploct givan to n u ecrts or nllgious CCIIIPS ls a distinr:Uft 
. . . 

feature of'-re1Joiou1 9lilcotion Jri C.athoUc Mc:onclmr achaolt. The cmm,nity-

ari.,t ed ~ re of o ·u.,._s,, ~te ..... to •~ possib1liUe1 for 

~ octi;iUes, n n eeuan, prayer ~ Ub,rgr. Another notable trend 1n 
. . . 

secondary nligious ed.lcotion hos been an increasing pr~• or the thenas 

or social justice and peoce. The NoUanal Mlsslonary Council has deviel~ 

o series or teoc:hers• booklets and ossodoted lnservir:. progf"CIIIIS on sod.al 

J~~Uce to assist teac:hers.2 -
. . . 

2. Revl..-1.ng the role of religious adur:ation 1n Cotholic lfflOOls 
. . 

The nUgious Influence or o Catholic school o, lb ~ils hos ol..ays 

bean pr'(ffliner,t 1n the raUGl'IOle for Catholic schaols 1n Austrolio since their 
. . 

begim1ngs last c.,tury. This ls still trve today. How.var, Catholic 

schools and eci,C'3tlon ~ d,angad so a,ch over the ,-on, as hos the Aushal.l.o, 

. . 
Catholic culture. Bec:ouse of this c:to,ge there b o C'Clll'ltinuing need to seord, 

for acre effectlYe ways of prcnot.in; the religious purposes of Catholic 

schools.· 

The Catholic school is e,ipected to pla, a role In ta,ding Cll'I the Catholic 

faith tradition to its pupils . However, the r eloUonship between tha school 

e ,cperlenc• mid the personal reUglous fal th or tlw pupil 11 a wrry ~l• 

ON. The schc-ol •• religious lrifl1.1enc:. ls secondary to that of the fcnUy 

and t he local church. Also, PNr groups and culturally co,,ditiorled VIUYel 
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-, strongly lntlueMe the rellglou• outloalc f//t ~ peopl e . 

Gi~en the ~adou1 n llglou• S...'1uenc:H on routh, there b o need 

to detefflllM what b t he 11101t appropriate role for the school, Cl"d within 

that, what b the aost appropriate task for rellglou1 eGJcaU.on. 

lften the purposes of rellglous ecM:Otlon In Catholic schools are being 

~ 1....d, one of the d1''1cultl•• ta be toced II the rich variety or appr oaches 

thot are c11rr.,tly being used. So ID"I)' dlff'er.,t things ~ be done 1n t he 

clasuOOII teoching of rellglan, and 1n prayer, liturgy, retreats, social octlon, 

c.,d voluntary religious groups. However, there ls IOll'letlllles uncertainty about 

.tlOt is the !!!!!, thing to do 1n the clossr00nt. 

Whi le 1IIUdl could be wdtt., about the good and succeasf11l things 

that are being do,,. 1n religlou1 -,cation 1n Cotholic Khools, 3 

this discussion pcipel' will give ~ial attention to interpreting the 

problems that occur. This 111ay help show why religion classes have a poor 1mc,ge 

in the eyes of 1113"1Y pupils and e>(-pupils, and why religion teachers IIO}' find 

their work very difficult. A better llftderstanding of the problems can be a 

.aluable first step 1n t he lfff)rov__,t of religious education. 

Use of this discussion paper 1110)' help readers recog,ise the ~ led ty 

of religious education. In tum, clearer ideas about the purposes of religious 

education ca, help refine the aims of Catholic schools. 

The Catholic school, of course, is but one of a number af institutions that 

contribute to the church• s ainlstrr. The prcbl 8ffll that Catholics soneti.ines 

try to solve within religious edueotion 1n the school inc,y only be soluble within 

the larger c:onted of the church; ror exClll)le, the decline in ottencblce at 

Sunday mass. · Too 1111.1c:h -,y be expected of r•llgious education 1n the school. 

Should 1t try to meet needs which ore more appropriately niet in, say, a parish 

,._,th group'l 

If there b too 11Uch depeudence on the Catholic school to cater for all 

aspect• of a young person's religious .needs ond religious proctlce1, then the 

__,.1opnw1t of t he parish os t he centre of the church'• lllinlstry to young people 
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oan be neglected. 

How • ftecUvw b the reUgiou1 Wlu.nce., CothDUc IChooht 

Co,,aiderabl• n 1ec,rch hal bN,, done on thu .,e1t1on l,t AuttraUo dllrlng the 

last decode .4 n. result. hove be-, 411te pollUve. Hawwr, thera r lfflGlns 

..,. uncertainty '" the CothDUc COIIIUl!ty abollt Just what to upec:t of lb 

ac:hools oa far• nligiou1 Inf~ la concerned. tt.nce, before the efrectlw

nus or Catholic schools ca, be asse1Md, then ...,.t be a clear Idea of ,-hot 

ahould be nosanably expect ed of the schools 1n ganeral and or n liglous ed,co

U on In porUculw. 

How 1ucce11f 111 are Catholic fCllliliu and Catholic: parb'-s In handing on 
. . 

the faith? This .,.stion aJst cwo be cc,,ddered __, 1ooldng at t ._ eff.c-
-. 

U YWleH or nliglous •coUon In Catholic_ sc:hoob. The school does aost 

for lb Plo,)ils .._. It aupports a r.14lou1 lJ.f'e which ls genercted and 

nurturttd In the hoffle o,d local church. A decline In ~ hoUc: religlou1 proctic:e 

ls ftlch acre likely to be caused by o decline Jn the religious atmosphere .Ill 

Catholic hcllles and parishes Ua, 1t ls by faulty religious education In Catholic: 

schools.' 

3. Lookina at the probla,ns Jn religious eoicotion 

Most or the d1fficulUes teoc:he·rs hc:Ne with religious dlc:otion 1n Catholic 

achc,ols an In the • dassrocn teoc:h1ng • port of tht process. Areas like 

retreats, liturgy, prayer and IOC:Z"CIIW'tal progrmis are not ., difficult, 

possibly becaJse teochers are ., ... clear 1n their own minds about what should 

be done. 

The following 1s o list of problems and difflc:ultles that are experiencad 

ao1nly In secondary religious educaUor,. Or, the lfhole, t here are f...,.r p~ 

ble111S l.ri · primary religious educat lan • 
. . 

(a) Expectinq too 1111d, fro,i rdipious educatio,, . Too 1111,1d, cc., 

be expected or classrOCIII religious education .Ill the way of deve

l oplnQ lrl pupils personal fa1 th, 1Gral val..,es. habl ts or prayer 

and rdlglous proctlce1. The clourOOIII has lillli t ed pouibili ties 

for lnrluencing these personal aspects of youna pe~l•'•U..,., because 
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1t 1• priaar111 o ton1Dl t eochi ng/leorning •it"°tian •re the 

~•1•·1• an lcnowledge. 

(b) Confudna the context. Teacher • .,,, not rK09NH that 

practice• which are approprlote crld aucce1sful 1" retreats or 1ft 

voluntary ,..ligiou• groups my not be M suitabl e tor the CGlfl>Ubol')' 

rellglon clau . 

(c) Negl ect of pupil interest cnf needs. Rel1glou• ecllc:otlon m)' 

hove cont.,t which pupils fNl has no bearing on their ~ nonal 

livH. The content -,y be regarded br pupils os not 'relewnt' 

(d) Pressure on pupils to chclr,ge their attitudes. In their 

arudety to develop pupils' parsonal faith and religious attitudes, 

t eochers -,y put too 11111ch psychological pressc.re on pupils to 

respond 1n ways that are quite ~rsanal and which reveal their 

own belief's and values. Pupils IIICI)' be unresponsive if they feel 

that the teacher is trying to change their attitudes. Pupils aay 

perceive the religion class as a 'sermon' eJiorting thaw to ~ 

rother than os an open,l.nquiring study of religion. 

(e) Neglect or religious knowledge. There 1s o danger that an 

over~ b of dbcussicn of pupils• e,cpedm,ce con leave them with 

deficient knowledge or their own faith trodi.Uon and of religion 

generally. 

(f) Poor status of religion os o subject. Religion ,my be f)ftr

ceived by pupils and staff' os o subject which does not 'count' 

in ~rison with other subjects. Religion~• to have little 

¥Glue for 9111plo,.,,_,t purposes. Religion classes ca, be r~ded aa 

a wast e of t inle; pupils Illa)' suggest thot the time could be used 

aore effectively on other aubJec:h. 

(g ) Neqotive attitudes of pt.plls to religion and religious education. 

A CClll'l)lex Ht or factors influences young people ' • attitudes ta 

nligion and religious ~ cotion: The odolHcent • • devel op1Nntal 
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• 1. 

Med for _,t OftOIIIY 91d identity ca, 1eod to negothe fNUnp 

about the rHtr1ct1on• of haN, church o,d Khool1 pupil, _,, be 

pwtlculorl)' ..-.11th• about the -, religion sq ha .... been 'forced' 

onto thlllt ot ac:hool; puplu -,, Mt e-,-rience o pnuine frNdoni to 

• •lore r.Ugiou1 11111H openly 1n nllgiou1 eo,cciU on; pupils _,, 

be dllsatbf l ed •1th voguene11 Gft the part of religion teocheu; 

pupils a:iy show G aariced unril.1J.,v-s1 to ~ 1n Cln)' MdOUI 

effOl't and study 1n religion dmMS. 

Alt honest appreciaUan of prab1- Uk• thoN noted above can be vcluable 

.._,. 1t coaes to plcnung .t..prov_,b Jn religious edl.,c:otion. 

4. Cladfyina the purposes of reUpious eo.,caUon 

Here and there S.,, the prcbl ... considered above one ca, p1'1)01nt a r.curring 

cllfflculty - how appropriate ore the teachers ' upectotions of what they lhould ..,. 
do 1n tha clasuOOftl and how appropriate -· their upectatians of 1M .l pupiu 

should respond? One way of looking into this difficulty 1s to consider how 

the teoc:har aight 'teach' nligion 1n the clauroca. How does this contrast 

• 1th other ways 1n which young peep le ore ' ~ t • religian? 

(o) Whot 1t ..ans 'to teach' • 

Differ.,t MG"\ings con be attached to the word ' teaching'. People 

ore quite fcm1liOI' with the ideo of •acbool-t.•cb..in9'. This type of teaching 

brings to a1nd the prof'euional. school teacher, the classroom, o curriculi.a 

with literary and audio-visual resources, tutboGks, ocadenJ.c study skilu 

such as r eading writing and disc:ussion, hameworlc and assig,ne,ts, tests and 

assessment, etc:. The aain f'oc:us of school-teac:hing is on intellectual 

knowl edge, eYWi though 1t will olso be concerned with the edu=tion of pupils' 

amotions and • 1th the learning of a varlet:, of skills. 

In add1 Uon to school-teaching, there ls cw, even more funcbnent.al type of 

teoch.lng that calls for recognition ond appredotion. It 1s proctited by aost 

people, parUculorly parents, and 1t ls not rHtrlc:ted to a forwial classroca 

s ituation; lt does not require the professional qualifications of s chool 

t eoc:hers. 
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Condder the following eJ&C1111>l H of W1 dHferent Und of teochl ngs• 

• par.,t, teoc:hlng a chUd hone•t11 

• parent. teoch.lng o child core for the e l derl11 

• par.,b teochlng o chUd bellef in God; 

• par.,b t eoching o child to pray; 

• o podlh c~ty t .achlng o child o HnH of bel ~ing 

to the church; 

• o pori■h t eoching a child how to worship. 

"nils t ype of t eoch.lng, which can be coiled •r..i.i,,-tHch.Lng •, does not 

involve ocodM.lc learning, t ext-books, study and writing; 1t dapeuds very -,ch 

on the quality of the fcnlly .r•~tionships and not on the type or teoche~-1>uP1l 

interoctlons that are typlcol of clouroaas. Fmd.ly-t.aching does not require 

an ocadeiuc cuniculua; 1t occurs 1n all types of fmdly situations; 1th 

based 1110re on aodelling, personal sharing and offinnotion and not so auch on 

fonnal instruction. 

It 11 1n the sense of f'amily-teoching thot the Oiurch and aany contlll'f)Oraty 

societies stote that- parents are the prime educators of' their childr-,; 6 

obo ~lied ls the porenh • overall responsibility for the edu_caUon their 

children should receive through school-teodu.ng. 

lilhat o child learns (or foils to learn) through fam1ly-teoching in the 

hoi,,e CS1d parish ca1111Unity cainot be adequately substituted for by o school. 

_,Ue a Catholic school should do whot 1t can to enhance the fcaily-teoching 

of hcae ond church, the school as 'school" ls designed to specialise in school

teoching. 

The Church docuinent entitled flH! C.tholJ.c School suggested that •tt,e 

e6JcaUonal value of the Catholic school• 1s Us •r tal reason for 

existing and the basis of Us genuine apostolote (or ldssion·)• •7 Similarly, 

the Australlon bbhcp1 considered that •n,. school'• fundm.ntal preoc:cupatlon 

b the lntegrol formation of young people os cithens through contact with their 

~lture. Religious education Un Catholic schools) -.st be ■Nn in this 

cont • xt , • • •1 
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1ft ketpl "I •1th thl• d ", - .r the apeclol tuk• of the CothoUc tdloe1 

l • to provide the 'achool•t.ach!,. • ef ,-Up on which •111 ~1-,t the ..,.. 

pusonol, fcally-teochl"I ef rel19lo,1 1n the ._ and parish. In foct, the 

school-t.eochJ."1 of religion l a •re aeou.ngf11l and eft'ectl.,. wt.. "4)111 coae 

fr• holle• .tier • the fcaal ly-teoching of reUpon la whol••- a,d .._, they cae 

fr• parbhea where the ..,,e of fGlth ccalM\lty and worship•• vltcal .-,d 

anga;lng. 

ln Ua CCll'mita.nt to the .. ira.re of "4)1la, the CothoUc school should • 

what 1t can u a leamlng =-unity of Chrt.Uo,a to provide o wholesona personal 

ataosphve.' In thb way, the achool •ideaw,ura to do some f caUy-teachlng aa 

..U as lb sdlool-teoching. the Olwrc:11 doc~ t, flse C.tbol.tc Scbool, aphasbec 

the J,.portance or thla ,:ale where 1t suggested that •the sdlool 1a11t be o 

CG1111UNty whan values an ~ coted thr°'9' tha lnterp.rsonal ~ dncer• 

nlationshipa of lb ...,_n•. JO ln th11 aense, the ac:hool strives to U w 

wi th the values of o 'Olrhilan' cmaamity.11 

(b) Confusion of 'school-teaching ' with 'fOftily-teadu.ng' 

Much of the «-udety of Catholics about religious educotion 1n Catholic 

schools cofflH fr• o view of rulp ous education where there 1s not an adequate 

clistincUon mde bet..., the school-teoc:hing of religion and_ 
0

the fonlly-teoc:hit,g 

of religion. The min task of the classroan religion t.ocher 1s to help ~ il• 

acquire knowledge of their faith trodiUon. This knowledge does not of .lbelf 

autClffl0tically generate penonal faith cn:t cCllllld tment. 

Because faith 1s a ¥er)' personol mtter end because 1t 1s regarded as a 

free response to o gift frm God, U the religion teacher should haw the aost 

profound respect for the fi-eedain of P'4)1ls as regards their pote,tial respo-,se 

ln faith.13 the religion teacher'• task is to help pupils becCl!le well 1nfo,-c:t 

about their faith and about reli;ious aatten 1n general. _,.ther this will 

deepen penonal fol th or not b beyond the control of the religion teacher. 

Sona Cathollca aoy expect too a,ch or closarocn religious eo.ication 1n 

the way of fCl'ftlly-t.eaching ; lh.y aay blON t he achool-teachlng of religion for 

• dining 1110sa attendance cn:t for aoral proble111s auch oa pe.nalsaheneu. Thb 
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vlew doe• not recos,dH the natural Ualh to the lftrlu~ thot cloH roo. 

reUglou1 ecl,c.otlon can hove 1n theM •tteu. TheH probl-, ore 1111«:h aor• 

profoundly influenced by factora auch 0 1 haN boc:kground, peer groups, cvlt1.1ral 

expeet0Uon1, and e..,erienc:e 1n the locol churd'I. Knowledge ot religion eru-ld.1 

young people'• rellgioua proctic:•• bllt it doe• not lnevltabl1 ganerate sud, 

practices if they are Wtlolly absent . 

SOMe crltlclSIII of rellglous ecl,cotlon suggests that IKlny c:ont~ rory 

probl.u wlth young Catholic• or• mused by a lade of religious lcnowl edge : for 

eaa,rple , an Inability to recite the ten ..oa11G.di-.,ts or no 'off-by-heart• 

knowl edge of particulat cotechisa answers. llhil• this view does point out the 

nNd for aaintainlng good standorcb of religious Uterocy, lts weakness Ues 

1n the pr••~tlon that knowl edge derl¥ed fro. school-teoching ls equivalent 

to the aore personal • tt•rs of fol th, attU!ldes, values and cmai tn.1t; 1t 

overestimates the capacity of school-teaching for bringing about profound per

sonal changes 1n pupils. 

This cr1tlc1• appears to be portly influenced by anxi•ty over changes in 

society and c:ha11ges in the dwrd,. "1-lile 1110ny of the distinctive features of 

the Australian Catholic sub-culture 1n earlier ~eon have gone or declined (fish 

on Friday, Latin 1n \he -.iss, sodalities, devotion to the rosary, recitation 

of catechi• answers), this does not necessarily mean a decline in Catholic 

~deb. 

This c:.t1Uc1• gives too -,ch illl>ortance to the details of religious 

proctlc• f raa but one period or history and Foils to recognbe thot the Church 

Mek, to adclpt canUnually to respond to the needs of people 1n different 

tlaes. 14 On the other hand, during t iaes of rcpid cultural change, religious 

education should giw ~pedal ott~Uon to the history of Catholic religious 

trodltlcns. Pupils 1.n CothaUc sd,ools ahould be .. 11 acquainted with the 

rec-,t history or their church, particularly the Australian church. 

A dlffer-,t type of probl• occurs where teachers att~t to achieve too 

-,ch 1n the woy or fCIIIIJ. ly-teoc:hlng .tiUe neglecting the type of t eochl ng thot b 

aoat appropriate ln the c:laurooa- school-teoching. 
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and dbcuH 1on or •.-rlence ore Yery approprlota and moningful 1n o retreat 

w • voluntary 1outh F°"P, ..,.. t.oc:hera 11C1J try too hard to od\leve thb t n,e 

ef lntH'oction ln the cloHroca. Leaming rellg.lon thr~ reod.lng, wrlt1"8, 

CR1l)'1lng and dbcuHlng content 11C1J be neglected. P14»U1 can find thot an 

..,_, ~ •b of t he clbcuulon or eaperienc:e lades chollenge and H riou1nu1 

llhen ~ed with .t.at ii d&ww 1n other 1ubJects; puplh IG)' oho find the 

constant foe.us on their atUtudu and penonol _responsu ., aff'ront to theu 

~ r•onal pri¥Oey.1' 
There b o need to ochieve balance 1n claauooa rel1;1ou• edllcation, g.lvi"9 

adequate attention to cont ent while allowing for ottentian to the pupi h • 

interests and -.,ut1ona. lllhil • odequote attention needs to be g1.,., to the 

uperi -,ce of pupils and to cont..porary aorol probl .. , the church"• dc:h 

trodJ. U ans 1n theol ogy, 1crlpt11re and religious prac:Uces .tlould have o prcninen' 

ploce u content. 

(c) Teochlng reUglon as a subject. 

The Church doc:inent , 2"l» C.tbolic Scbool, c:onddered that reUglan should 

t,ove o .central place 1n the school cr.d o perrnect.ing influence on its Uf'e 

and ~ld not be restricted to the role of being just an acadamic sllbject 

l.1ke other subjects.17 This does not..., that the school-teoching or· reUgion . . 
~ ld be done with Gn)' less thoroustw,us, academJ.c chcallenge GI' professionali• 

than 1n other subjects; nrthet , 1t suugests that 1n addi tian to the teaching 

of reUglan as a subject, then should be apportunities for prayer and celebra4..i1 

of liturgy . Furthe.more, trvly Christian values should be evident 1n the woys 

pupils end t eachers are treated 1n the school. 

Because the teac:hing of' religion IG)' be r egarded poorly by both pypil.s 

and teachers 1n CothoUc schools, ..,.ry effort should be -,de to inprove 1 ts 

ocodafflic 1tat111. Hence, it would '""' • suable that the 'Khool-teoching 1 

of r eligion be treated as a school subject 0'1d that t eachers inake uH or the 

best teoc:hlng, l ea.ming and oues-,,t proc.dures that are GYCilable. Similarly 

the stab occreditotion of' r eU gion 01 o subj ect ln the school curricul'-"" can 

be r egar ded as o posit1¥e 1t-s, . 
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s- teachen and pol'enh oH ~erto!ft about llhether the t eoc:J,ing ef reU• 

flan wUh tha MIN N rlousneH a1 in other tubJecb 11 a dedrable IIIOYe. The1 

_,, prefer to ... n U glon cloH aa an 'olternoUYe' to ocodeic •ubJecta. Thia 

dft f avoun the idea of religion claH 01 a U• for 'low-key' dbcu11ion11 

H _,, !llipl)' that a Ndou• 1tvdy of religion deal• olaoat exclullvely with 

e stroct rellglou1 knowledge while a dbcu11lon-od -,ted approoch deob wi th 

pupib' ottltude•; it oft., focuH 1 on topic• llhich ~ to be of 1-diot• 

lnterHt w personal relevance to SNPlb; 1t tend.a to avoid the uN of 1tudy 

t ed-1l ques, osslgr-,ts and osses_,t of worlc . Wdle SNPil discu1dons .hove 

educotlonal value, there b a dangU' thot excessiYe use of the approach noted 

ln this parogrcph wry l ead to pupil•' 1Ning reUglon class os a wast• of t i.. -

• an oct1v1ty of Uttl• ~ r tance ond uMfulnes1. 

On the contrary, o stlldy of religion which • igoges pup1l1 wl th the so. 

level of challange 1n learning/study techniques os 1n other subjects can be 

quite pcpular with young people in Catholic secondary schools.11 h r• there 

is an opM, inquiring study of reUgian, the focus on c:ont-,t (ond not on 

pupils' attitudes or faith) can create the very f'reedcn pupils need to reflect 

on and discuss their own views openly. In fact, the discussions 1n theH c:ir

CUNtances eon be.,,.. lively and less threat9"1ng than those which occur in the 

cipprooch described in the previous paragrcph. ln that cose the pupils• personal 

contribution were both the 11101n cont.nt crid process of the lesson. 

Historically, there is Uttle evidence to suggest thot religious education 

in Catholic schools 1n recent years ho.s suffered frca being 'too ac:odemic'. On the 

ccntrary, one could argue the pres.-,ce of o real need to develop the applicotion of 

d,allenging study skills in relig1ous educ:otion to COffPlement the gains -,de in rec.,

yeors in the way of discussion 111ethods, personal sharing and focus on pupils• experience. 

'9'hile P'4)lls con be e,cpec:ted initially to react ogoinst study, reoding, 

hanework, oss~grwNnts and tests when these are 1ntroclleed to religious educotlon, 

t he P',1)ilt e¥W1tually come to occapt sud, proceo,res as they cio for other 1tl,Jecb 

there 11 l eH difficulty 1' pupils bec:Offle used to such worlc 1n Junior classe s . 

Parent• can be nauund thot a aor• studious approach to religious 
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educotlon 11 very appropriate 1n the clu1roca. 

The IIIOdem clauroca b ,wt 1u1 tad rw uhortaUON or Mraonl • theN 

would have the eUect of tum1"8 the ,-..pi ll .rf religion. 

The r eceftt doc:Y111ent fna the Socnd CongregaU on for CathoUc EdYcaUon 

sugge•b that 1n odd1Uon to faUh-aharJ.ng/prayetf11l oct1v1UH there 1s ca, 

1111partcnt need for the ltudy or religion •ta f oni a part of the curricul1a of 

every Cothollc school• •1' The classroaa 1tlldy of nllgion 11 ~l....,ted by 

pupils' upedence 1n the •re laiportant areas of prayer, liturgy, retreats and 

¥Oluntory c-1. tm.\t Dl'°"PI. 

In line • 1th the abo,,. proposals, the 1ntroc:llcUon of rellgJ.on m on 

accr edit~ year 11-12 MbJect (or eY9n a• on approved study •1th len ocodani1c 

•totus than r egular subjects), 1s a healthy .,,... for ullgious «tucation. 

1h11 orr~t pres!Mlles that the achoo! continues 1 ts postorol provision• 

for prayer, liturgy, retreats c.,d ~ 11 guidance. these areas, of course , 

are not always best catered for 1n a fOffflOl classrocm context. 

However, scne questions need to be resolved at the local level: 

• Should all year 11-12 P'4)ils 1n a Catholic school be eiq,ected 

to study religion as a full subject? 

• Should there be on alternati'ft covrse for thoM wtM> are 

not interested in the accredited subject? 

• Does the cccredi ted sub Ject cover the cont-,t that 1s ~st 

appropriate for the pupils at this age? 

Inevitably, the OYCilabillty of religion starf and the c~leaities of the 

s c:hool tillletable may have an ~rt.ant influence an whether or not an a~credi t ed 

r.Ugi on subject is ~ t. 

(d) The ploc:• of the t eacher'• cOl'l'lllitmenta ln religious education. 

A qu•stlon that scneU.mes worries religion t eochers and which has a '"~ 

-,tol inrluenc• on the way o rel1gi on clan 1s condwcted, b the place that the 

t eoch•r• 1 own belieh c.,d cCllllllitments should have in the classroom t eaching process 
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lirt ~ rtc.,t gui deline .,.. thh have •• glven I»>' , .. John P1111l II In 

C. t .ched fHd•ndH . 20 He rec0111Nnded th,t religion t eoc:heu lhould not ... 

their own •perHnOl oplnlon1 and attitude•• the exclut!ve focua or their teoc:tw,g. 

Also,, he not ed \hot religi on t eachers should not concentrote on try.Lng •to 1ncul• 

cate their own penonal opinion• and option• oa 1f they expreu ed (adequately) 

Oarlat • • teaching and the l easona or hb life•. Thll does not llleQr\ that t eochen 

should rerraln fr• offering their penonol vi• •· Rother,, U 1ugge1b \hot 

the classroom 11 the place r or exploring the dell trodUion1 or the 0-.rdl -

the teacher'• vi• aoy r epresent only one part.lcvlcar appr opriation of thb trodl U on. 

There 1• an onua ~ the teacher to pretent o variety of viewpoints on con

tent when such eabt. For •X0ffl>l • , when considering 1pir1tuality,., religion 

teocher should help P"f)lls explore the d1ff'er.--t styles of 1pirltuality that ex.lat 

in the church today. F11rthemore, the teoc:ners should napect the pcnonol free

dom of pupUs and should not try to iapoH on thaa the teoc:her's own personal 

views. With these principles 1n lalnd, the teacher•• own penonal belief's and 

cGlll!li t.enh can be o \IOll.lOble resource to refer to when teachir,g religJ,on while 

not being the min so,m:e of content. 

the clossrocaa part of religious edllcotion ls primarily for gaining an 

apprec:iation of the church's trodltions; it u not the tu. or ploce for 

teachers to •.JIPO""d only their own personal views. This does not mean, however, 

that there is_no ploce for teoc:hers ond pupils to share personal 1nsiw,ts and ex

pe.riences as they work together 1n seeking to discover truth. Such sharing is or 

great value In n11g1ous eo..c:ation . 111,ot ii to be avoided is an ucl11sive focus 

on the t eacher' • own personal view~. 

<•> How ••t·recu~• 1a religious education In Catholic schools? 

h 1s understandable that Cotholics would be concerned about the '•f'f •ctive

ness' af Catholic schools, considering the '1reat personal and f1ncncial resources 

invested 1n tt... Are CothoUc schools .Jking o dbUnc:tive contribution to the 

lives of young C:Otholics? How ef'f ective la religious education in C.athoU.c 1c:hoou? 

The d1sUncUon .ade bet-..n the rca1l,-teodung of religion and the •chool

t eochl ng of religion can help clotlfy lllhot 11 NOnt by the ' ef'f ecUveneu • of 

rel1glou1 educ:oU.on. There wUl be difreunt crltulo for aueuing th• effecU we

,_,, of the 1chool-teoching of religion fro,a the crlterlo for oa,easlng the 
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(Cllllly-teoc:h1"1 •' r e ligion. 

r or the 1chool-teochJ.ng .r nligion, •••.,.,,.,,t la concerned •1th ,.,,.,u a • 

knowledge and vnden tclndlng .r their nlig10f"I, and not with thelr personal 

reU g1ou• ,a1th and atUtude1. Aues..,_,t procedurH 1Wl« to thoN used 1n 

other subjects (aui~ta, teau etc.) would be ~ r opdate . 

Teachers 1n vodo..11 MCUlar cUsdpllnu claJa a c:Glla\ltawtt to oc:hieving 

'affective' obj.cu,,,.,. They at ras the ocqub1t1on of \'Glues CNS attitudes . 

There nmalns, however, ION amigu1ty about the nature of atUtudea and about 

how they con be lnrluenced 1n the clouroaa. C".ona~ tly, decblona d:>out whldt 

attitudes to encour~ and about ho- atUtudes llli~t be osseued will r wnain diffi

cult prabl91'11S to ruolve . 

~ cansiderotion b gi.,._ to OSM H ing the errectlv_,.H of the 

fClllily-teaching of religion, either 1n the school, the parish or the hclne, there 

are great dlfficultl•• in lcnwing how to aaasure the into,gibles such os personal 

religious faith. Furthennore , it is not possible to detef'llline clearly what each 

agency (heme, parish, school etc.) has contributed to the religious way of life 

of y~ pecple. "1hile the f'reqyenc:y of Sundc,y aiss attencbtce and the frequency 

of soying Pl'Cl)'•rs have been used as .lndicators of the piety of young people, such 

aeasures still hove their l.J.AitoUons lf' they an to be used os aeasu.res of the 

effectiveness of the fcaily-ttlOChlng of religious faith. Also, such ..asu.ru 

do not give -.,ch ..oiingful inf'o.rmaticin Gbout the results of the clourooa t eoching 

of religion. With these pr1nciples in aind, religion t eachers should be in o 

better position to see how they can assess the ef'recUveness of classr-OCD reli

gious education. They should be content to recC9"ise thot the aon persanol side 

of young people"• religion a,st refflllln shrouded in the lll)'stery of their unique 

response to the groc:J.ous -,y-,ts of the Holy Spirit • 

.5. The aims of Catholic schools 

Stot..,,ta of o1lns for Catholic schools usually a:ike prior ass~ tion• about 

what la e.11pec:ted of religious eci;catlon os one of the aoat conaplcu«is of' the 

religious octhl tie s in the ■chool. Often theH GHIMll) tions or■ not recos,,b■d 

or they IIIG)' be unclear . Hence, the wo.rk done in re'1ect1ng on religious .duc:aUon 

in this paper 9111)' be helpful when U COIN■ to f offllUlaUng ouia for CothoUc schools. 
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Since Catholic 1chooh recdv1 1141POrt fr• Stot• 9'd C.11101.weolth gover,-,b 

In th11 country, there b nHd ror .,,ur1ng t.hot thl 1choob •• o volllClble 

con tr ibuUon to AuatroUon educot.lon o.a portneu with the gover,_..tol outhorl U H . 

Pwt of the occountabllUr to the Austrolian ccaeunitr 0 1 o whol e , • "11 oa 

to the Catholic ca1t111Unltr in porticular, require• o clear 1tot__,t or P"l'pO•e• 

fw C.atho11c 1choola. WU.h thb respon1ibU1tr 1n aind, n in the ll~ t of the 

work done In thb pciper on reUglous _.,cation, the (ollowl ng Ht of alas for 

AustroUon Catholic schools ls ofrered fN ccndderoUon and discuulon. While 

these alas do not refu to all aspects of Cothollc education, they draw attention 

lo IOIM 1-portant or~. 

Tilt. C4tltoUc -6Cltool u. M td.u.coti.onal ~ .ipoMOJtul bfl tu ca.thoU.C 

clw.tch to cont-t&a to .tM -6Cltoo.tiJ&s o, !IOCUIS Au.twl'4M, pvtti.cu.la.,t,tJJ tlu>"r. 

•6 .tM Ca.thoUc '4,i.tl& • . Tl&r. doot .6hoid.d ~011-i.dt. & good 1d&,c11Uo11 Ill/MCA •u. 
Ole. .uqu.i.t~ o, t.lt.t. tappll.Opll.U..U. 9ovu~ ~Mitiu llllt.Uc. &lM, ~ 

dtAtl.u9ul t.o tJIJtt U&tD AC.COun.t tht bta.tiJtg tlta.t ~ ~u GIid .tllt CM~ 

64lih a.a.d,it,io" "'4/1 lulvr. 011 educauo,r.. 
21 

The. ca.tAoU..C -6Choot Mould p,rr.ou~t & CDlllp'lthtn.6-ivr. Jtt.Lis.iou.6 tducoUo" wli-id& 

-U laLlp ltoe&nS pe.aptc. be.coat wt.U ~,o~ About."'™ CAtJtoUc 64Uh uadiuo11 

Md. &bou..t ... ~ ... ad 4.e..ti.s.iou.6 ~ 9t.nt.Jl4.t4J, ..a tM.t tlt.e.JJ ..ut bf. -i.J& a. 

ktt.t.t po..u.ian t.o ~e. ""4t. u.U9.iou.6 '4-i.tll 41d pu.cU.cu ai.91t.t colltt..ibute. tJJ 

~ Uvu.22 

Tilt. -6Chool IJ&Duld ~ov~ oppo.tt~n,ltiu ,M ~u IIN1 ~9~• upc.~ 

air. ~.23 'Jt../Jt.ocdd p,r.ov.ide. ~u GIid oppo.t~u ,o-t ~. 
UptUW\g Md ~ pu.60114( '4,i.tJl ~ . ~"1 ~ 4 uo~ 

a-t~.z• 
Tl&o.K .£n Ole. Ca.tlwUc ~ool .MOUl.d tllduvou.t tJJ til.C turd Mo'Odt t.oge.thu u 

a CIIA..utg lhwwtg c~ wh-ich tt-iu t.o u.Ja,,ib.it .thr. qwzl-itiu o, u,, ~ 
,ea tile. Go.,,t • putic&&la~ .d&e. ~it-iu ol bw., , .utdoa, ju4',ia ""'1 pea.er.. 

25 

6 . The Oturch documents and religious education 

The f.lnol part of thb discuuian paper • ill look at the Oiurch doc~tl 

that hov1I o bearing on religious .dvcoUon 1n CothoUr 1c:hoob. 

lill\en 1,ipectaUans for religious education on b, ,g clarified, U helps 
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to k.-p ln lllnd a uHfwl ,tot...,t -,de by the A.11t.ral1Clft lithcip,s 91¥Vy 

1Nt1t11Uon hot lb .., porUC411ot to. ln the • cation .r faith. The tOllc will 

depend on the nature or tht Sn1t1tvUan ••• •26 1h11, - could upec:t that tM 

' Khool • t.oching• of nllgion IIOllld be one of the cll1Uncthe CGr1trlbut1an1 thot 

• Catholic •chool could •• to ,oung people' • OYVG11 nligiou• ecl,cotian. fhl. 

would not neglect poadb111U• • that ac:hool llfe alght orfu fw •faally•t.cad\Sng'. , 

This prlndple needs to be kapt 1n a1nd .._,. lnterpnting what the IIG1n cflllrch 

dDc~b hove to IG)' about religious ecb:ati on ln Catholic ac:hoolt. In daal1ng 

with thanes a.ach as e"°9UIO'Uon, ccrtec:hesh, lnculturotJ.on, al11ion and ld.nistry, 

the O.Urct, doc..-.nb hove addresMd the needs of the whole church - for all 

naUonallUes and age 9"0I.IP•· Hane. 1t ls i..,orta,t for t eachers to detenww 

the type of c~tribuUon that c:an belt be acade b), religious ~ oUon 1n the 

Cot.hollc school, without upecting 1t to do too .,ct, Dr to • what ls aore appro

priately done 1n other c:ontexts. 

The contribution of clossr00111 religious education to eoc:h of these processes 

will be considered briefly. 

Evangelbotion . E~Usation 1s the WUal Ov-isUan chollenge to can-

aider the possibility of re,po,,ding to God ln faith. 27 CrinUnued evangeUsaUon 

or believers challenges th. to an ever deeper sense of conversion and to o acre 

CGl'lftitted faith. The Christian quality or the Catholic school OS a cOlfflUn.lty 

1s likely to hove acre ~ Using 1n'1ue'!Ce than foraal religion classes. 

The school-teoc:htng of nligion, by conce'ltraUng on knowl edge, can mce a llaited 

contribution to •~lisoUon. 

Catechesis. C.otech,esls is voluntary faith-sharing ~Uvity 1n which believvs 

aeet together to foster the deepen.1ng or their faith. The cotechesls of odulb 

1s the principol fonn and aodel of cotechesis while the parish canunity of foith 

ls Us aaln context . 28 There b an ~rtant ploce fDI' cotechesis prapu Sn 

voluntary religious CClllll1 tllent gr-~• in Catholic schools. The c~ltory 

religion class ls not cottchesh, ev9n ~ on occasion U- level or lnterocUon 

J.n this classroom does involve a personal shoring of faith insights . -Religion 

clones are best thought or as o c0111plament to or preparation for catec:hesb, 
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Ju• t 01 the 1t~ et theology , acript11re, 1Jt11rg1, r.U giou1 hh tor, etc. a,, odl,ltt 

I • not cateche1b although cloH l)' reloted to U. 

lnculturatlon. lnculturation r•f•r• to t he clo•• and challenging lntv• 

ocUon bet...,. the Grlltlan ro1th tradition CNt the culture In which 1t eahh 

Will e .lnculturotlon la o ~lex procH1 llfuch pervode1 

the Ure of the O\urch, 1t can be G\ object of study wUhln cloauoca rellgloua 

_.,cation. PupU1 can e-s,lore the way1 1n llhlch Ovbtlan faith and culture 

J.nte roc:t and lnfluanc• eoch other. 

Mission. Mission refen to the OMlrch'a porUcipoUon 1n the .ovlng 11lsaion 

of O\rlat. 30 The C'.othoUc school, llhich b concerned pr1-u'1ly with d>catlonal 

ocUvlUes, exercises a part of the OM.Ire.h's • hdon to young people . ~ l • 1t . . 
b possible to consider SCllft8 ospe,cts of aluion · 1n clasaroca religious education, 

the school itself has onl1 Undted opportunities for engaging pupils 1n SON fora 

of alssionory service to others. 

Ministry. Ministry refers to the funcbe.,tal exercise of °'rlstian core 

for others. The Catholic scnool should be o place where this llllnlstry of care 

ls e,q>erienced. The New Test0111ent and OMlrc:h writings refer too ¥Oeiety of 

a lnhtrles - core, healing, preochlng, teoc:hJ.ng; ainlstry to youth, to fcalliH, 

to the hand.lcQPPed etc. In the Mn Testmient, the alnistry of teaching re ferred 

aainly to the *fClflilrteoching ' cf Christians by other O.ristians end not to the 

school-teoc:hing ln the secular schools of that t.l.ae. Following this line, the 

Ovistion alnlstry of teoc:hlng refers aore directly to the 'teoching' of equals 

in catechesls, than to school-teaching. However. it ls legit1'nate to ext .-w:f the 

ccnc:ept to include the Otristlan service t hat ls rendered by a Ou-1st1an teacher. 

S.Lailorly. the school-teoc:hing of religion should be regarded as one aspect of the . 

O,ristian -.1.nistry of t eaching. 

Conclusion 

lt,ile this discussion pcper has not touched on all of the issues and pro-
" .. 

ltlais in religious edvcot.lon 1n Catholic schools. 1t hos given attention to a null'bcr 

of areas that • ••rv. conf'ul conalderotlon by priests, parents, t eochers and 

ev., pupih, A clor1'1cation of the•• hsuH can help refine thinki ng about the 

purposes of relJglov• ecllcotion Catholic schools. In turn# this aoy help clorlfy 
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the cdN tor Catholic tchooh 1n r.i.u.n te upeetAIUON ,., n.Uoiou• ..,cot.lal 

1n the._, in the poruh n 1n the ..,.,,_,t tchoola. It 1a enl1--. 

Cothollc• th1r,k ill t.taa of 1h11 1arva, rial., ef nlig1oua educot!-, 1n the O.,rch 

that U.y rill be able to hove• better apprecloUon ef the contrlbuUGf'I that 

CothoUc achaols can -•. 
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QJl0E fl0A lK>IVIOOAL REFLECTla. Nf> DlSOJSSla. 

A N dH of ~ i de ., .. uon, (Q) hove beer, prodded hit• to help teodera 

wUh further re'1ect1on• on bsuH robed 1n U. t u t. TheN ..-,uon• could 

obo be used for group dhcuuion. ln both CONJ , there I.• fteedoa to Mlect 

particular ~ •t1on• f r• thoM CMdlabl e . To aolce this gui de '1wbl e , 

35 ques tio,,• covering many aspect• of religi ous ~ cation hove been included. 

In addition. where people are interested Jn doing s ome writt-, preparation 

ot dcrta gather ing before .. ting (or grcup discussion, use ca, b. nlOde of 

the structured exercises (&}. These u erelses are closely related to the 

s,,lde questions. 

The guide ~ •tlons and 1trvctured • xerciHs have beWI arrc:w,ged 1n 

blocks which correspand with the main parts or the text. The (JlesUons and 

exercbe1_provide opportunities tor following through 1n 1110re detail particular 

points or hsues noted 1n t lw text. They provide o f rar.=won that people "'°Y 

• lsh to use for helping them explore and tolk over expectations far religicus 

.o,cotlon 1n C".athoUc Khools. 

The text t c,vether with this reflection / discussion gui de can be used 

flexibly 1n many ways. The text can be read as a whole; Study/ discuss-ion 

groups may select part of t lw text and particular questions and/or uerc:J.ses 

to work cin . The .:st e riol could be uMd as o resource for o series of group 

... tings. 

Ole special, purpose of the text and guide b to help priests, teachers 

cw,d parents to woril tc,vether 1n clarifying t he purposes of religious ed.lcotiori . 

1. Review of Practices in Religious Education in Catholic Schools 

9! FrCM your e,q:,eri-,ce, aalce a lbt of the ( ec,tur•• of religious education 1n 

Catholic prlfflary ond/or aecondarr •chooh wtiich )'OU c:ansider to be valuable. 

"-1 are these f eoturH valucible to you? 

Q! Make a liat of what you consider to be probl ems , dlfficulti H or weakneu es 

ln religious education at e.lther or both pl'1.111Gry or secondary levels. 
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k:.!· Hawe er-. _..,.. w it• ,..,... ... to ~ .. u.,, 1 • z. Pr• the 

written rupor,Ht, -• HPWat• lbh fJI h valved f.ature1 and the probl • 

• eoa 1n rellglou• ~ t lon crt pr.laary a,d ~ le¥ela. 

AN there any dlffwencH betwen h f indinp crt priaory 91d NCondcary 

levua? Jnvlte the eroup ....bers to coaent an what ~ t C:OUN such dlffwa,ca. 

I!!.:!• DD peopl e rith ckffw.,t boc:kgroundl ,.. dlrfeNnt ~ ef nUgloua 

-',cotlan a valuabl.? DD they aphaslM dlffetent probl 9U? If 10U hove gr-..p 

__,.,., • lth dlff.,-.,t e,cped enca and badcgrounda, ... if the rupans•• of pdut. 

par-,ta, teachers , 1t udenb and others to .,estlons 1 and 2 •• 1W.lar or dlff.,.• 

If there are notable dlffw~s, ... if the group would llke to suggest why . 

2. 'hit ts the Role of ReUaiQUI ECM:ation 1n Catholic School.? 

_9! 'hrt are the aca1n goals you would Uk• raliglous educ:otion 1n Catholic 

schools to achieve? 

9:! DD JOU think that pr1Hb, por.,ts, religion teachers and students would hoYI 

aifflllor or different hapes for reUgious education? 'hit are the likely ..Wlori 

Uu and diHerences? "1-lat al~ t be ,_. of the r easons for different expectoU.or 

Q! Does the CathoUc CGIIIIM\ity 1n Australia upec:t too a,ch of Catholic schools 

1n the way of o religious lnflua,ce an )'OUftg people? 

Ccw<sidu crid c:awwait cr1Ucolly an eoch of the following: 

(1) Parents 811)' hope that the school would provide a religious ecllcotion 

because they feel inc:Gpable of doing 1t thauehes or becouM they 

f Nl that their efforts would be lnodequote. 

(li) Par.,ts aay not be interested 1n religious educ:at.1on but they 

hape · that their children will pick 1,1> scne nUglon and aoral 

vol11es from the school. 

(li1) Par.,t, my think that young people rill l earn to becowe religious 

and -,,.al aainly through what 11 said to th.m 1n r eli91on classu. 

Qi Consider the following stateiMnt: A decline 1n Catholic Hligious practice 

is aore Uhlr to b. caused by o ~line ln the tellgiou• at.>lphere of c:athc,Uc 

homes c.,d parishes than 1t ls by faulty religion t eaching ln CothoUc 1chools. 
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col..,, U,ta of eicpectoUont for Hligioua ~ion fr• lndlvl.._la fr• eod, 

., the following: potents, "4)11•, Hligion teochen, aid prh,b. (It aay be 

possible to lncluda sepotate results tor prilllory Junior aec:ondory, aid senior 

aecondlar)' r eligion teochen.) 

Arter looking carefully at the data, the groc.,> can cc:imi.nt on the •W latitl• • 

and cllfferences 1n e,cpectaUons. The group sq also ccns.lder what .ay be the 

reasons for dlffer ent 'e,cpectot.lons. 

!!:.!· Can the group now ca. up with a M t of e..,.ctaUons r or religious eelleca

U cn In schools which reflects same consensus CIIIIOn9 the various npresentatlvH -

porWlb, pupils, priests, t eact.rs and others? Can the group ogrN on what are 

the aoat ial»ortant upectotions? If not, then ot lea.at • ea Ust of the points 

en .t,ich there 1s dlsagr..,.,t. These can be reconsidered later ofter world..ng 

throus#, the whole dlscuss1on paper. 

l. Looking ot the problems 1n religious education 

Q? How would you respond to the f'oll01Fing stoten.nt: 

It 1s likely that nany of the anxieties Catholics have about religious educa

tion ore really c.utieties about the religious develcpmwtt of their own children. 

Given the..,, 1nflu~es on young people, parents worry cbout how their children 

will tum out. They hclpe that religious education at school will help their 

chlldnn turn out oll d gt,t. 

F .. Ung like this, parWlb .:iy e,q,ec:t too ..,ch of religious education at 

Khool. A clearer picture of llhot religious ecilcation can reasonably do and 

lllhot it cainot do, aay help parents end the Catholic canM.lnity generally to give 

ao~• attention to other areas that influence young people. (See text, J(a)) 

9! lllhy h it thot young people in Catholic schools aay find retreats <Sid 

religious co,ps to be enjoycible <Sid valuable e,q>9rlence1 while they do not think 

¥al'Y higt,ly of .hat happens ln Nligion classes? (S.. text, J(b)) 

Q!. How would you answer the following suggestion: There b a need for t.aching 

-,ch aore fol'IIIUlorhed Catholic doctrine to r e ligion closHa. ( S.. t ext, l{c) 

aid (e J) 
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n ligLou• •cation 11 the teoche.r'• CONc:iou1 • uncon1c:.lout Jade., ntpeet 

for P"Pil•' freedclM 1n tuc:h per,o,,al and Nnl1UY9 • eo• a faith, attitudes IIWf 

CCllllllitaent. Uttle CCW'I be och1~ if P'4)111 c:an1lder that the t.ocher b Nttlng 

out to S..,OH o portle111Gr point of vi• an .,,__ (S.. text, 3(d) and (g) .) 

Qll ea.,on and eYO.lllOte the following 1toteanta1 -
(1) Clo11rOC111 R.E. b pdmodly about knowledge and undeutcnilng 

of rel1gion; hence 1t should c:on1bt acainly of o study of 

n Ugion. 

(il) Classroom R . E. b pdnarily c::ancet'Nd with otU tudes cnf wlun 

and not so -.,ch •1th rellgious knowledge; hance 1t should 

contiat IIClinly of aper,-.ldad discussion of P'4)111' ow, uper1ence . 

Is lt desirable to have either (1) or (il), or lhould there be ~ of 

both 1n R.E.1 

~- Survey of P'4)1ls • attitudes to r•ligious ~cation. If 1t is possible tel 

gain the c:o-cperation of the principal and religion ataf'f of o Cotholic 1chool, 

the atU tudes to religious eciicatlon of pupils 1n o porUcular year le..,.l (or 

year levw) aay be surveyed. The survey can tcik• a ~ •~l• fom. Pupil.a 

can be asked to dlvida a page into two helves. On tha left they are to write 

atot-,ts about •.not I lilce or find of wlue 1n religion classes•; and an the 

right, •WICJl 'bugs• • 1n religion classes or what I do not like about u-•. 

The results of tha survey can be caaplled, showing the rslotlvw frequencies of 

the dlffer.,t t)'pes of stat-,t. Th. aost CCllffllan positive points and nevoth • 

points can be detenllined, The discussion group can reflect on the res1.1lts and 

co, t,y to lntupret tha prcblau . 

.2.:!· Look at the dcrto rro,11 exercise 5 and • " how oft., 11 pYPil dissotisf'ocU1 

with religious eo,cotion ossoc:1ated with their f .. l1ng that religion 11 'forced' 

onto thanl. ~ does this say about respect for P'4)1ls' p.rsonal freedmn? Also 

... lf there 11 ony connection bet""" pupil•• .ausracuon w1 th rellgion clau .. 

and thei r e,q,erlence of frN daln . 
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4. C.:1or1'y1np the Purpo1H ot Rel1qtou1 E~coUan 

9ll h t are the IIIOln cllfrerMCH betWNn ' (Cllllil1-teoc:M.ng 1 and ' •chool-teoc:hing'f 

9l! h t oapecb of the r e l.lglou• (oith Cftf practice of )'oung peopl e wauld be 

aost lnflu~ed b)' fonlly-teochl ng 1n the hcne and porhh? "1hat then b the aost 

uHful contrlbutian that can be ,mde throus#, the Jchool-teochl ng of r eligion? 

9!i Consider the following stat-,t: h tever their ~ or po.rhh bodcground, 

young people st.Ul have o l'lstit to know Cftf upedenc:e their religious trodJ.tlans. 

Religious education 1n CothoUc schools should a1ffl ot providing th.ls knowledge 

and e,cperi~. 

!!!;! 'While the 1 school-teoching 1 of religion ls one of the dlstlnctlve tasks of 

the Catholic school, it should also give ott ... uon to 9ane possibilities for 

'fcaily-teochlng'. In .tM,t war• can tM school do so,ne 'falll.lly-t-,dung '? Would 

you e ,cpect the priaary school to do aore 'fCl!IJ.ly-:-teachlng' with chUdr., than 

could be done • 1th older pupils 1n the secondary school? 

~. In response to Qll, nd<e a list of llhat ,1ou would hope for ideally in 

the religious development of young people; this should include the lq>ortant 

tilings you hope they tllistit leom about religion, mid about o llfe of Oiristian 

faith. Then in thr- colUlll'ts write doW'I whet llisfit be done about each of the 

• l ..,,ts 1n your list 1n the haN (fcally-teoch1ng ) the parish (fanily-teaching) 

and the classroca (school-teaching). 

9!,! If .. upect classroan religious - cotion to get 1DOre young Catholics bode 

to Moss on Sundays, we are expecting the school-teaching of religion to procl,ce the 

fruits of fanily-:-teaching. Is this ca realistic expectation? 

9!z. How would rou answer this critici• : The decline in Catholic religious 

practice and aorals ls due to the faulty teaching of r e ligion 1n Catholic schools. 

Q!!. w.c.t are the differences between personcal faith and knowledge of Catholic 

religious teochings? Can knowl edge of religion outClfflatlc:ally mice young people 

~ ,.. religious and -,r e 'f al th' -f ul? Ho. then does knowledge of religion nourish 

personal faith? 

9!!, la clossroan· religious education to be pdmorllr o 'folth e,q,erience' or should 

1t be about the learning of \-eliglou• knowledge• that will hopefully I in the 
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1M4»lla • .-n U-, l ead to • dNpeni,,g ef pen onal t'a! th? 

wa, Would• rei11m to the 1earn1,,g .r cotechl• .,~u, .. "' tt. lJ~, MlV9 -
°">' .r the probl ... in nlig,loua eo,cotlon or probl - in the lJfe .r the parlaf\? 

Wlot ~ ld be the NaponM ef pupil. lf t.eochera reverted to the eld cated\1.aa 

• the uclud-.te •thod for t.eocMng religion. 

Q2l Refleet on the following: It u good to g,l¥e pupil• the apport""1t)' to dbcut - . 

their .., personal vi•• in r el1g1ou• • cation. ·Ha.a..,.,., acae puplla c011plaln 

that too a,ct, 1n the wa,- of personol ~b aay be expected ef V... • "We an 

casked too oft... ' How • )'OU tNl about th11'7 Or there la a conUrwal 1tru 1 a1 

'otUtudea' and on 'd,angi,,g ygur otUtude1'•• 

~ Cilva, thot the cwa or o particular relig,lon class la to prca,te o .,,.. aena1-

U w ~reciaUon .r the Abodg,lnes and to lessen -,y rad.al prejud1ca ogainat 

the., whic:h of the follod.ng approaches would, in )'our opinion, be the better 

way or helpii,g cha,ge p14>ila' attitudes? Cil..,. )'OUr r easons why this b likely 

to be the case? 

(1) Dlsc:11ulon or pupils' ottitudes to Aborigines. Pupils ore asked 

to tolk about their own ottitudu to Aborigines. The following 

«.,,esU.ons ore o1so considered : Are the p14>Us prejud1c:ad? Can 

they r....t,u U1111Ples of pnjudlce? How can thay r ec:l,c:e their 

prejud1c:es? lflot ore the attitudes of' their parents towards 

Aborigines? 

(il) A study proj ect on the effect of' EurCf?!C!' colonisation on the 

90clol llf'e of Aborigines. Pupils study written aatulala 

whid, ~ the relig,lous and social sis,df'icanc:e or the land for 

Abori9,lnes and ho. disploc:--,t fr. their land caused a destruc

tion of' relig,lous culture and o personal disodentotion. In the 

llg,t of this study, and prior to a written assl~t, the pupils 

dl.scu11 the positive and negotlve effects of European culture on 

Aboriginal Ute and culture. 

~ lllhat ore the advantages and disodvontoges or t eachi ng teligion as o slbjec:tt 
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91!, C n 1rt on the followlng1 Aftel' the era .t the cotech1• llU ove,, con

uderable attention was gl'"" 1" I.! . to the dbcuulon of Pl'P11• • e11perlence 

.,. of cont~rar,o social probl .... Now there b a •ve to bal~ this db• 

evasion wUh aore attention belng given to the study of theol ogy Gld acdpture . 

~ c:a.-nt on the followl ~ : If the study of religion with at l ead the ac:ae 

le-..1 of 1"tellectuol challenge a• 1n othu •wbJecb l• neglect ed, th.I there 11 

o danger that pupils (Gld stoff) sq think that n Uglon· cannot be ltudied 1n 

tt,at 'lfOf - OI' even won • , that religion 19 not worth studying. 

gu The i dea of 'teach1ng religion - a subject' my ru 1n with thinking about 

secondary dlcation. How useful h thb idea 1n the pd.-a,y sdlool? Wmt wovld 

be the min s1mlladt1es and differences bet ..., the 1c:hool-teod,1ng of religion 

in C.othollc prlmaty and sec:ondcuy schools? 

Q27 Consider the followi ng questions <:bout the study of religion 01 O'\ acodemlc - . 
subje<:t in years 11-12 ln Catholic sc;hools: 

• If religion ls occ:redited as o subjec:t, will the pastoral needs of 

pu;,ils, whic:h could possibly be ,-t 1n o sial>ler 'low key' gpprooch, 

be neglected? 

• Is It realistic to try to meet 'pastoral needs' of pupils in classr00111 

religion _periods? Should not this be attended to 1n other ports of 

school life - e.g . pastoral core groups, interviews, c:an.,s and retreats? 

• Is it necessarily true ~to serious study of theology, scripture and 

religions will imibit pupil discussion? Disc11ssion arising from such 

o study IIICI)' in practice be naore lively and relevant for pupils.because 

it has on atmosphere of freecbn, whereas, a discussion focused more 

directly on the pupils' own views may be MOre restricted. 

• If religion 1s to be a subject 1n tM secondary sd,ool, then for yeors 

11-12, should it be optional? Would it caq,ronlse the Catholic: 

quality of a school to make th. study of religion optional at years 

11-12 l evel? There should still be opportunities for all to participote 

1n prayer, liturgy and retreats. 

• Should there be a basic c°"'"'lsory progrca for R.E. 1n r ears 11-12 while 
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hovl ng an optional courN owdlable fw h H who whh to study 

religion .,.. Mrloualyt 

• l¥en 1f only __. pupils wbh ta , tlldy religion •t dlpth at ,ears 

U-12 l evel, would not the avaU.GbiUty of ,uch a courN help lapr o~ 

the Mdousneu with which puplb and staff r egard relJei°" cwMa 

thr~t the school? 

Q!! ht are the dangers ln o religi°" teoc:her ' 1 approoch llhic:h concentrates 

axclusbely on h11/hu own penonol v1 ... of nligio,,? 

!:!! Reflect on ond discuss the augge•Uon oftered 1n the 1111n wt thot teoc:har1 

ahould be abl e to refer to their °"" vlew1 • port of the content for n ligian 

classes. 

9:!Q Should clossroaa R.E~ be thous;iht of an o •c,ma1 t.nt-=-unicating proce11' 

or should 1t be ~t of as an •educoUonal explorotion of religion to help 

pupils become better lnfomad about religious c:cmn!tment'? 

9!!, If we olk the question "How effecUve an Catholic schools?•, what are 

the criteria for 1uecess that my underlie our quesUon? "'1c:h of these r=dter1c 

are concemecl principally with the fanily-teoching of religian ond lfhich with the 

1chool-teoching of religion? 

5. The Aims of Catholic Schools 

~ ""'°t would be ,our 1tat-,t of oillls for a Catholic school? 

~ In the light of ygur reflection on the imtedal ln this discussion paper, 

what would be your statl!lllent or the aims for: 

(1) classroam religious ecllc:ation? 

(ii) the reli;J.ous Ufe of the school CM.1tside clossrocn R.E.? 

Thenes 1n the O,urch Oocl.ll!lenls which hove a bearing on ReUQlous Education 1n 

Catholic Schools 

~ If you wish to do follow up reading on thames such as .-.o,gelbation, 

cotechesh, lnculturation, alniltry, ond aluion (also wttneH, conYers1on) 111 the 

O,urch documents, rou will be able to•• uH or earlier reflections on this 

paper to suggHt the potential contributions that claaarOGM religious educotltn 
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can aalce to each of U..H proceuH. 

GJ" c:c...nt on the following, W\en reading the O,urch docUNnta to f ind wflot -
• • their laplicatlons for reUg.lous ecllcaUon, one needs to kHp 1n a1nd thot 

U.. cloaaroo. is .,ct, aore suitable for achool-teoching than lt l a for fo.Lly• 

teoching. 

Conclusion 

~ In what ways have ,our expectotlons for claurOC1111 religious education c:hai,ged 

after having r ead and reflected on the -,t•rial and questions 1n this discussion 

sq,er? "1at do you consider to be the aost -Ul)Ortant points to be kapt 1n ll1nd 

when considering the oims for religious education? 

Ql' If there ls o _Med to clarify i deas on religious education, should thb obo 

give 1110re reolisUc e,cpectotions for the religious role of Cothollc school■? 

In turn, does this help glv• a clearer picture of the roles of home, parish and 

Catholic school 1n the O,urdl • s nllnhtry? 
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Religious Education in Australian Schools. C&nberra: Curricul.- Development 
Centre, pp. 106-122. 

The following references note the 1110st i111portant studies of the n!ligious effec
tiveness of Catholic schools in Australia. These studies are 11110ngst the aost 
COlllprehensive and sophisticated of their type done an.)"llhere in the world. 
N.C. Levey, 1972. Religious education , school cli11111te and achievement: A study 
of nfne Catholic sixth fona gi r ls ' school s. Unpubl ished Ph.D. Thesis. Austral 11n 
NitionJl University. Canberra. 
M.C. Luvey, 1972. The transmission of religious and 11C>ral values fn nfne 
Catholic girls' schools. Twnt ieth Century !!_, 3. 167-184. 
M. Flynn. 1974. S011e Catholic schools fn action: A survey of sfxth fonn students ;t 21 Catholic boys ' hiah school s fn New South wal es and the A.C.T. Unpubl i shed 
.A. flies fs. Macquarie nt vers tty, Sydney. 

M. Flynn. 1975. $aae Cat holic schools fn action. Sydney: Catholic Education 
Offtce . 
II. Fl)IM 19M. E,rpectatlo,,~ or Catholic Schc-ols: \11,ot place hos R.E. in the 1•ao·., Word 1n u,. l A ~. ,_, 
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,.s. Fahy, 1'78. Ra11g1ou, btH 1f1 of 15,900 youths. Word tn L1ft ll., 2, 66-n. 
, s Fahy, 1980. Tht tffect1vtntss on Chr11tfan cr1ter1a of 17 Austra11an 
citholic h19h schools. Onpub1i,htd Ph.D. thesis, loston Co11191, loston, U.S.A. 
,.s. Fahy, 1980. The Nl1gious •fftct1VIMII of SCIIII Australian Catho11c Hi gh 
Schools. Word 1n Lift ll,, 3, 86-,a. 

, . t111s point was also •dt with respect to the C.tho11c church 1n the United States. 
SH, for example, R. Rt1dlert, 197S. A Leaming process for religious education. 
Dayton, Ohio: Pf11um, p.87. 

6. Second Vatican Council, 1967. •0tcl1ration on Christian Education• paragraph 3 
tn V.M. Abbott (Ed.) The Docianents of V1t1can II London: Geoffrey Chapaan . 
Australian Episcopal Conference, 1970 The Renewal of ttle Education of Fai th 
paragraph 152. Sydney: £.J. Dwyer. Pope John Paul II , 1912. FMri liaris Con
sortio: The Role of the Christian Family in the Modem World. paragraph 36ft. 
Sydney: St. Paul Publ ications. 

7. Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977. TIie Catholic School paragraph 
3. Sydney: St. Paul Publications. 

I. The Renewal of the Education of the Faith, paragraph 154. 

I. For example, the Declaration on Christian Ecklcatfon (paragraph 8) and The 
Catholic School doc1.1nent (paragraph 55) suggest the need for •creating"Tri the 
school c011111.1nity an amsphere pemieated with the gospe1 spirit of freedom and 
love.• Set also, Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, 1982, Lar CathoHcs 
1n Schoo1s: Witnesses u, Faith {paragraph 22ff). Sydney: St. Pau1 Pub ications. 

10. The Catholic Schoo1, paragraph 32. 

11. Lay Catholics 1n Schools, paragraph 22. 

12. Second Vatican Counci1, 1967. Dog111&tic Decree on Divine Revelation, paragraph Si 
The Renewal of the Education of Faith, paragraph 36; Sacre-d Congregation for the 
Clergy. 1971. General Catechetical Oirecu,ry , paragraph 3. London: Catholic 1 

Tn,th Society; Pope John Paul II , 1979. ca techesi Tradendae: C.techesis 1n our 
time, paragraph 72. Sydney: St. Paul Publ1cat1ons. 

13. General Catechetical Director1, paragraph 71; Pope Paul VI, 1976. Evangelii 
Nunt1and1: Evangel 1sat1on i n the Modem World, paragraph 80. Sydney: St. Paul 
Publ ications. 

14. The theme of .eeting the needs of fndividua1s in different cultural contexts and 
in particular historical circumstances 1s strongly emphasised in the Church docu
aents. See for example, Second V1tican Council, 1967. Pastoral Constitution on 
the Church in the Modem World, paragraph 61, The Renewal of the Education of 
!!..!!!!., paragraph 31; General Catechetical Directory, paragraph 32 ; t vangelii 
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Nunt11nd1, paragraph 621 C1techt 11 Tradtndat, paragraph 31. 

15. SH, for exafl'l)lt, the probl_. fn an txclu1fv1ly df1cu111on-orftnted approach to 
relig ion teaching fn Y. Ayet, 1981. Shifts 1n C1t,che111. Word fn Lift Zt, J , 
119. -

16. See, for exmnple, the probl• where pupfls consider thet t hey are being subJt cttd 
to moral or psychologfcal pressure to egret wi th tht teacher. Rtlf gious Education 
1n Australian Schools, pp.171-172. 

17. The Catholic School, paragraph 43. 

18. See, for example, the cast study, M.L. Crawford, 1982. •A year 12 Course on 
World Religions fn a Catholic Htgh School• fn Towards Critical Dialoi ue tn 
Religious Education (Eds. R.H. Elliott and G.M. Rossiter ). Sydney:ustralfan 
Association for Rel igious Education. 

19. Lay Catholics fn Schools, paragraph 56. 

20. Catechesf Tradendae, paragraph 6. 

21. The Catholic School, paragraph 3. 

Z2. The Catholic School, paragraph 49ff. 

23. The Renewal of the Educ.atfon of Faith, paragraph lllff. Lay Catholics fn Schools 
paragraph 40. . 

24. General Catechetical Dir~ctory , paragraph 87i The Renewal of the Education of 
Faith, paragraph 180. 

25. The Catholic School, paragraph 53ff. Lay Catholics in Schools. paragraphs 22, 48. 

~6. The Renewal of the Education of Faith. paragraph 144. 

27. See Evangel;t Nuntiandi: Evangelisatfon in the Modern World. 

ZB. General Catechetical Directory, paragraph 20; The Renewal of the Education of 
Faith , paragraph 124. 

Z9. See Synod of Bishops, 1977. Message to the People of God. Reprinted in Wo rd in 
life 19781 voline 26, Number I , pp.4~13. 

30. The Renewal of the Education of Faith. paragraph 30. 
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APPENDIX 4, 1 

4.1,1. 

L.o.u. I I.,.,,,.,. or JNTIRVJIIWI 

HOW YOU USE JOURNEY IN FAITH? 
• group work1 cros s-grade grade 

• freguency of meeting : e.g. 1-llshr per fortnight 
1-llshr per week 

• basis for school policy; source document; 

• parent groups; ataff meetings staff development days 

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF JOURNEY IN FAITH. 

+ • clarifying benefit of support material (modules) 

• 

* 
* 

* 

modules enable users to integrate their own experience 

amount of theological jargon 

language difficult 

staff not sufficiently educated 

CURRENT INFORMATION BEING SOUGHT 

making practical 

skills of needs - analysis 

nothing specific 

extended background material e.g. re evangelisation 

future inservice _related to Journey In Faith 

looking at programs 

possible methods of extending to local community 

linkage with other subjects 

EFFECTS OF STAFF COLLABORATION 

more indepth reflection 

increased awareness 

gives ownership of ideas 

sh'aring 

individuals has threatened 

generates discussion 

willingness to work as group 

enriched by others in group with different cultural 
background 

greater tolerance and acceptance 

challenged staff commitmE'nt 



APPENDIX 4, 1. 2, 

0 

1 ln6o'°llnaUort4l 

2 

3 

4 Con.\ equ.ence 

5. CcUaboll.a.U.cn 

6. Re6oc.u.6-Ulg 
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STAGES or CONCERN 

The teacher i • unaware that the innovation 
exiata and expressea no concern• about 
it. 

At this stage, the teacher is concerned 
about learning more of a general nature 
about the innovation and!!!!!.! is required 
to.!!.!.! it. Typical questions include 
what materials are needed, where to 
send for more information, and where 
the innovation.!.! currently being used. 

Here the teacher is appraising his/her 
present teaching role and the ways that 
role may have to change if the innovation 
were used. Other concerns include what 
commitments are required, how u·se would 
affect rewards, salary and support, 
how classroom management would change, 
what should be expected from other teachers 
and the school system, and how much 
time would be involved. 

At this stage, the teacher is concerned 
about organization and l.6gistics, and 
asks questions and makes statements 
such as "How do I get all the tests 
corrected and returned?• and "Planning 
is taking all of my time.• 

The teacher at this stage is concerned 
primarily with the innovation's impact 
on students. Typical questions include: 
"Are children using the materials effectively 
and efficiently?"; "Are they learning 
anything and how much?•; and "What changes 
can be made next year to make it even 
better?" 

Here the teacher is concerned about 
relating what she/he is doing with the 
innovation to what others are doing 
as a way to increase the effect on the 
child's total learning. She/he seeks 
answers to such questions as "Is there 
continuity from one year to another?"; 
"Are other teachers and/or subject areas 
using the program in the same way?"; 
and "Can we start working together and 
co-ordinating what we are doing?• 

At this stage the teacher is concerned 
about whether other innovations exist 
that would achieve the same goals more 
effectively. The teacher's concerns 
are focused on broadening his/her outlook, 
increasing professional growth, and 
achieving maximum outcomes for children 
and the school as a whole, all in relation 
to the thrust of the innovation. 
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• Appendix 4.1.3 SCHOOL PROFILES 
·····~·········································································· 

83-1 
SCHOOL N"'18ER 11 

NI.HBER OF TEACHERS 112 

................................................................................ 

AWA. INF, PEIL MAN, ca-.i. COL, REF. 
• • I • I • • I • • • •• • • • e • • • ♦ • • • ■ • • e e • ■ ■ • ♦ e e • • ■ • • • a ■ I • I ■ ■ • ■ • ■ • • e e • e • ■ ■ • ♦ • I • e • I • e ■ • e ■ ■ ■ • ■ 

TEACHER 1 60 37 12 11 ., 10 22 
TEACHER 2 81 37 31 ,, 43 10 42 
TEACHER 3 93 .. 3 31 1 I 31 26 
TEACHER 4 96 84 91 " S 9 31 71 
TEACHER 5 ,,, ... 63 90 21 31 65 
TEACHER 6 53 72 39 56 19 52 47 
TEACHER 7 66 57 .. , ,, 71 ,,, 42 
TEACHER 8 53 91 87 2? , .. ?2 65 
TEACHER 9 46 66 61 15 2? 9 30 
TEACHER 10 89 80 70 65 2? 36 69 
TEACHER 11 72 88 48 69 33 ,, 42 
TEACHER 12 37 ?2 85 27 ,, 97 57 

f • I I ■ • t I I ■ ■ ■ ■ I I a ■ ■ ■ ■ e ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ a • I ■ ■ f ■ I I a a • a ■ ■ a ■ ■ ■ I a ■ I ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 9 a ■ a ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I I I ■ ■ ■ a • a ■ a a 

MEAN 70 68 56 46 35 44 "' ST, DEV • 20 19 24 26 21 30 17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Al,JA. INF, PER. MAN. ca-.i. COL, REF. 

100: 
95: 
90: 
85: 
80: 
?5: 
70: • • 

► 65: • • .... 60: • .. .... 
V, 55: • • • z 

,l,J 50: • .. • • .... 
z 45: • • • • • • - 40: • • • • • • 
LI.I 35: • • • • • • • > - 30: • • • • • • • .... 

2~: • • • 5 • .. • • 
w 20: • • • • • • • 
a:: 15: • • • • • • • 

10: • • • • • • • 
5: • • • • • • • 
0;: 111: I 11 I : 11: 111 I 1111111 I 11 I I 1111: I:: 111: 11 I I I: 11111 I I I I I I I 111111111111111 

AWA, INF, PER, MAN. CON, COL, REF. 
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I . · Appendix 4.1.3 (Cont.) ..... ~ ..............•.......•................................................... 
84-1 

SCHOOL NI.HBER 11 

N1.118ER OF TEACHERS 115 

................................................................................ 

N,,IA • INF, PER. l'W". CON. COL. REF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T~CHER l n 84 ,, 27 16 48 !57 
TEMCHER 2 66 90 I? 39 21 ' 60 
TEACHER 3 ,, 84 41 ll 4 48 ., 
TEAC~ER 4 29 16 28 27 63 80 ~o 
TEI-CHER !5 66 12 72 " 66 36 26" 
'1"£;.;.CHEF: 6 17 43 14 1!5 !5 16 38 
TE..,CHER 7 66 16 , 2 2 9 , 
TE-"'CHER 8 91 90 80 8!5 63 48 69 
TEACHER 9 23 ?2 31 34 !54 fl 99 
TEr-oCHER 10 60 88 3!5 4? 16 40 :;o 
T~CHER ll 66 84 8!5 27 90 16 81 
TE,:,CHER 12 10 " 87 9 33 97 6~ 
T~CHER 13 10 !5 , 2 3 1 1 
TEACHER 14 29 48 21 2? 33 91 6~ 
'T'E>.CHER 1!5 72 63 16 !52 21 29 ~2 ................................................... .................... .. ...... . 

MEAN !55 60 44 32 33 48 !52 
ST. DEV. 27 28 29 23 21 32 26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1/11.JA. INF, PER, MAN. c°". COL . REF , 
100: 

95: 
90: 

► 8~: 
I- 80: -V, 75: z 70: w 
~ 6~: z: - 60: • 
l,t.J 55: • • > 50: • - • . • • ~ 4~! • • • • • '.'3 40 I • • • • • l,t.J 
ci:: 35: • • • • • • 

30: • • • • • • • 
25: • • • • • • • 
20: • • • • • • • 
l ~: • • • • • • • 
10: • • • • • • • 
5: • • • • • • • 
01 ; 111: I 11111 I I: 1111: 11111; 1 l I: 11: 1 11111: I: 111: I 111 t 1111 ; I:: 11: I 1111: 1111111 ~- INF . PEJ;-. MAIL Co-!. COL. REF', 
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• 
Appendix 4.1.3 (Cont.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
83·2 

SCHOOL Nl.t1BER 12 

NlJ'IBER OF TEACHERS t 7 

................................................................................ 

AWA. lNF, PER. l'IAN. CON. COL, REF. 

·······'········································································ TEACHER 1 9!5 66 83 94 ,4 , ... 47-
TEACHER 2 99 93 63 83 !54 40 94 
TEACHER 3 10 30 ., 30 63 ,2 69 
TEACHER 4 29 88 31 34 24 14 52 
TEACHER :5 37 98 91 6!5 24 44 81 
TEACHER ' 60 45 ,2 73 30 48 !5? 
TEACHER 7 lO 45 35 39 l1 " 52 
e e e • ♦ I I t e I ♦ I I • ♦ I • e ♦ I e I • I e e e e ♦ e • ♦ I e I I e I e e • e ♦ I I • • ■ • e e I e I I e I ♦ e I e • a • ♦ e t • I t t a I • ♦ I t I ♦ e 

MEAN 
ST. DEV, 

49 
34 

66 
25 

60 
24 

37 
18 

46 
1!5 

65 
16 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

AWA. INF. PER, tW,I. CON. COL. REF, 
100: 

951 
90: 
85: 
80: 
75: 
70: 

► 65: • • 
I- 60: • .. • .... 
V, 55: • • • • z: 
w 50: • • • • • 
I- 45: • • • • • • z: 

40: • • • • • • 
w 35 I • • • • • • • > 30: • • • • - • • • 
I- 251 • • • • • • • :5 20: • • • • • • • w 

151 • ~ • • • • • • 
lOt • • • • • • • 
51 • • • • • • • 
0::11111111111111:111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111:111:1111111111 

AWA. 1NF, PER. ~- CON. COL. REF. 
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Appendix 4.1 .3 (Cont.) 

···~············································································ 
84-2 

SCHOOL NU'18ER 12 

NU'18ER OF TEACHERS 1lZ 

• • • • • a • • e • I t e t t t I e t t t t I t t e t I t t t t t I t t t I I t t t t t I t t It t t t t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t I I t t t t t t t t t t 

AWA. INF. PER. NAN. CON. COL. REF . 
I t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t e I t t t t t I t 

4 

1 t t I t t t I I t t t ■ t t t I t t t I I t t t t I ■ t I I t I t I t I I I I t t • t t t I t I t I • I t t 

TEACHER l 23 "3 48 s, 12 31 87 
TEACHER 2 37 48 59 11 43 ~9 8 1 
TE,.ICHER 3 10 ee 67 39 59 84 52 
TEACHER 4 10 40 5 7 24 76 57_ 
TE'"'CHER 5 29 19 21 34 30 28 47 
TEACHER 6 10 19 25 u 8 40 6 
TE,.ICHER 7 23 16 45 23 8 19 42 
TE,:.CHER 8 37 30 57 27 33 36 30 
T~CHER 9 29 60 10 43 48 1, 6:5 
TE,..CHER 10 23 23 5 27 24 12 60 
TEACHER 11 29 80 52 27 63 98 87 
TEACHER 12 66 96 96 52 " 31 69 ............................. ..... ................................. ...... .... ... 

MEAN 2? 47 46 30 41 44 57 
ST. DEV, 15 27 26 IS 23 21 23 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

AWA . INF . PER. MAN. Cet-1, COL. REF, 
100: 

9:'i I 
90: 
8~: 
80: 
7S: 

► 70: ~ -- 6~: V') 
z: 60: 
""' ~~: • ... 
z: 50: • -- 4~: • • • • ""' > 40: • • • • • .... 
I- 3~1 • • • • • :s 30: • • • • • • 
L&,I 2~1 • • • • • • • ac 

20: • • • • • • • ·~· • • • • • • • 
10 I • • • • • • • 

~= • • • • • • • 
0::111:11111111111: 1 1::::11::111:1:11111111:1:11 11 :1: 1 111111111: 1 111:11111:1 ~- INF, PEr<. HAN. CO,-J. COL, REF. 
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Appendix 4.1.l (Cont.) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

83~3 
SCHOOL NU"IIER 13 

Nl.t"IBER o, TEACHERS , , 

• e • e • • e • e e • • • e •• e • • e e •• e I •• e • I e • • • I • I • I I •••• e •••••••••• e ••• • • • e e e e. e • e • • I I • • I • e e 

AWA. INF, PER. f'W,I. CCN. COL. REF, 
e I e I • • I I I • I • I' • e • I e • I e • e e I e e I I I I • I I e e I I I e e I • ♦ e e I I e • e e • e • e e e e e e ■ e a e e e 4 • e I I e e e • I I I e 

TEACHER 1 29 75 28 27 33 40 ,1 
TEACHER 2 2, , 2, 15 27 98 26 
TEACHER 3 10 60 41 11 27 28 14 
TEACHER 4 84 ,, 5:5 30 11 44 17 
TEACHER s 10 2? , 18 9 36 ,o 
TEACHER 6 66 51 2, 23 21 16 47 

I I • e e • e e e e • If • e e e I a e e e e e I I e e e e e e I e I e I e I I • e e e I I e e e I e • e e I • • ♦ I e e I a I t I • e I e e e I e • I e e I e e 

MEAN 
ST. DEV. 

38 
28 

48 
25 

30 1, 21 
7 

21 , 44 
2, 

47 
21 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

AWA. INF. PER. HAN. CCN. COL. REF. 
1001 

951 
90 I 
851 

80: 
75: 
70: 
65: 
60: 

► 55: .... - 50: • V, 
;r; 45: • • • u., .... 40: • • • • ;r; 

351 • • • • -
u., 30 I • • • • • 
> 25: • • • • • .... 

20 I • .... • • • • • • s 15: • • • • • • • u., 
a: 101 • • • • • • • 

51 • • • • • • • 
0: I I I If 11 I I It 11 f 111111111111111:: 11 I 11: 11: I 111111111111111111 I I I: 11IIII11111 ~- INF. PER, f'WII. CCN. COL, REF, 
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Appendix 4.1 .3 (Cont.) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

94 .. 3 
ICHOOL NU'18Elt I I 

NI.J1BER OF TEACHERS al 

............................... ...... ........................................... 

ALJP,. INF. ftER. l'W,I, CCN. COL. REF. 
♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ 

TEACHER I 10 , ? 2, 39 ,a 19 ,7 
T~CHER 2 81 99 89 4? 12 80 20 
TEACHER 3 29 12 12 2? 16 ,4 47 
TEACHER 4 ?2 ,? ,3 ,, ,6 72 30 
TEACHER , 66 1, 17 34 66 .,, 34 
TEACHER 6 23 75 31 l 1 33 ,e I? 
TEACHER 7 3~ ,1 28 39 43 40 7? 
TEACHER e 66 2? 17 4? 90 ,, 73 
♦ ♦ ♦ e ♦ ♦ I ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ■ ■ ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ■ I ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ " ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ■ I ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ■ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I 

HE~ 
ST . DEV , 

48 
2!5 

4' 
28 

3, 
25 

40 
18 

58 
24 

59 
19 

44 
22 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Al.JP,. INF, PER. MAN, CCN. COL, REF', 
1001 

9:5 I 
90: 
85: 
80: 
7!5: 

>- ?O I I-.... 6:5: V, 
z 60: • • I.LI :55: • • I-
z '!50 I • • • • 

4:5: • • • • • w 
> 40: • • • • • • - 35 : • • I- • • • • • 
5 30: • • • • • • • w 251 • • • • • • • ar:: 

20: • • • • • • • 
l 5: • • • • • • • 
JO: • • • • • • • 
51 • • • • • • • 
0::1111:111111r1111111:1111111 1 111 : 11111:1111111:11J1111111111111111111111:1 

AI.JA. INF , PER. MAN. CON. COL. REF, 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

83-4 
SCMOOL NLt18ER 14 

NU18ER OF TEACHERS a, 

• • a • • e • • 11 • • • • e e e " • • • • • • • e • • • e • • • e • I • 1111 • • • • e, • ■ ■ e • • I> •• e • e • •• • e • II • I e • • •• ■ a e • e e • I I a e • 

-..A. INF, PER, HAN. CON. COL. REF, 
e • e ■ ■ • 1, ■ e • e • e e ■ ■ I II a • I a e a a ■ a ■ e a • ■ ♦ • e e t t ■ • I a • a ■ a a a a ■ a a • a e • ■ a a 1111 • a a I a • a a ■ a • a I t a a a • a • 

TEACHER l 23 16 , ? 2 12 11 
TEACHER 2 86 9S e, 4 7 48 31 !52 
TEACHER 3 " 9? ?8 ?7 24 1, 38 
TEACHER 4 9S ,s 80 es 19 2, !57 
TEACHER , 99 96 80 92 71 40 42 
TEACHER 6 46 48 41 39 :19 93 92 
TEACHER ? 98 97 3!5 !52 21 2 4? 
TEACHER 8 86 98 91 43 24 48 34 
TEACHER 9 81 90 2!5 1, 3 10 14 
■ ■ ■ • • ■ ■ a a ■ a a a • • a a • a a • a I a I I • a I a i ■ ■ ■ a ■ ■ t a • a I a a ■ • ■ ■ a a a I a I a a ♦ a I a a a a ■ a • a ■ a • ■ a a a ■ a a 41 a I 

MEAN 79 81 SB Sl 30 31 43 
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AWA. lNF, PER. MAN. CON. COL. REF . 
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TEACHER 1 86 72 67 56 43 36 73 
TEACHER 2 46 90 ,, 30 76 93 52 
TE.:.CI-IER 3 Bl 54 80 88 71 68 73 
TEACHER 4 91 96 95 65 76 72 90 
TEACHER , 53 51 76 52 76 91 9~ 
TE~CHER 6 23 90 ?2 69 33 44 73 

················································································ 
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SCHOOL Nl.t18ER 15 

Nl.f'18ER OF TEACHERS 1lf 
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TEAC11EP. 1 f9 96 72 88 48 48 98 
TEACHER 2 93 ?2 48 43 96 22 ,2 
T~CHER 3 91 80 4::1 39 86 19 ,2 
TEACHER 4 46 !54 .. , 30 43 72 ,2 
TE~CHER :I 46 !S? 4::1 34 :54 80 ,, 
TE,r:.CHER 6 94 99 97 94 66 ?2 73 
T~CHER 7 94 99 9? 94 66 ?2 73 
TE~Cl-lER 8 60 90 83 88 27 40 81 
TEACHER 9 _46 60 28 18 l6 19 42 
TE,,4CHER JO 93 98 96 69 92 91 94 
TEACHER 11 93 99 96 60 :19 40 84 
TEACHER 12 10 90 89 " 90 31 84 
TEACHER 13 97 99 99 90 82 80 92 
TEACHER 14 9l 84 76 6:1 48 36 84 
TEACHER IS " 91 80 34 24 2:1 14 
TEACHER 16 60 80 ?6 83 ::14 44 :12 
TEi:.CHER Ji' 37 66 72 69 38 76 81 
TEACHER 18 81 72 70 43 11 48 38 
T~CHER 19 96 84 ?2 43 63 36 42 

····································································-··········· 
MEAN 75 83 73 60 56 50 66 
ST. OEV: 26 15 21 24 25 23 22 
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SCHOOL NLt18£~ aS 

Nl.t18£R OF TEACHERS tlf 

................................................................................ 

~- INF, PU. t'W,I. CON. COL. REF. 
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TEACHER l 77 63 59 ?3 24 40 38 
TEACHER 2 ?2 '' 57 23 s 14 57 
TEACHER 3 10 7' 78 83 ,o 72 73 
TEACHER 4 10 51 41 60 63 84 99 
TEACHER s ?1 72 72 83 63 ,, 77 
TEACHER 6 60 60 e:; 88 54 91 73 
TEACHER 7 10 97 80 69 86 44 47 
TEACHER 8 72 88 83 77 30 80 ?? 
TEO:.CHER , 10 5411 41 69 48 98 99 
TEACHER 10 53 66 95 69 43 91 ,, 
TEACHER 11 72 97 89 52 33 25 77 
TEACHER 12 37 54 35 11 ?l 72 87 
TEACHER l3 53 99 " 83 86 91 84 
TEACHER 14 29 45 78 88 43 76 81 
TEACHER 15 23 54 ,, 69 54 95 99 
TEACHER 16 10 54 45 69 59 93 99 
TE.ACMER 17 29 88 85 90 66 95 87 
TEACHER 18 10 80 97 27 96 91 65 
TEACHER 19 37 80 85 80 92 93 99 
e ■ • • a • t e e ♦ e e e 41 e a t ■ ■ e e a ■ e e t t t e e e t t e t • t t t • t • I I t ■ t t t t t * e I • t • t I t • t ■ • I e t I t I t t e t e I a t • e 
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TEACHER 1 93 84 72 77 21 6B 47 
TEACHER 2 29 23 35 60 43 80 20 
TEACHER 3 23 43 28 23 9 12 22 
TEACHER 4 66 !54 3:5 60 16 2 14 
TEACHER :, 29 !57 2:5 27 4 40 :I 
TEACHER 6 89 :51 87 73 13 40 ,, 
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84-6 
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TEACHER 1 71 96 ,, .a 4 28 11 
TEACHER 2 81 " 67 34 :, 2:1 81 
TEACHER 3 a, . 7!5 4:1 47 21 72 60 
TEACHER 4 ,, 88 72 23 t6 1, ,o 
TEACHER , 81 ,e :17 23 ? 31 I:" 
TEACHER 6 77 ,, 48 23 8 44 ,2 
TEACHER 7 84 96 63 l1 13 28 .,, 
TEACHER B 81 S'6 ,, 30 :, 2:1 7? 
TEACHER 9 94 88 4:1 34 3 10 34 

················································································ 
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I C HOOL Nl,t1IE,t I I 
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TEACHER l 66 69 !5? 27 7 l 9 17 
"l"EACHER 2 60 96 70 30 3 !9 60 
T~CHER 3 ?4 91 83 80 24 1, !52 
TE~CHER 4 72 72 ?O 39 2? !52 4? 
T~CHER 5 72 72 76 73 2? 28 65 
TEACHER 6 53 93 72 47 27 40 60 
TEACHER , 44 63 41 83 1 l 22 22 
T~CHER 8 66 !54 59 9 24 76 60 
T~CHER 9 46 34 67 11 9 31 14 
TEACHER 10 !53 60 !52 30 38 91 81 
T~CHER 11 46 66 !52 ?3 9 36 30 
TEACHER 12 72 88 83 11 ? 22 38 ...... ... ..... ..... ..... .......... ........ ............. ... .. .. ........... ..... .. 

MEAN 62 12 6!5 !54 18 42 46 
ST. DEV. 14 17 13 2!5 l l 24 20 
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TEi:.Ct4ER 3 ?8 88 80 47 38 25 17 
TEi:.CHER 4 91 45 63 39 4 9 1 
T~CHER 5 91 48 35 60 24 4 38 
TE,;..Ct1ER 6 95 34 !5 2 4 4 
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,EACHER 9 99 o3 52 65 7 19 20 
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SCHOOL N\J't8ER 17 

NlJ'18ER OF TEACHERS 11, 

................................................................................ 
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TEACHER 1 29 69 4S 1, ::S9 4 0 60 
TEACHER 2 10 75 67 :S2 21 28 1? 
TEO:.CHER 3 60 4::S 31 2 30 48 38 
TEACHER 4 29 43 39 30 2? 3 84 
TEACHER , 29 19 12 18 ,, 19 ,,. 
TEACHER 6 46 30 14 23 19 12 14 
TEMCHER 7 37 S4 2::S 27 38 22 ,2 
TE..-CHER 8 29 91 ,,. 34 2? ,, 14 
TEACHER 9 72 7S 70 34 16 22 6, 
TEACHER 10 29 69 80 39 ,, 16 ,,. 
T~CHER 11 94 99 94 9, 63 ,, 92 
TE,c.CHER 12 60 ::S4 21 7 8 ,, 22 
TEACHER 13 66 Sl 1? 11 8 ,, 26 
TEACHER 14 ?2 93 91 85 19 36 30 
TEACHER 15 72 84 87 8:S 21 84 14 
TEACI-IER 16 60 75 76 6::S 71 48 ,2 
TEACHER 17 86 91 72 34 30 36 30 
TEACHER 18 89 84 n 80 92 72 87 
TEACHER 19 ?2 98 ?2 39 33 48 42 ................................................................................ 

MEAN 55 68 56 41 3? 41 45 
ST. DEV. 24 22 28 28 23 22 2, 
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TBACBDS' 8UGGISTIOWS a BGAJU>JIIG •JOURNEY IN PAIT■• POI 1985 

h 
• implementing in the class room 

• AV resources and aida to help discussion. 

• practical ideas for each 1tep of the way. 

• up-to-date church 'news' for teachers who are trying 
to answer student's questions. 

• 

* 
* 

* 

* 

• 

2. 

* 

* 

3. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

4. 

greater access to R.E. courses • 

more release time. 

continue with further modules. 

more detailed study and discussion about the 
recommendations on the blue pages. 

continued opportunities to discuss topics with people 
with whom one is 'comfortable' - a great strategy. 

arrange whole day sessions instead of 1 hour sessions . 

some information in the book could be stated in simpler 
terms for clarity. 

opportunities to see how other schools are implementing 
Journey In Faith. 

document needs to be clearer but R.E.C. helps explain 
it. 

more modules please. 

No. 

familiarisation workshop. 

* a lot of coordination between teachers so that it 
is a whole school process. 

* continuing, even greater staff interaction. 

* release time is an essential factor in developing 
and broadening staff attitudes. 

it will be necessary for whole staff to get together 
to discuss ~-6 content and othe r matters. 



.L. 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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More inaervic:e 

whole ataff involvement in making democratic deciaiona . 

more input into implementing and integrating Journey 
In Faith in my teaching and in school•• whole, behaviour 
of atudent■• 

there is still a lot for me personally to learn • 

all teachers to be using Journey In Faith . 

continuing release time. 

more information about implementing Journey In Faith 
with programs. 

clarification in some areas. 

continue especially with new members of staff. 

working on school policy on R.E. based on Journey 
In Faith. 

programming R.E. with Journey In Faith principles 
and needs of school. 

* what happens with change of R.E.C. in 1985. 

6. 

* more opportunities for staff interaction. 

* more time for R.E.C. to organise discussions. 

* more release time for staff. 

* lots of practical and display ideas for primary/infants 
grades to help enthuse children. 

* how to link liturgy 
theme. 

history - and doctrine in a 

• teachers guide presenting dilemmas, aids, and questions. 

* relationship of themes to current life situations 
e.g. atomic energy, nuclear questions etc. 

• continued opportunity for staff to discuss aspects 
of their adult faith. 

• flexible approaches for teachers to use various materials. 

• item-bank of suggestions e.g. literature, music, activities 
- perhaps in nature of a teacher•s text. 

• upper primary materials for teaching moral dilemmas. 

* teachers' handbook with options. 



• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
* 

* 

• 
• 
* 
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aupplementary document to ahow how Journey In Paith 
could be u•ed •• • aequential program X-6. 

possible text/activity book for use in claaa . 

workshops on teaching of R.E. in classroom - content, 
resources. 

help the school - I haven't found it helpful for programs . 

more practical side e.g. programming • 

content, teaching strategies, units of work, resources • 

no more theory please. 

programming units. 

sharing of resources . 

development of topics shared between schools • 

continue programme of revitalising Journey In Faith 
for teachers. 

group work on practical matters of writing up units. 

* more time to work with grade teachers. 

• awareness of available resources. 
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A. Pro ject - I■plUtentation of • Journey In Paith• 

What do you see to be the goals of the project? 

How important are the project's goals compared to the school's 
most important pre-existing goals? 

Are the project•s goals' new to the school or something 
always thought important? 

Is The Project Strategy Appropriate? 

Please comment upon project materials (MODULES) and their 
pedagogical techniques e.g. leader's guides. 

Please comment on staff development associated with the 
project 

Frequency of activities 
Description of activities at school 

Please comment on effect of additional staffing allocation 
for the project? (Describe way(s) used, and effectiveness) 
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a. Organisational a nd Individual Ch•racteri • tic• of School 

(In general - NOT limited to PROJECT) 

Please comment on staff turnover. 

Please comment on staff qualifications. 

Please comment upon informal and formal communications in 
school. 

What has been the extent of prior innovations in the school? 
(What, when, etc) 

Describe the innovativeness of staff. 

Describe the staff climate. 

Other General Comments (other local factors worth mentioning) 
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MANAGEMENT 

• In what way■ ha ■ admini ■trative organi aation of the 
achool been altered by Project? 

• In what ways have decision making arrangements been 
altered by Project? 

* In what ways have communication arrangements been altered 
by Project? 

* In what ways has Principal/R.E.C. been involved in the 
Project activities at school? Please also describe others 
involved in planning project? 

AMOUNT OF CHANGE 

Do you think your school has changed much in relation to 
school-based R.E. as a result of this Project so far? 

As a percentage of schools total staff, how many staff have 
to change in order to make the Project successful? 
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INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS OP LEADU 

Describe extent of increased responaibility upon you by 
undertaking the project? 

What satisfactions has the project given you? 

What previous experience have you had of innovative projects? 

How aware do you consider yourself of "policy" issues around 
this project? 

What percentage of time have you devoted to the project? 
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EDUCAT10N 

UOLOGlCAL OEVELOPMENT 

1N FA1TH 

• ENV1R0NMENT OF LEARNING 

Takin1 individua l teacher, out of 1chool1 and into in1ervice cour••• 
la ••r, much like takin1 out one piece of a ji11av (1chool oraani1at
lon). chan1in1 lt1 shape and thtn findin1 it vill not fit vhen you 
try to put it back. Rot only will thi1 piece not fit bu~ it then has 
to 1uffer the ansuish and fruatration of beina 'knocked' back into i t ■ 
oriainal shape 10 as to fit in vith the tota l jigsaw. This 1ugge1t1 
that for effective change the total school, all the pieces of the jig
aav need to be involved. 

• WAY ADULTS LEARN 

The oriainator of the tenn 'andragogy', Malcolm Knowles, uses it to define 
a ■pecific educational model that he sees a• most desirable for helpina 
adults learn. He elaborates: 

Tbe andraaogical model is a process model. in contrut to the content models 
employed by IDOSt traditional educators. The difference is this: in 
traditional education the teacher (or trainer or curriculum committee or 
so•body) decided in advance what knowledge or skill needs to be transmitted, 
arranges this body of content into logical units, selects the most effic
ient means for transmitting this content (lectures, readings, laboratory exer
cises, films, tapes ,etc.) and then developes a plan for presenting these content 
units some fol'"ID of sequence. This is a content model (or desisn). The 
andngogical teacher (facilitator, consul tant, change agent) prepared in 
advance a set of procedures for involving these ele111ents: ( I) establishing 
a climate conductive to learning; (2) creating mechanism for mutual planning; 
(3) diagonising the needs for learning; (4) formulating program objectives 
(which is content) that will satisfy these needs; (5) designing a pattern of 
learning experiences with suitable techniques and materials; and, (6) evaluat
ing the learning outcomes and rediagnosing learning needs. This is a process 
model. The difference is not that one deals with content and the other does not; 
the difference is that the content model is concerned with transmitting inform
ation and skills, whereas the process 1J:1odel is concerned with providing proced
ures and re,ources for helping learning information,understanding,skills, 
attitudes and values. 

The Report prepared by UNESCO for the third International Conference on Adult 
Education held in Tokyo in 1972 (Adult Education in the Context of Lifelong 
Education) makes a similar plea: 

Lifelong education with its goal of adaptability to change stresses the 
need for a very different type of teacher-and not only where adult educ
ation is concerned. It is no longer a question of· teaching or education 
from the front of the class, but of helping to learning, of providing 
motivation, of stimulating the acqui,ition of knowledge and creativeness, 
of knowing how to fade into the background at the right moment , of encour
aging self•directed tearnins, which is now perhaps more important than 
the specific knowledge they impart. Educators must be prepared to under
stand the model to which their own behaviour corresponds, and be willing 
to accept the existence of other models. Adults no longer need masters 
and lecturers so much a s advisor, and an imateurs. 
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ASSUMPTIONS RE AOUlT lEAINJNG 

I. l!LATIONSHlP IITWUN L!AMU AIID TEACHH 

Adult• hern l»ut wtlu th•J ,AU treated vlth rupect a■ ulf-dluctina 
peraona. loth te•cher and learner, are adult• brln1ln1 laportant contribut
ion• to the learnln1 1ltuatlon. Such re1pect 11 ■alntalned .-tlen teacher• and 
learner• vor\ to1ether to di1cover the •n•v•r• to t helr ovn que1tlon, . The 
att i tude of the teacher l• crucial to such • proce••· !ncouraaeaent of que1t
lona and contrlbution1,IIIOde of addr•••• ••oidlna t alklna down to lea rner• a re 
a ll indicator• to th• learner that the teacher re1pec t e the■•• adult, . 

2. l!UTIONSBIP H TV!PJI L!ARNH AND LEAMER 

Adult• need to Interact vlth other 1Hrnen In thlt educat ional proce11 . 
There l• a 1tron1 need to relate freely with thelr peer• vlthln eaall 1roup1. 
! ven when adult• coae to1ether around a lecture fit■ or read{n1 , interaction 
h still an laportant co-,onent of leunln1. Thil interaction ■i1ht t ab the 
fon of diecus•lon of life eaperlence precedlna th• Input or n invitation to 
dialogue at point• throu1hout. 

3. PVIRONHDT S!TIING IS IMPORTANT 

Adult• need a vat"■ , supportive envlronaent in which to learn. Cotafortable 
chair• placed ln • vaJ that discussion I• poaalble. 100d li&htin, and an effect
ive •ound •J•te■ ell contribute to a 100d physical environment. Rov people are 
welcomed a• theJ enter and thanked•• the7 leave, a• well a1 eaa7 acce•• foT 
latecomers, 1et the cli■ate for learning. 

4 • N!l!:DS, INTERESTS AND CONCERNS OF TB! LURN!R 

Adults vlll be attracted to proara■1 when their need•, interests and concerns 
have been taken into account In the plannina . Thie requires re•earch before 
and after proarns a1 veil a• li•tenin1 to the 'feed-back' of participant, 
vhile they are actively involved in the program. There are various sophi•ti
cated instnm«nta which vill do thit, such as 1urvey• and que•tionnaire1. But 
•imply ••king question• of• variety of people and testing their answers vith 
others can be a very effective strategy within planning. 

5. !XPERI!NC! 01 TH! LE.ARNER IS A PRIMARY RESOURCE FOR L!ARNINC 

Within any adult group the range of experience and skill• i ■ considerable. 
A tensitive educator will seek to uncover this experience end these •kills, 
and draw upon them to the advantage of the whole group. !ach person, then, has 
the capac ity to be both teacher and learner . Success in developing this atmo1-
phere will ensure that all are affinaed and that later self-directed learning 
i• made possible and likely. 

6. LEARNER PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS 

Adults vill be 1110re likely to ovn a proar-■ if they are involved in the 
planning. While it 11ay not be pouible to involve all participant, in auch 
planning, to brina some prospective learners together will be useful , Topics, 
approaches. languaae and interest, can all be tested. Nece■sary administration 
and detail• of hospitality can be ■ade easier. But, · above ell, the need• and 
lntereat• of the learner• can be aade the (ocua of the planning. 

7, ACCESS to INFORMATION IN UIIDERSTANDA!U LANGUAGE 

One of tbe aala ob1tacle1 to learnln1 l• that ao•t adult• do not have 
ready acce•• to lnfoniatlon. Many edults do not knov how to 10 about flndln1 
the anaver• to their que•tlon•• Moreover, aoaetl■ea the l aportant lnforaation 
la d i1gu l1ed In technical or eacluslve l■nguaae . The ta•k of adult education 
will tnclude takln1 step• to bridge thll l•P· Pnhap• an eu■ple of thh ls 
the •••t aa,unt of lnfo~ atlon co■lng froa recent acrlptual re• earch vhlch 
ia not ava ilable to the aver•&• believer . · 
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Milt, lurD ltut wh•n thn• tr• opportunltlu for • •arhtJ of lurnlna 
acti'riti11. l•c•u•• of th• vid1 • • ri1t1 of esp•ri1nc1 . 1dult• differ fro• on• 
anotblr end dhph1 • arut varht1 of D•ed• . Aaon1 1dult •ducator■ there h 
a ara.£01 avar1na11 th1t lt i• l aportant to provld• a ran11 of 1lt1rnatlv11 of 
• ducatloul .. chod• in order to attract adult• and Mtt th•lr DHd1. Th••• 
M thai,,, could include: hOIIII di1cu11ion1 ; work1hop1; di1cu11lon of •1r11d 
readas ut1riat; live-iD v11kend1; dl1cu11loD arouad l ecture• and filu ; Ute 
of •i .. o ca111t t11 and leani01 escha01e1 . 

9. ltEFUalOI ARD ACTION 

&Gentle .adult •ducatioo i1 1round•d ln the concrete lite 1ituatlon1 of the 
leaner - bi• or bar ovn preoccupation,. hop11 and f1ar1. leflectin1 on that 
eitU&tion le critical to the 11arnina proce11. Throuah refl1ctio0 and a0ly1i1 
the laruer1 are encouraaed to take , ome action le their live, . Then in turn 
they•• led to rtflect back on wha t ha• happened. 

10. ADULT IDUCATlON 1S DEVELOPMENTAL 

Tbffe h•• been auch infonaation publiahed within the tut ten year• to 
aupport the view that adulthood h not .a atate of evenneu tha t one ruchu a t 
a certain age. Rather, there are uny staaes of adult development. Therefore, 
no o• adult education proaram will fit the requirement• of all &dulta. Adult■ 
vill liffer, too, in the pace at which they team. 

• METHOfS FOR Al'ULT EPUCATION IN FAITH 

a ) THE A.111.."l"BOOD OF THE .BELI~VER IS to BE RESPECTED 

The frinciple of respectinJ the adulthood of the learner bas an important 
prioritJ in the education in faith of adults. Just aa faith ia a free and 
persollll response to Cod's grace, 10 aust the process of education in faith 
reflect freedom and respect for the individual adult. 

b) TB! FmB EXPERIENCE OF THE ADULT BELI!~R IS TO BE RESPECTED 

It follows from this first principle that the faith experience of the adult 
him/henelf is foundational to his/her religious education. The personal 
•stor,• of the adult contains the history of Cod's call to him/her. This exper
ience acts as a key reference point in a way that is not poasible vith children. 
'nle adalt educator will be alert to the questions of the learners and show a 
deep 1Bpect for them. The individual insi&hts of the learnera are primary to 
the learning process. 

c} GROUP llTERACTION IS AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION Di FAITH 

Edsational research suggests that adults learn best when they are pa.rt of 
a gro.., , and when they believe they have the respect of the group. 

THICEMERAL CATECHICAL DIRECTORY recognises this in regard to faith. 
"Ill catechesis, the importance of the group is becoming 1reater and greater 

in the case of adults, the group can today be considered• requi1ite for cate
chesia which aims at fostering a seue of Christian co-responsibility." 

d) TH! EJKATION IN FAITH OF ADULTS SHOOLD INCLUDE A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE 

socrm DI WHICH TH! BELIEVER LIVES. 

Adil! education in faith m.11t be life-centred both in reaard to the individ
ual bdiever as well as in regard to the tociety in which the adult O.,riatian i a 
livina- fli.us, it will include the development of skills to enable the believer 
to .maa 1ense of the •ociety, and critically to reflect upon it. 
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e ) ADULT !DUCATIOII IN FAITM, 15 NOT ~ ACAD!KIC STUDY. IUT WILL lf!CESSARIU 

lJICLUD! A CALL 1'0 ACTION. 

Adult education la faith operate, accordln1 to a pru lt aodel (i.e. reflectloa, 
action/reflection), Grovth in faith l a •xpre11ed throuah ac tion ln dally life. 

f) ADULT LU.RNEllS AU CALL!D TO KllCISTRY. 

Adult education in faith challena•• the participant• to exerciae the 
■haion of Hrvice to the world and minhtry vi thin the church. All believeu 
are called to thia double vocation. !ducatlon in faith thu1 t ake• on the 
character of continuina reflection upon one'• livina out of the Chri1ti1n 
vocation. 
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